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Introduction

Two facts regarding idea theft in the creative context are undeniable—first,
that idea misappropriation claims against Hollywood studios and television
producers are rampant,1 and second, that the hodge-podge legal regime
surrounding idea submission claims is in disarray. Institutional entertainment
industry players, such as major Hollywood studios, dismiss idea theft claims as
fake and frivolous, a kind of “copyright-lite” claim brought by unsuccessful
wannabe writers and producers. In contrast, non established creators seeking
entry to the elite and lucrative world of Hollywood tell another tale—that of an
industry that relies on the creative ides of outsiders, and fleeces idea submitters
as a routine business practice. Some of these practices no doubt feed into the
narrative that represents Hollywood “as a dangerous place for filmmakers with
vision and integrity and many filmmakers believe that it is important to stay out
of the Hollywood studios entirely in order to maintain their artistic
independence.”2
Raw ideas comprise the DNA of every entertainment project, and of
intellectual property (IP) itself. However, although ideas constitute the building
blocks and basic units of IP, neither copyright nor patent law protects ideas. Yet
ideas, standing alone, can be phenomenally valuable. The value of raw ideas
came into stark relief in the case that launched the hit film, “The Social
Network.”
The college roommates of Mark Zuckerberg, the founder of Facebook,
alleged in a lawsuit that Zuckerberg purloined the idea for Facebook.3
Facebook grew from those humble college beginnings as a social networking
Internet site to a financial juggernaut. Plaintiffs reportedly settled the case for
$65 million.4

1. See, e.g., Robert M. Winteringham, Notes, Stolen from Stardust and Air: Idea Theft in
the Entertainment Industry and a Proposal for a Concept Initiator Credit, 46 FED. COMM. L.J.
373, 391 (1994) (noting that “[i]dea theft occurs because of the current Hollywood business
structure [and in the small Hollywood community] “plagiarism is said to be systemic”).
2. Sherry B. Ortner, Against Hollywood: American Independent Film as a Critical
Cultural Movement, 2 HAU: J. ETHNOGRAPHIC THEORY 10 (2012).
3. The case was brought by college roommates of Facebook “founder” Mark Zuckerberg, who
claimed that Zuckerberg appropriated the code from their social network site, “Connectu” and included
claims of copyright infringement and trade secret appropriation. See Arthur R. Miller, Common Law
Protection for Products of the Mind: An “Idea” Whose Time Has Come, 119 HARV. L. REV. 703, at
711,712 (2005) (noting that “developments in technology, capital markets and distribution have coalesced
to make ideas more valuable than ever”).
4. Id.
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Ideas are indispensable to the entertainment industry.5 Professor Miller
has written that “Hollywood is a small community that depends on that most
precious of commodities: the original idea.”6 Every entertainment project
begins with an idea that, with development, becomes a book, article, video
game, song, television show, theatrical play or screenplay. Producers hire
writers who convert treatments to entertainment products such as motion
pictures and TV programming. Idea production and dissemination takes place
in a hierarchical studio system populated by economic and legal firms with all
its characteristics of hierarchical command and control.7 Within this
Hollywood ecosystem, new entrants—writers and producers—subsist at the
bottom of the entertainment food chain.
Despite the often-astounding economic value of ideas, the “law of ideas”
provides strikingly little protection to idea originators and submitters. To
paraphrase the late comedian Rodney Dangerfield, “ideas get no respect” under
legal doctrine. The general legal rules governing disputes over idea ownership
posit that creators cannot protect raw ideas—-raw ideas alone but are “free as
air.”8 Existing legal doctrine creates a climate that is generally hostile to the
protection of ideas. Undoubtedly, overly expansive protection of ideas as a form
of intellectual property would impose unacceptable social costs.
The hallmark of American society is the ideal of a “marketplace of ideas.”9
Courts and commentators recognize that placing robust restrictions on idea
dissemination and implementation can impose negative social costs.10
However, failing to protect ideas through overly restrictive limits on idea
protection also has social costs, particularly if we also value distributive and
corrective justice. A thread throughout my work is the notion that the IP system
ought to protect the least advantaged in society. Copyright law has historically
left the creativity of social “out” groups, such as African Americans

5. See Arthur R. Miller, Common Law Protection for Products of the Mind: An “Idea” Whose
Time Has Come, 119 HARV. L. REV. 703, 711-712 (2005) (noting that “developments in technology,
capital markets and distribution have coalesced to make ideas more valuable than ever”).
6. Winteringham, supra note 2, at 374.
7. See Dan L. Burk, Intellectual Property and the Firm, 71 U. CHI. L. REV. 3, 4-5 (2004).
8. International News Service v. Associated Press, 248 U.S. 215, 250 (1918) (Brandeis, J.,
dissenting).
9. See generally ANTHONY LEWIS, FREEDOM FOR THE THOUGHT THAT WE HATE: A BIOGRAPHY
OF THE FIRST AMENDMENT 185 (2007) (The phrase is typically attributed to Justice Oliver Wendell
Holmes, who, dissenting in Abrams posited that “the ultimate good desired is better reached by free trade
in ideas—that the best truth is power of thought to get itself accepted in the competition of the market.”
The actual phrase, “marketplace of ideas” was actually coined by a writer in a New York Times article in
1936).
10. See e.g., Andrew Beckerman-Roadu, The Problem with Intellectual Property Rights: Subject
Matter Expansion, 13 YALE J. L. & TECH. 36, 38 (2011) (noting that ‘allowing private parties to own ideas
and information can interfere with marketplace competition and with public access to intellectual
property.”).
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unprotected.11 The dysfunctional state of “idea law” similarly punishes the folks
at the bottom, while enriching institutional elites. I have argued elsewhere that
this sad state of affairs is detrimental to inculcating those norms against “piracy”
that Hollywood needs in the era of “remix.”12
The protection of ideas has important implications for entrepreneurship—
the supposed basis of the American dream—-“[w]hen a person has an original
idea and develops it into a product, an entrepreneur is born—-a person who has
personal drive, creates an intimate vision, and is willing to take risks.”13 Further,
disincentives on idea protection chill the dissemination and ultimate access to the
public of valuable ideas.14
Fresh and marketable ideas are indispensable to film and television
production in this era of expanding media outlets. Without ideas, content would
stall, and if that were possible, become even less innovative and staler. There is
increasing recognition that “[i]f open innovation is to thrive, business trading
models between [idea creators and corporate users] must ensure that professional
business creators are equitably renumerated.”15 Huge expansions in outlets for
entertainment have increased the value of “fresh ideas for sitcoms, game shows,
stories of crime and punishment, and, most recently ‘reality’ fare have become
the source of the industry’s success.”16 Fresh ideas, however, seem few and far
between based on studio output and obsession with sequels. How many “Lethal
Weapon” and “Fast and Furious” films are we up to now?17
Idea misappropriation claims are generally unsuccessful against
entertainment projects like film and TV shows. As I have said elsewhere, “idea
law . . . provides the least firepower in the IP-related arsenal of legal claims,
particularly in contrast to copyright law.”18 This article contends that novel ideas
are worthy of stronger protection, particularly for new entrants such as
11. K.J. Greene, Copyright, Culture & Black Music: A Legacy of Unequal Protection, 21
HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 339, 358-59 (1999).
12. Id.
13. LOUISE LEVISON, FILMMAKERS AND FINANCING: BUSINESS PLANS FOR INDEPENDENTS 7 (6th
ed. 2010).
14. Scholars recognize that nondisclosure of information, including ideas, by “hiding useful
information . . . has social costs, as it prevents others form using the information.” See Dan L.
Burk & Brett H. McDonnell, The Goldilocks Hypothesis: Balancing Intellectual Property Rights
at the Boundary of the Firm, 2007 U. ILL. L. REV. 575, 584 (2007).
15. See WIPO Magazine, “Ideas Need Industry as Industry Needs Ideas, 1, August, 2011.
16. Miller, supra note 5 at 711, 712.
17. See Igor Dubinksy, The Race to the Box Office Leads to Cinematic Déjà Vu: Modifying
Copyright Law to Minimize Rent Dissipation and Copyright Redundancy at the Movies, 29
WHITTIER L. REV. 405, 447 (2007) (exploring how, as “author’s ideas are often stolen wholecloth or taken by pieces” even as “the creative, legal, and economic landscapes encourage . . . the
release of similar déjà vu movies.”)
18. See K.J. Greene, “There’s No Business Like Show Business”: Using Multimedia
Materials to Teach Entertainment Law, 52 ST. LOUIS U. L.J. 765, 768 (2008).
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independent film producers, writers and idea submitters. The new entrant “must
take the risk of revealing his format idea to [a] producer without landing the deal
. . . [o]nce the producer has learned the idea, he may cancel the contract
negotiations [and later] develop the program format without involving the
original developer.”19 Copyright law provides very strong protection for creators,
whereas idea law is weak and indeterminate. In thinking about the optimal goals
of idea, ideally, idea law should satisfy three goals:
1. Provide optimal incentives to idea generators to submit ideas;
2. Protect idea recipients from specious misappropriation claims; and
3. Preserve a broad public domain in ideas, consistent with democratic
notions of a vibrant “marketplace of ideas.”20
These three goals are functionally equivalent to the “constitutional policies
of copyright: the promotion of learning, the protection of the public domain, and
the encouragement of publication to provide public access.”21 It is not at all clear
that current idea law satisfies one, much less all three such goals.
This article contends first that idea protection in the context of submissions
to network and cable television productions has national impact and would more
appropriately be regulated by a federal regime or dual state-federal regime, much
like trademark law. A federal regime would eliminate unfairness that arises from
preemption of idea misappropriation claims and the lack of coherency and
inconsistency that characterizes state law regimes. A federal regime is needed to
create a coherent standard of protection for idea submissions because idea theft is
national in scope.
A. Two Narratives Of Idea Theft
Two dueling narratives of idea theft in Hollywood exist. The first narrative
of idea misappropriation is that of industry elites at the top of the food chain.
Their narrative runs that loony Hollywood outsiders frivolously claiming idea
misappropriation besiege every project. Film studio lawyers contend “there’s
nothing more bitter than a scorned writer . . . .”22 It is said that major motion
studios “receive over 20,000 movie and TV show ideas per year, but review only
6,000 of these, many of them over meals with executives from other

19. See Stephan Betchtold, The Fashion of TV Show Formats, 2013 MICH. ST. L. REV. 451,
463.
20. Ronald K. Collins, Holmejs’ idea marketplace – its origins and legacy, First Amendment
Center, May 13, 2010, http://www.firstamendmentcenter.org/holmes%E2%80%99-idea-marketplace%E2%80%93-its-origins-legacy
21. See L. Roy Patterson & Stanley F. Birch, Jr., A Unified Theory of Copyright, 46 HOUS.
L. REV. 215, 285 (2009).
22. See Allison Hope Weiner, Lawyer is Upping the Ante in Claims of Idea Theft in Hollywood,
N.Y. TIMES, July 27, 2006, http: //www.nytimes.com/2006/07/27/ movies/27 gadf.html?_r=0.
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networks.”23 Film industry executives “say that a litigious opportunist is born
every time a film strikes box office gold.”24 This narrative of specious idea
misappropriation claims has been validated by the courts, which routinely
dismiss claims of idea misappropriation. Indeed, Professor Miller asserts “courts
bend over backwards to avoid protecting ideas.”25 However, there is no
empirical evidence of this narrative, outside of cases dismissed based on the
narrative. There are also likely a number of cases that settle and remain obscured
by confidential settlement agreements.
A second, plausible—if not provable—narrative exists: that Hollywood—
institutional elites such as studios and major production companies—routinely
appropriate ideas from players on the bottom end of the studio system. Under
this narrative, Hollywood functions as a giant fulcrum for idea theft, and is so
entrenched a practice that idea theft is an accepted part of the overall business
model. Analysts note that accusations of plagiarism “have become so
institutionalized that they are no longer a question of ethical ambiguity so
much as business as usual.”26
Given a long and extensive history of IP misappropriation across various
industries, and the tendency of institutional actors on the entertainment stage,
whether film studios, television networks or sound recording labels to overreach
with one-sided contracts, the narrative of appropriation is far more plausible.27
New creative entrants to film and television face “formidable obstacles to
success . . . [and are forced] to sign waivers giving up or limiting their rights to
compensation.”28 One needs to look no further than the experience of African
American creators in the IP system to capture the unfair treatment of the industry
lower class.
B. The African American Experience in Idea Appropriation
Professor Lessig has identified the United States’ long history of piracy and
IP theft, noting that if “piracy” means using the creative property of others
without their permission . . . then the history of the content history is a history of
piracy.29 Perhaps no better example exists than the experience of African
23. See Igor Dubinksy, The Race to the Box Office Leads to Cinematic Déjà Vu: Modifying
Copyright Law to Minimize Rent Dissipation and Copyright Redundancy at the Movies, 29 WHITTIER L.
REV. 405, 411 (2007).
24. See Lisa Sweetingham, Writer claims Sean Connery and others stole idea for ‘The
Rock’, but he may be in a hard place, YAHOO! NEWS, Feb. 16, 2006, http://news.yahoo.com.
25. Miller, supra note 5, at 720.
26. See Joy Horowitz, Film; Hollywood Law: Whose Idea Is It, Anyway?, N.Y. TIMES Mar. 15,
1992, http://www.nytimes.com/1992/03/15/movies/film-hollywood-law-whose-idea-is-it-anyway.html.
27. See Rick Smith, Notes and Comments, Here’s Why Hollywood Should Kiss the Handshake Deal
Goodbye, 23 LOY. L.A. ENT. L. REV. 503, 506-7 (2003)(outlining disparities in bargaining power between
studios and networks vis-à-vis new artists).
28. Miller, supra note 5, at 708-9.
29. LAWRENCE LESSIG, FREE CULTURE: HOW BIG MEDIA USES TECHNOLOGY AND THE LAW TO
LOCK DOWN CULTURE AND CONTROL CREATIVITY 53 (2004).
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American artists and creators—Professor Trout has noted that “nowhere are the
appropriative harms to personality more manifest than in the history of black
musical authorship in the United States.”30 Arguably, no one ethnic group has
evidenced more artistic creativity than African Americans, particularly in music,
where African Americans pioneered virtually all genres of U.S. popular music,
as well as in literature and science.31 The phrase “real McCoy”, for example
refers to an uncredited black inventor of the cotton gin. African Americans have
witnessed the fleecing of their intellectual property—including ideas—since the
founding of the republic. In the television idea context, there is anecdotal
evidence of this dynamic playing out.
In the 1970’s, a number of television shows depicting African American
characters burst on the scene, including “The Jefferson’s,” “Good Times,” and
“That’s My Mama.”32 The creative force behind these shows, which were
immensely popular not j ust among blacks but the public at large, was a young
African American writer named Eric Monte. Monte, it is said “created
characters that were controversial and politically and socially conscious.”33
Monte wrote or co-wrote the characters for numerous TV shows, including
“Good Times,” “The Jefferson’s,” “Sanford and Son” and “That’s My
Mama.”34
Competing stories exist as to the downfall of Eric Monte, arguably the most
inventive African American writer in television history. According to the
producer of “All in the Family,” “The Jefferson’s” and “Good Times,” Monte
and his co-writer, actor Mike Evans who played the character of “Lionel” on
“The Jefferson’s,” “blew it creatively with a poor copycat of a script” for “Good
Times.”35 Lear claims he nonetheless gave credit to the black writers—“even
though what they wrote was far cry from what we shot, we did not seek to
change their credit as sole co-creators . . . [t]hat would not have happened, at
least not gratuitously, if they were white.”36
30. See David Dante Troutt, I Own Therefore I Am: Copyright, Personality, and Soul Music in the
Digital Commons, 20 FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 373, 378 (2010).
31. See K.J. Greene, What the Treatment of African American Artists Can Teach About Copyright
Law, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INFORMATION WEALTH: ISSUES AND PRACTICES IN THE
DIGITAL AGE 385, VOL. 1 (Peter K. Yu, ed. 2007).
32. See Eric J. Bailey, BLACK AMERICA, BODY BEAUTIFUL: HOW AFRICAN AMERICAN IMAGE IS
CHANGING FASHION, FITNESS AND OTHER INDUSTRIES 87 (2008) (noting that in “the 1970’s a series of
black-oriented situation comedies emerged on mainstream American network television that confronted
the gritty realities of inner-city urban life. . .”).
33. Pierre A. Evans, Q&A: The Legendary Eric Monte, SOUL TRAIN, http://soultrain.com
/2014/01/15/ qa-legendary-eric-monte/.
34. Id.
35. See Norman Lear, Exclusive Norman Lear Memoir Excerpt: Throw Downs with Carroll
O’Connor, Race Battles on ‘Good Times’, THE HOLLYWOOD REPORTER, Oct. 2, 2014,
http://www.hollywoodreporter.com/news/norman-lear-memoir-excerpt-throwdowns-736647.
36. Id.
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Monte subsequently sued Lear and the network for idea misappropriation
in 1977. A copy of the lawsuit could not be obtained, but according to press
sources as well as Lear and Monte himself, the case was eventually settled for $1
million and a one-percent percentage of royalties from the revenues of “Good
Times.”37 If Monte is to be believed, the top African American writer in
Hollywood had his ideas fleeced by institutional elites. For a time, Monte lived
in a homeless shelter, a true story of rags to riches (he grew up in Chicago’s
Cabrini-Green housing projects) and then riches to rags.38
I have set forth in numerous articles the litany of ways that the intellectual
property system appropriated the cultural production of African Americans,
while inculcating stereotypes that fostered social segregation.39 Blacks can stand
in as the “low person on the totem pole” in the social hierarchy where IP is
operationalized, and can offer insight in those interested in a more “bottom up”
rather than “top-down” IP structure.
If IP law is indeed “serious about providing authors and creators with fair
compensation for their efforts,” it has been said, “we need to do more than
reform copyright law itself . . . we need to examine the structural reform of the
[entertainment industries], using not only copyright law but also the tools of the
common law and of unfair competition law.”40 The African American experience
in IP teaches that social structures often work in conjunction with legal structures
to turn facially neutral rules—such as the fixation doctrine in copyright—into
instruments that functionally subordinate based on race, class and gender.
Social dynamics play a role in the implementation of intellectual property.41
When we consider that practices become entrenched in a social context, it is
disturbing that in the idea context, courts have reified industry customs: “courts
sometimes permit evidence of industry custom and practice to function as a

37. See John L. Mitchell, Plotting His Next Big Break: Eric Monte Was Once a Successful
Hollywood Writer Before Losing It All, L.A. TIMES, April 14, 2006, http://articles.latimes.com
/2006/apr/14/local/me-monte14.
38. See Annette John-Hall, Craving a Return of Good Times, Bad Times have Befallen Eric
Monte, Writer of ‘Cooley High’ and Co-creator of ‘70’ Hits But he has more stories to tell, THE
PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER, May 30, 2006, http://articles.philly.com/2006-05-30/news/25401309
_1_bill-cosby-stories-writer.
39. See K.J. Greene, Copyright Culture and Black Music: A Legacy of Unequal Protection,
21 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 339, 370-71 (1999), see also K.J. Greene, Trademark Law and
Racial Subordination: From Marketing Stereotypes to Norms of Authorship, 58 SYRACUSE L.
REV. 431 (2008).
40. See Michael Madison, Comment, Where Does Creativity Come From? And Other
Stories of Copyright, 53 CASE W. RES. L. REV. 747, 754 (2003).
41. See LAURA S. MURRAY, S. TINA PIPER AND KRISTY ROBERSTON, PUTTING
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN ITS PLACE: RIGHTS DISCOURSES, CREATIVE LABOR AND THE
EVERYDAY 2, (2014) (noting that the “social and cultural context of any emergent dispute or
ownership claim—not to mention the financial circumstances of the parties—dictates how, why
and by whom IP law is invoked”).
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substitute for any other evidence of the creation of a contract or its terms.”42 In
the entertainment ecosystem metaphor, distributor such as film studios and
networks are the sharks, and new writers and producers are the minnows. Any
idea regime concerned with distributive and corrective justice would recognize
the social background under which idea law operates.
C. Fundamental Tension in the “Law Of Ideas”
Founding father, noted slave owner, and inventor Thomas Jefferson posited
that “if nature has made any one thing less susceptible than all others of
exclusive property, it the action of the thinking power called an idea . . . [t]hat
ideas should freely spread from one to another over the globe, for the moral and
mutual instruction of man, and improvement of his condition, seems to have
been peculiarly and benevolently designed by nature.”43 Whether Jefferson
endorsed a natural rights or some other theory of IPR is beyond the scope of this
article.44 The point is that theorists have long recognized a fundamental tension
between providing property rights in ideas and information and the policy of
maintaining a strong public domain in a society that, perhaps above all, values
robust exchange in the marketplace of ideas.
D. Intellectual Property Protection and Ideas
IP protection in the regimes of copyright and patent only protect ideas
that reflect a certain level of innovation or expression. Copyright exists to
promote creativity, while in contrast patent exists to promote innovation.45
The disinclination in the law to protect ideas is in part constitutionally
mandated: copyright law, for example, only protects the “writings” of authors,
and these must be “fixed” in a tangible medium of expression. Analysts have
noted that “all writings, including musical compositions, can be dissected to
the point of becoming uncopyrightable ideas . . .”46 Copyright law does not
protect mere ideas: the Copyright Act explicitly provides that “in no case does
copyright protection for an original work of authorship extend to any idea,
procedure, process, system, method of operation, concept, principle, or
discovery, regardless of the form in which it is described, explained, illustrated,
or embodied in such work.”47
42. See Lisa Pearson, Navigating the Bramble Bush in Idea Submission Cases, 4 J.
MARSHALL REV. INTELL. PROP. L. 36, 40 (2004).
43. See THOMAS JEFFERSON, THE WRITINGS OF THOMAS JEFFERSON 180-181, Vol. 6 (H.A.
Washington ed., 1854).
44. See Adam Mossoff, Who Cares What Thomas Jefferson Thought About Patents?:
Reevaluating the Patent “Privilege” in Historical Context, 92 CORNELL L. REV. 953, 964-65
(2007).
45. See Doris Estelle Long, When Worlds Collide: The Uneasy Converge of Creativity and
Innovation, 25 J. MARSHALL J. COMP. & INFO. L. 653, 657 (2009).
46. Yvette Joy Liebsman, Using Innovative Technologies to Analyze for Similarity Between
Musical Works in Copyright Infringement Disputes, 35 AIPLA Q. L.J. 331, 332 (2007).
47. See Copyright Act of 1976 sect. 102(b).
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Copyright law provides strong protection for “literary” works, including
books and screenplays. A fully formed screenplay is the centerpiece of the film
industry; given the expense of feature films, “studios realize the screenplay is a
blueprint for a multi-million dollar investment.”48 However, copyright does
not protect “treatments”—plot summaries and outlines of entertainment works.
Many film projects begin with “treatments”—defined as “[a]n essay-style
description of the story and characters.”49 Treatments have no standard lengths
and can run the gamut from one or two pages to twenty-five to thirty page
summaries of ideas for television shows or film projects.50 However, the
Copyright Office has consistently taken the position that treatments are
unprotectable, stating in 1973 that the “. . . general idea or title of a radio or
television show cannot be copyrighted. . . [t]o be acceptable for copyright
registration in unpublished form, a script must be more than an outline or
synopsis. It should be ready for presentation or performance so that a program
could actually be produced from the script deposited.”51
Similarly, in 1977, the Copyright Office again asserted that the “. . . general
idea or outline for a program is not copyrightable. Copyright will protect the
literary or dramatic expression of an author’s idea, but not the ideas themselves.”52
The Copyright Office’s statements on treatments reflects the ideaexpression dichotomy of copyright law, designed to “protect the expressive
elements of an author’s work while guaranteeing subsequent authors the
necessary breathing space to make their own contributions by adding to, reusing,
or reinterpreting the cats and ideas embodied in the original work.”53 Whether
copyright truly does incentivize individuals in certain industries such as film to
create, or whether the “simple, central truth about the motion picture industry is
that copyright sustains a production habitat that is fundamentally antithetical to
the success of individual creativity” is a debate for another day.54

48. See Nick Gladden, Note, When California Dreamin’ Becomes a Hollywood Nightmare:
Copyright Infringement and the Motion Picture Screenplay: Toward an Improved Framework, 10
J. INTELL. PROP. L. 359 (2003).
49. See GREGORY GOODELL, INDEPENDENT FEATURE FILM PRODUCTION: A COMPLETE
GUIDE FROM CONCEPT THROUGH DISTRIBUTION 79 (1998).
50. Id.
51. Library of Congress Copyright Office, II Compendium of Copyright Office Practices
(1973).
52. See Camilla M. Jackson, “I’ve Got This Great Idea for a Movie!” A Comparison of the
Laws in California and New York That Protect Idea Submissions, 21 COLUM.-VLA J.L. & ARTS
47, 49 (1996).
53. See Matthew Sag, Copyright and Copy-Reliant Technology, 103 NW U. L. REV. 1607,
1615 (2009).
54. See David Lange, A Comment on New York Times v. Tasini, 53 CASE W. RES. L. REV.
653, 655 (2003).
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Ideas and Analogues under Copyright Law and Patent Law

Copyright and patent laws protect the expression of ideas, not the ideas
themselves. If a court, under a copyright analysis, concludes that the subject
matter at issue is an “idea” or analogous to one, no copyright infringement will
be found. The idea-expression dichotomy “rests in balancing the interests of
society in the free flow of information against the property interests of authors”
as protected by the First Amendment and copyright clause of the Constitution.55
For example, courts conclude that “scenes a faire,” elements and devices in a
plot that would be inherent to the genre of film, cannot constitute copyright
infringement.56 Courts also have held that thin copyright will exist in history,
which functions as an idea under the idea-expression dichotomy. Thus, films
about historical incidents such as the Hindenburg disaster and the Amistad slave
revolt have been held not to infringe on literary works on the same topics.57 In
the same vein as history is the news, the subject matter of the famous INS case.58
In the musical realm, short sequences of notes are not copyrightable.59 Scholars
conceive that the world of ideas is analogous to the public domain commons,
“where material is free for anyone to take and use without restriction.”60 Such
restrictions “in the public domain are seen as restrictions on creativity.”61
Patent law also does not protect ideas including forces of nature, but does
protect useful inventions that meet specific standards for patent protection, such
as novelty and nonobviousness. Patent law provides two important types of
incentives: “incentive to invent and incentive to disclose.”62 Patent law’s
incentive to disclose is deemed “valuable because it adds information that might
have been kept secret to the store of . . . public technical knowledge.”63 The
patent law doctrine of nonobviousness is designed to promote innovation: ‘[t]he
whole point of the doctrine is to separate trivial advances from more substantial
advances, and to ensure only the latter receive patents.”64

55. Richard H. Jones, The Myth of the Idea/Expression Dichotomy in Copyright Law, 10 PACE L.
REV. 551, 561 (1990).
56. See Denker v. Uhry, 820 F. Supp. 722, 731-734 (S.D.N.Y. 1992) (denying copyright
infringement of the novel and play “Horowitz and Mrs. Washington” by play and film “Driving Ms.
Daisy”).
57. See Hoehling v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 618 F.2d 972, 978-979 (2d Cir. 1980) (involving
film on the Hindenburg disaster—no copyright infringement) and Chase-Riboud v. Dreamworks, Inc., 987
F. Supp. 1222, 1226 (C.D.Cal. 1997) (involving film Amistad in suit brought by author or a book on the
Amistad slave ship revolt).
58. See International News Service, 248 U.S. 215.
59. See Newton v. Diamond, 204 F. Supp.2d 1244 (C.D.Cal. 2002) (Beastie Boys sampling case).
60. See Laura A. Heymann, The Trademark/Copyright Divide, 60 SMU L. REV. 55, 85 (2007).
61. Id.
62. See Katherine J. Strandburg, The Research Exemption to Patent Infringement: The Delicate
Balance between Current and Future Progress, in INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INFORMATION
WEALTH: ISSUES AND PRACTICES IN THE DIGITAL AGE, VOL. 2 107, 108 (Peter K. Yu ed., 2007).
63. Id.
64. See Gynn S. Lunney, Jr. and Christian Johnson, Not So Obvious After All: Patent’s Nonobvious
Requirement, KSR, and the Fear of Hindsight Bias; See Warner Bros. v. American Broadcasting Co.,
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A. Unhelpful Doctrines for Idea Submitters
There are a number of related, but typically unhelpful doctrines in the
context of idea submissions and entertainment properties. Doctrines such as the
misappropriation doctrine, trade secret law and trademark law can be ruled out as
alternative claims to idea theft. The classic misappropriation doctrine is
moribund and limited to “hot news” to the degree it has any life left. Trade
secret law is based on nondisclosure, the opposite of submission. Trademark
law offered glimmers of hope under the misattribution doctrine of Lanham Act
section 43(a). However, Justice Scalia torpedoed the doctrine in the landmark
case of Dastar.65
1.

Misappropriation Doctrine

The misappropriation doctrine provides a limited property right to “hot
news” and other information as between competitors under the INS case.66
However, misappropriation claims are pre-empted by copyright protection. Most
idea claims in the film/TV context do not fall within a “hot news” exception, and
so the misappropriation doctrine, a common law doctrine still good under federal
law, is typically unhelpful.
2.

Trade Secret Law

Trade secret law consist of state law regimes that protects virtually any kind
of information that provides a competitive advantage in business that an owner
takes reasonable precautions to keep from being disclosed and becoming general
knowledge (think about the method of getting those little “m’s” on the M&M
candy). Trade secret law is not generally helpful in the idea submission context
of entertainment properties, which by nature require disclosure to accrue
profitability.
Particularly, new entrants cannot obtain agreements from studios and
networks to maintain confidentiality or nondisclosure of their ideas. Indeed, far
from securing nondisclosure agreements, new entrants are typically forced to
sign standard form contracts that release studios from legal liability for idea
misappropriation.
3.

Trademark Law

Trademark law formerly provided an alternative claim and a modicum of
protection to idea submitters where all else fails. Until 2003, if an idea submitter
could show that a Hollywood studio had either failed to provide or provided
720 F.2d 231, 247 (2d Cir. 1983) (holding no copyright infringement of “Superman” character by
“Greatest American Hero” TV show and no misappropriation claim either).
65. Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp, 539 U.S. 23 (2003).
66. See International News Service, 248 U.S. 215.
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misleading credit on a completed project, such as a film, she could sue for false
designation of origin under Lanham Act Section 43(a). Thus in 2000, a plaintiff
claimed that ABC copied its idea for a TV show format for a talk show entitled
“Girl Friends” through ABC’s show “The View.”67 Failure by ABC to provide
credit as to the creator constituted a separate cause of action from idea
misappropriation.68 Ultimately, the court dismissed plaintiff’s claim for
misattribution under section 43(a) of the Lanham Act on summary judgment
because it found “The View” was not based on plaintiff’s show.69 Under settled
law of the time, a lack of substantial similarity would defeat a claim of
misattribution under Lanham Act.70
The U.S. Supreme court, in an opinion by Justice Scalia, effectively
destroyed claims for misattribution in the context of creative products in the case
of Dastar Corp. v. Twentieth Century Fox Film Corp.71
The Dastar opinion eviscerated a two-decade line of precedent “that held
that failure to give credit to an entertainment product such as a film or a song, or
providing misleading credit, was a violation of trademark law.”72 Dastar is a
rare example of a cut-back in IP rights in an era of IP expansion; ironically, it
most impacts those at the bottom of the entertainment industry hierarchy.73
4.

Contract Law

Contract law, in theory, provides an avenue for idea protection. The
avenue, however, usually leads to a dead-end for idea-submitters: “[c]ourts have
placed many obstacles in the path of the idea-person seeking protection under a
contract theory.”74 Contract law forms the basis for the California approach to
idea misappropriation in the entertainment context. The easiest—and rarest
cases involve an express contract to pay for an idea. The leading case involving
and express contract was Buchwald v. Paramount Pictures, which involved a
suit by best-selling author Art Buchwald for a treatment he submitted to
Paramount about an African king who seeks romance and marriage in the United
States.75 Paramount produced the blockbuster film “Coming to America,” but
despite an express contract to provide credit and pay Buchwald and his co-author
if Paramount made a film “based upon” the treatment, Paramount refused to pay.
67. Girlfriend Productions, Inc. v. ABC, Inc., 56 U.S.P.Q.2d 1692 (S.D.N.Y. 2000).
68. Id.
69. Id.
70. Id.
71. 539 U.S. 23 (2003).
72. See K.J. Greene, Trademark Law and Racial Subordination: From Marketing
Stereotypes to Norms of Authorship, 59 SYRACUSE L. REV. 431, 442 (2008).
73. Id., (contending that Dastar “penalizes the artist farthest down the ‘food chain’ in the
entertainment industry.”)
74. See Samuel M. Bayard, Chihuahuas, Seventh Circuit Judges, and Movie Scripts, Oh
My: Copyright Preemption of Contracts to Protect Ideas, 86 CORNELL L. REV. 603,606 (2001).
75. 13 U.S.P.Q.2d (BNA) 1497 (L.A. SUPER. CT. 1990).
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Paramount contended first, that it did not make a movie as the agreement
specified “based upon” Buchwald’s treatment. Paramount also contended that
even if “Coming to America” was based upon Buchwald’s treatment, the film
had not recouped its costs and therefore no payment of “net profits” was due and
owing. When Paramount released “Coming to America” in 1988, it provided
Eddie Murphy with story credit.76 However, although Murphy had discussed
Buchwald’s story with Paramount executives, no story credit was provided to
Buchwald.77
The Buchwald case illustrates the difficulties that even an established writer
faces in obtaining credit and compensation from a major studio where there is an
express contract to pay. For new entrants, novice or junior writers or producers,
the odds are much more daunting, and contract law, which Justice Scalia blithely
posited would protect artists in the attribution context, provides small solace.
Indeed, for new entrants and those below “superstar” status in the industry,
contracts act as a tool of creative extraction rather than an aid. A claim for
breach of an express contract against a studio or network rarely arises; “due to
their superior bargaining power over screenwriters, producers will seldom make
explicit agreements.”78
The custom of the film industry evidences that studios require idea
submitters to sign “submission agreements,” which some have said “might better
be called waiver-of-all rights-just-to-get-a-chance-to-pitch agreements.”79
Industry lawyers, in zealous representation of their clients note that parties
(studios and production companies) can “preempt” claims by submission
contracts with “express language rejecting any agreement can be implied
concerning any ideas later discussed between the parties.”80 The industry
custom today is that “producers . . . will typically refuse to read [unsolicited]
materials unless the screenwriter agrees to sign a release or waiver, effectively
eliminating any legal recourse for idea theft.”81 Thus contract law is more foe
than friend to new entrants with ideas for film or television.

76. See Adam J. Marcus, Comment, Buchwald v. Paramount Pictures Corp. and the Future
of Net Profit, 9 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 545, 550 (1991).
77. Id.
78. See Brian Casido, Benay v. Warner Bros. Entertainment, Inc.: New Standard Needed
for Determining Actual Use, 41 GOLDEN GATE U. L. REV. 327, 328 (2011).
79. See Michael C. Donaldson, CLEARANCE AND COPYRIGHT: EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW FOR FILM AND TELEVISION 17 (3d. ed. 2008).
80. See Mark Rachman & Andrew Keinsner, Case Study: Forest Park Pictures v. Universal
Television, LAW 360 (July 9, 2012), http://www.law360.com/articles/357142/case-study-forestpark-pictures-v-universal-television.
81. See Julia A. Byren, Note, When the Million-Dollar Pitch Doesn’t Pay a Dime: Why
Idea Submission Claims Should Survive Copyright Preemption, 28 BERK. TECH. L.J. 1037, 1046
(2013).
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III. Standards of Protection in Intellectual Property
Standards of intellectual property protection run a spectrum from high to
low in terms of how much creativity is required. At the highest end is patent
law, although commentators in academia have been quite critical of lowered
patent standards in the realm of business method patents.82 To obtain a patent,
an inventor must demonstrate both novelty and nonobviousness. At one point,
courts required an extraordinarily high standard of novelty and nonobviousness
is which an inventor had to demonstrate a “flash of creative genius” in order to
obtain a patent.83 Today, the standards for patentability are less stringent, but
still the strongest of the entire IP family.
In contrast to patent law, copyright law has a low standard of protection—
originality. Under the Supreme Court’s articulation of originality, all that is
required is “independent creation plus a modicum of creativity.”84 Under the
copyright standard, a creator need only manifest a minimal level of originality.
Trade secret law occupies a medium position. Under trade secret law, a trade
secret owner had to show efforts to maintain secrecy and economic value in the
underlying idea.85
Idea submission law evidences a standard that could be high or low,
depending on the jurisdiction. The spectrum is evidenced by the approach of
idea misappropriation of New York and California. The contract standard of
California points to a standard of minimal originality. In contrast, the standard
employed under the New York approach is a higher standard requiring both
novelty and concreteness.
A. The “Law of Ideas”: A Weak and Incoherent Body of Law
The so-called “law of ideas” is actually a misnomer—there is no law of
ideas, but rather an analytically incoherent mish-mash of state law doctrines. In
all, there are five legal theories for the protection of ideas: property, express
contract, implied contract, quasi-contract and confidential relationship. Some
doctrines protect ideas on a property rationale, while others focus on contractual
or other rationales, such as fiduciary duty. Critics of the property approach
82. See Katherine J. Strandburg, What if There Were a Business Method Use Exemption to
Patent Infringement, 2008 MICH. ST. L. REV. 245, 264 (2008) (noting that commentators have
argued patents are unnecessary to invent business methods because business methods tend to
have very low innovation costs” while imposing “very high social costs . . .”)
83. See Cuno Engineering Corp. v. Automatic Devices Corp., 314 U.S. 84, 91 (1942).
84. Feist Publications, Inc. v. Rural Tel. Serv. Co., 499 U.S. 340 (1991). For a summary of
critiques of the Feist originality requirement, see Tom Braegelmann, Copyright Law in and
Under the Constitution: A Comparison Between American and German Constitutional Copyright
Law, 27 CARDOZO ARTS & ENT. L.J. 99, 114-115 (2011).
85. See e.g., Mark A. Lemley, The Surprising Virtues of Trade Secrets as an IP Right, 61
STAN. L. REV. 311, 317 (2008).
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contend that it “makes use of the rhetoric of property without really undertaking
to treat ideas as property.”86 Whatever the basis of the doctrine, on the whole,
state law regimes provide very weak protection for raw or undeveloped ideas.
Moreover, copyright law definitely does not extend protection to ideas—-only
the expression thereof. Plaintiffs suing for idea misappropriation are more
properly seen as people who do not have colorable copyright claims. Thus idea
claims are viewed as a kind of “copyright lite’ by those lured “by a potential
windfall. . .increasing the number of frivolous claims.”87
IV. Doctrinal Contours of Idea Law
A. California Law — Contract Theory
In California the main basis of idea law protection subsists in establishing
an express or implied contract for payment for the idea. Cases involving express
contracts to furnish ideas are rare, as anyone with the clout to secure an express
contract with a major studio is likely able to avoid conflict which would lead to
litigation. For example, individuals such as Oprah Winfrey or John Grisham are
not likely to be kicked around even by major studios when such luminaries have
a contract in hand. Ironically, established superstars may not even need an
express contract, but might rely on a “handshake” deal given their influence.
In contrast, most new entrants seeking to pitch their ideas to studios or
networks will be forced to rely on an implied contract theory. An implied
contract action, unlike an express contract theory, is based on actions or conduct
of the parties, not the words in a written agreement.88 Whereas breach of an
express contract subjects the breacher to expectation damages, under an implied
contract action, the remedy is typically restitution for unjust enrichment.
An implied contract action, based on the landmark case of Desny v.
Wildner consists of 4 elements:
1. Plaintiff submitted ideas to defendant, and defendant received them.
2. Before submission of the idea, plaintiff clearly conditioned disclosure on
defendant’s agreement to pay if used.
3. Defendant voluntarily accepted submission on plaintiff’s terms and
impliedly agreed to pay for the use of ideas.
4. Defendant used plaintiff’s ideas, and created a work based substantially
on them rather than defendant’s own or ideas from other sources.89

86. See Larissa Katz, A Powers-Based Approach to the Protection of Ideas, 23 CARDOZO
ARTS & ENT. L.J. 687, 701 (2006).
87. See David E. Fink & Dumaris M. Diaz, Hey That Was My Idea: Understanding
Damages in Idea Submission, 29 COMM. LAWYER 4 (Jun. 2012).
88. See Joseph J. Siprut, Are Ideas Really Free as Air? Recent Developments in the Law of
Ideas, 51 IDEA 111, 113 (2011).
89. Desny v. Wilder, 299 P.2d 257 (Cal. 1956).
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An example of a court using the implied contract approach was Smith v.
Recrion Corp. 90 The plaintiff, employee at the Stardust Hotel, conceived an idea
for a recreational vehicle park as part of the hotel.91 Smith made a brochure
detailing his idea, and met with the general manager of the hotel.92 Smith
unequivocally made known to the defendant that he wanted compensation for the
idea. After hearing Smith’s “pitch,” the general manager said he was not interested
in the idea. As is the common tagline in idea cases, the defendants opened a RV
park two years later called “Camperland.” Smith demanded compensation for his
idea but the defendants refused.93
Smith sued on theories of breach of express contract, implied contract, quasicontract, common law copyright, and fraud.94 The court addressed the issue as to
the difference between an express contract versus an implied contract.95 An
express contract is stated in words, whereas an implied contract is manifested by
conduct. The court could find no facts evidencing a promise for compensation,
and so dismissed the express contract claim.96 Furthermore, plaintiff could not
recover on an express contract theory for two reasons. First, Smith’s idea was
entirely unsolicited and voluntarily disclosed before the parties discussed
compensation.97 Secondly, the court refused to find consideration after the
disclosure, because at common law, past consideration is no consideration.98
As for plaintiff’s implied contract claim, the court would have to find that
both parties intended to make a contract that they exchanged promises. Here the
court could not find either intent to contract or an exchange of promises, so it
dismissed the implied contract claim.99 As to why Smith could not prevail on a
common law copyright theory, the court insisted that common law copyright, a
doctrine now preempted by the 1976 Copyright Act, would require a showing of
concreteness and novelty.100 According to the court, an idea is concrete when it is
ready for immediate use without any embellishment.101 The court seemed
confused by the meaning of originality.102 It believed that novelty means
originality and perhaps innovative character. The brochure did not meet the test of
concreteness because it was not in ready for immediate use—just a raw idea,
undeveloped in character. As for novelty, the court never reached this issue.103
90. Smith v. Recrion Corp., 541 P.2d 663 (Nev. 1975).
91. Id.
92. Id.
93. Id.
94. Id.
95. Smith, 541 P.2d 663.
96. Id. at 665.
97. Id.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Smith, 541 P.2d at 665.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Id.
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So, one might ask how Smith could have secured such protection for his
idea. According to the court, one cannot disclose an idea without first securing a
promise for compensation.104 However, this is an unworkable standard—a
corporation would rarely, if ever, pay in advance for an idea it has not yet seen or
heard. The court would require a plaintiff, such as Smith, to have to sufficiently
detail the idea by providing architectural plans for the RV park, research studies,
and maps. This begs the question of why one would need to bring an idea
misappropriation claim at all—sufficiently developed ideas are eligible for
copyright protection.
The implied contract theory in the idea submission context is burdened
with numerous caveats and exception, wrought from the rather convoluted law
of unjust enrichment. One well-established limit is the volunteer doctrine—it is
well-established that “volunteers”, also known as “officious intermeddlers”
cannot recover in restitution.105 The law gives particularly harsh treatment to
unsolicited submissions—which are rarely found to evidence an implied
contract. An idea submitter cannot merely blurt out her idea first, and ask for
compensation afterwards. Analysts note that the “law will not, from demands
stated subsequent to an unconditional disclosure of an idea, imply a promise to
pay for the idea, for its use, or for its prior disclosure.”106 California law
explicitly denies protection on the basis of lack of consideration where an offeree
does not have “an opportunity to reject. . .the proffered conveyance of the idea
before it is conveyed.”107
B. New York Law — Property Theory
In contrast to California law, New York law focuses on the quality of the
idea seeking protection. Under the New York approach, an idea can be property
if it meets two criteria: novelty and concreteness.108 The novelty requirement in
New York is generally traced to Downey v. General Foods Corp. In Downey,
the court refused to protect the plaintiff, who had submitted an unsolicited idea
submission to a food company for a Jell-O called “Mr. Wiggle.”109 Although the
“wiggle” element was used to great effect in subsequent ads featuring Bill
Cosby, the Downey court held that “[l]ack of novelty in an idea is fatal to any
cause of action for its unlawful use.” 110
104. Id.
105. For an exploration of the volunteer doctrine in the IP context, see Wendy J. Gordon, Of
Harms and Benefits: Torts, Restitution and Intellectual Property, 21 J. L. STUDIES 449 (1992).
Professor Gordon contends that “the reason for denying recovery in volunteer cases do not apply
to most conflicts over intellectual property.” Id., at 463.
106. See Elliot Axelrod, Ideas, A Dime a Dozen or Worth Protection?, 13 U. DEN. SPORTS
& ENT. L.J. 3 (2012),
107. See CAL. CIV. CODE §1584 (2012).
108. See Nadel v. Play-by-Play Toys & Novelties, Inc., 208 F.3d 368 (2nd. Cir. 2000).
109. See Downey v. General Foods Corp., 286 N.E.2d 257 (N.Y. 1972).
110. Id.
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The draconian zenith of the novelty requirement came in the case of
Murray v. National Broadcasting Company, Inc., the infamous “Cosby Show”
case.111 Murray, an employee of NBC’s sports division, proposed creating a
new situational comedy to be called “Father’s Day” in a two-page memo to
NBC entertainment division executives.112 Murray’s treatment proposed
“wholesome family entertainment that will focus on the [closely-knit] family life
of a Black American family [in a] contemporary urban setting.”113 The father, in
Murray’s vision, would be played by Bill Cosby. Murray informed NBC
executives that he expected compensation if they used his idea, and credit, and
employment as executive producer on the show.114 The case is a cautionary tale
in the context of taking steps to protect ideas. It is said that “the best way for
someone to keep a concept safe from future misappropriation is to insist that as a
condition of communicating the proposal, one expects to be compensated should
the concept be used . . .”115 Murray expressly stated his desire to be
compensated, provided a detailed concept, had numerous meetings with network
executives, and still lost his idea.116
NBC “passed” on Murray’s concept, but four years later released “The
Cosby Show”—which went on to become the most watched TV show in
television history. The Murray court held that Murray’s idea misappropriation
claim did not meet New York law’s requirement that an idea be both novel and
concrete to qualify for protection.117 The idea here lacked novelty because:
1. Cosby did an interview in 1965 that mentioned a similar idea;
2. The idea of TV show about a stable, middle class Black family with Bill
Cosby as star is not novel and merely represents an adaptation of existing
knowledge, a variation on the basic theme of situation comedy.118
The Murray court essentially viewed the Cosby Show as the Brady Bunch or
Partridge family in black face. Despite the fact that NO network television show
had ever portrayed an intact, nonstereotypical African American family in prime
time during the entire history of television, the Murray court found the idea of
such a family to be not novel.119 The shows that preceded Cosby all had
stereotypes of one sort or another—the heavy-set black matriarch in “That’s My

111. Murray, 844 F.2d at 988.
112. Id.
113. Id.
114. Murray, 844 F.2d at 989-90.
115. See Ivan Parron, Protecting Your TV Show Idea, LANDSLIDE ABA MAG. Vol. 6, No. 5,
pg. 4 (2013).
116. Murray, 844 F.2d at 989-90.
117. Id. at 994.
118. See Murray, 844 F.2d at 994.
119. Id.
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Mama,” the dysfunctional father in “Sanford and Son,” the ghetto projects
setting and buffoonish character of “J.J.” in “Good Times.” New York law still
requires novelty for “all theories of idea protection other than post-disclosure
contracts . . . .”120 However, cases after Murray have “systematically weakened
the novelty requirement.”121 Under current standards, under an express or
implied contract, New York courts require only that the idea be novel to the
buyer, not necessarily to the world.122 New York courts have also approved of
the use of a Desny-style implied contract action where the parties are in
relationship.123 However, “for a quasi-contract/unjust enrichment claim, or a
claim arising from a breach of a confidential relationship, the idea must be
absolutely novel; it is not sufficient that it is unknown only to the recipient of the
disclosure.”124 Indeed in a recent case alleging that Arianna Huffington
misappropriated the idea for the Huffington Post, a New York judge refused to
dismiss the claim, noting that novelty could not be decided on summary
judgment.125 However, the great bulk of idea cases are dismissed by the New
York courts for lack of novelty, which must be proved by a plaintiff unless there
is a “pre-disclosure contract expressly waiving novelty . . . a post-disclosure
contract entered into after the buyer has had time to evaluate the idea . . . or
unequivocal conduct by the parties from which an express waiver can be
implied.”126 Invariably, studios and networks contend that they independently
created ideas submitted previously by new entrants. Independent creation is a
viable defense to idea misappropriation.127

120. See Mary LaFrance, Something Borrowed, Something New: The Changing Role of
Novelty in Idea Protection Law, 34 SETON HALL L. REV. 485, 493 (2004).
121. See Kenneth Basin, “I Could Have Been A Fragrance Millionaire”: Toward a Federal
Idea Protection Act, 56 J. COPYRIGHT SOC’Y U.S.A. 731, 737 (2009).
122. Id. See also, Nadel, 208 F.3d 368 (setting standard that idea need not be novel to the
world, just to the recipient).
123. See Forest Park Pictures v. Universal Television Network, Inc., 683 F.3d 424 (2nd Cir.
2012).
124. See Mary LaFrance, Something Borrowed, Something New: The Changing Role of
Novelty in Idea Protection Law, 34 SETON HALL L. REV. 485, 487-500 (2004) (positing that the
“requirement of novelty. . .may be viewed as substitute for the express or implied-in-fact assent
that would be needed for a true contract to be formed”).
125. The suit against the Huffington Post settled for an undisclosed sum. See Eriq Garnder,
Arianna Huffington Settles Website Theft Lawsuit, HOLLYWOOD REPORTER (May 15, 2014),
www.hollywoodreporter.com/thr-esq-huffington-settles-website-theft-704536.
126. See William O. Knox, The Role of Novelty in a California Idea Submission Case, 11
UCLA ENT. L. REV. 27, 39 (2004).
127. See Kienzle v. Capital Cities/American Broadcasting Co., 774 F. Supp. 432 (E.D. Mich.
1991)(TV series “Have Faith” not copied from author’s sixteen page treatment submitted to
defendant; none of those involved in developing defendant’’ show had seen plaintiff’’ treatment).
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C. Television Programming Context
Reality television is one of the fastest growing segments of the television,
consisting of “real-life participants engaged in activities ranging from surviving
on a desolate island to surviving in a household of disparate socioeconomic
statuses.”128 Cases involving reality television programming demonstrate that
the incoherence and inconsistency of state-based idea law leads to disparate
results that negatively impact idea submitters.
V.

Submission/Misappropriation Disputes

A. TV Shows
Reality TV shows have been the subject of much litigation, most of which
fails to provide relief to idea submitters, as a case involving Ozzy Osborne
shows.129 Binkow, a producer claims that he registered a treatment with the
Writer Guild regarding “a real-life docu-sitcom . . . [that would] showcase the
trials and tribulations of real-life rock star Ozzy Osbourne based on the
Osbourne family, and met with couple and execs at Miramax TV in 1999 and
2000 to pitch his idea.”130 The plaintiff claims that the Osbournes development
of the show constitutes misappropriation of his idea and concept.131
B. Characters
In Wrench LLC v. Taco Bell Corporation, plaintiffs developed a cartoon
character called “Psycho Chihuahua” described as “feisty, edgy, confident
Chihuahua with a big dog’s attitude” and marketed the Chihuahua on t-shirts and
other goods.132 Plaintiffs pitched use of the dog to Taco Bell executives at a
trade show. The parties negotiated; Taco Bell conceded that evidence existed
that parties had a basic agreement that Taco Bell would compensate plaintiffs if
it used the Chihuahua idea concept or image.133 Taco Bell used the image in
commercials with no compensation to plaintiffs, who sued for breach of implied
contract and idea misappropriation.134 The District Court dismissed the case on
summary judgment finding that the plaintiffs did not establish an implied
contract, and even if they had, the Copyright Act preempts such claims.135
Plaintiff asserted rights to prohibit Taco Bell’s use of the cartoon dog as a
derivative work, which is equivalent to copyright law exclusive right to produce
derivative works.136
128. See Daniel Fox, Harsh Realities: Substantial Similarity in the Reality Television
Context, 13 UCLA ENT. L. REV. 223, 224 (2006).
129. See Binkow v. Sharon Osbourne Management (filed July 2002 in L.A. Superior Ct).
130. Id.
131. Id.
132. Wrench LLC v. Taco Bell Corp., 51 F. Supp. 2d 840 (W.D. Mich. 1999).
133. Id.
134. Id.
135. Id.
136. Id.
130

131
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The Sixth Circuit reversed, finding no preemption on the equivalency prong
of preemption.137 The court noted that an extra element beyond the exclusive
rights provided by copyright law existed—the promise to pay for the idea.138 In
the jury trial that followed, the jury awarded the plaintiffs a whopping $30 million.
C. Theme Parks
Every now and then, an idea submitter hits the jackpot. In All Pro Sports
Camp v. Walt Disney Co., a Florida state court jury found that Walt Disney Co.
misappropriated the idea of a sports theme park from a former baseball umpire and
an architect, and awarded $240 million in damages.139 Disney listened to a pitch
about a sports-themed park from the plaintiffs, and evidence revealed that Disney
engaged in two hundred phone calls with the plaintiffs, inferential proof that
Disney both had access to the idea and that plaintiff was not acting officiously.140
The plaintiffs claimed eighty-eight similarities between its proposed park,
called “Sports Island,” and the one subsequently developed by Disney, which
Disney called the “Wide World of Sports.”141 The trial court dismissed the case
initially, but on appeal the court reversed, finding that the question of novelty was
one of fact, and allowed the case to go to the jury.142 The case later settled for an
unspecified amount, but thought by analysts to be in the range of $10 million.143
In a telling twist, after the All Pro Sports Camp case, Florida enacted a statute that
in essence barred a claim for idea misappropriation in the absence of an express
contract.144 A representative that received the most campaign contributions from
Disney sponsored the bill.

137. Wrench LLC v. Taco Bell Corp., 256 F.3d 446, 459 (6th Cir. 2001). The court also
applied a California-style approach as to the quality of the idea, finding that novelty was not
required to prevail (see discussion beginning page 459). See also Jonathan H. Ancshell, Jennifer
B. Hodlik & Allison S. Roherer, The Whole Enchilada: Wrench LLC v. Taco Bell Corp. and Idea
Submission Claims, 21-WTR COMM. LAWYER, at 2.
138. Wrench, 256 F.3d at 456.
139
139. All Pro Sports Camp, Inc. v. Walt Disney Co., No. 97-102 (Fla. 5th DCA filed Feb. 26, 1999).
140
140. Id.
141
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. Anthony Colarossi & Robert Johnson, Disney Settles All Pro Sports Case, ORLANDO
SENTINEL (Sept. 25, 2002), http://articles.orlandosentinel.com/2002-09-25/news/0209250167_1_waltdisney-pro-sports-sports-camps.
144. See Fla. Stat. §501.972 (2006) (providing that “the use of an idea . . . that is not a work
of authorship protected under federal copyright law does not give rise to a claim or cause of
action . . . unless the parties to the claim . . . have executed a writing sufficient to indicate that a
contract has been made between them governing such use.”).
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VI. Advantages of a Federal Regime
It has been said that “[a]s a matter of policy, Congress has decided not to
extend federal protection to ideas . . . [and as result idea submitters] . . . have
historically relied on various state law theories to protect their ideas.”145 This
policy is misguided; idea misappropriation cases have national consequences—if
submitters do not submit ideas, the national store of film, television, video games
and other products of the mind is reduced. Because the scope of idea
misappropriation has national ramifications, a federal regime is appropriate
to address it. Providing a single standard, or at least something like it,
would benefit the “little guy” idea submitters and the big studios, networks and
production companies. Some advantages are listed to below.
A. Avoidance Of Forum-Shopping
The convoluted patch-quilt of idea laws creates a state of flux, and
encourages flagrant forum shopping. A perfect example of this was an absurd
lawsuit by radio/media mogul Howard Stern against a television producer of a
short-lived reality themed show called “Are You Hot: The Search for America’s
Sexiest People.” Stern claimed that the show was a rip-off of a segment on his
radio and TV show entitled “The Evaluators.” Preposterously, Stern “alleged
that Are You Hot incorporated many elements similar to Evaluators, such as
three-judge panel, a ten-point rating system, and having a single male host.”146
How this basic idea—the notion of men evaluating women’s bodies—could ever
be protected must have been evident to the very prominent Hollywood law firm
Stern hired. Stern’s complaint began, incredulously, with a claim for violations
of California’s unfair practices consumer protection statute.147 Of course Stern’s
entire base of operations is in Manhattan, but aware of the novelty/property
approach of New York courts, he and his lawyers chose a California venue.
Lawyers will of course take the opportunity to forum shop in an adversarial
system. However, as Professor Moore notes, “[i]t is a fundamental tenet of any
legal system that the law ought not be manipulable and its application ought to
be uniform . . . manipulability of the administration of law thwarts the ideal of
neutrality in a system whose objective is to create a level playing field for
resolution of disputes.”148
145. See Jonathan Richard Sandler, Note, Idea Theft and Independent Creation: A Recipe
for Evading Contractual Obligations, 45 LOY. L.A. L. REV. 1421, 1425 (2012).
146. Kent R. Raygor & Edwin Komen, Limitations on Copyright Protection for Format
Ideas in Reality Television Programing, MEDIA LAW RESOURCE CENTER, 97, 111 (2009)
http://www.sheppardmullin.com/media/article/806_Reality%20Format%20Paper.pdf .
147. See Complaint, Stern v. Telepictures Productions Inc., No. BC 292018 (C.D. Cal.
2003).
148. Kimberly A. Moore & Francesco Parisi, Rethinking Forum Shopping in Cyberspace, 77
CHI-KENT L. REV. 1325, 1332 (2002).
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B. Coherent and Consistent Standards
‘Idea misappropriation lawsuits have been bedeviled by the problem of
copyright preemption where courts have been all over the map. The fact that some
courts apply a property/novelty approach and others a contract/relationship
approach also leads to a very inconsistent standard for idea claims. One standard
would better serve both sides on the idea submission divide, but more importantly,
if we take seriously the notion of IP incentives, the idea area should be so
unprotected and rife for exploitation by institutional elites like studios. As it stands,
there is one consistent standard—that idea submitters are not serious creators, and
their claims of appropriation are likely suspect.
VII. Conclusion
Idea protection under state law regimes is woefully inadequate in protecting
new entrants to Hollywood. It has been said that both the New York and
California approaches to idea misappropriation, while differing, “[b]oth threaten
the free flow of ideas necessary to the progress and development of the arts,” by
either under or over-protecting ideas.149 Although many analysts, myself
included,150 have criticized the break-neck expansion of intellectual property, the
treatment of new writers and producers of independent film and television in
some respects mirrors the mistreatment of African American artists under IP law.
In a deeply ironic twist, there is strong evidence that some of the most popular
television shows about African Americans, including “The Jefferson’s” and
“Good Times”, as well as the ground-breaking “Cosby Show” were created
by—and stolen from—African American idea men. Idea protection law, like the
rest of IP, should look to the bottom of the production chain, where most
creativity exists, rather than mechanically protecting the interests of noncreative
and hierarchical distributors such as major studios and networks.
The strong assumption that Hollywood routinely steals the creativity of
“idea men” and women is known to new entrants, and the chilling effect this
could have on idea submissions is one that leaves society worse off for creativity.
Because ideas are part of the grander scheme of protection for creative works
that lead to copyright, a chill at the idea stage is a chill on incentive theory that
ostensibly powers copyright law. If we take incentive theory seriously, the
underprotection of ideas is a serious problem: the “television industry relies
heavily on the process of receiving and exploiting pitched formats.”151 Without
protection, “there is little incentive to invest in creative ideas . . . reducing any
incentive for innovation. “Furthermore, in the spirit of Locke, “[c]reativity
without a property right, or at the very least attribution, has been compared to the
very alienation of one’s self.”152 For these reasons, an idea regime that
recognizes that novel ideas have value and cannot be freely appropriated is
highly preferable to current, chaotic regime of idea protection.
149. Peter Swarth, The Law of Ideas: New York and California Are More Than 3,000 Miles
Apart, 13 HASTINGS COMM. & ENT. L.J. 115, 118 (1990).
150. See K.J. Greene, Intellectual Property Expansion: The Good, the Bad and the Right of
Publicity, 11 CHAPMAN L. REV. 521, 543 (2008).
151. See Jay Rubin, Television Formats: Caught in the Abyss of the Idea/Expression
Dichotomy, FORDHAM INTELL. PROP. MEDIA & ENT. L.J. 661, 665 (2006).
152. See Orly Lobel, TALENT WANTS TO BE FREE: WHY WE SHOULD LEARN TO LOVE
LEAKS, RAIDS & FREE RIDING 169 (2013).*
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I.

Introduction

Small drones—”microdrones”—are taking the United States by storm.
Thousands, maybe tens of thousands, of people are buying them on ecommerce
sites and trying them out. They are not hard to fly in benign environments.
They can take off with the push of a button, hover automatically when the
controls are released, and automatically return to the launching point when
something goes wrong.
In many cases, the purchasers view them merely as high-tech toys. Many,
however, discover that their onboard HD video cameras can be astonishingly
useful in capturing overhead imagery to give real estate marketing packages new
sparkle, to enable reporters and news photographers to jump cameras into the air
over a fire, a hostage situation, or a vehicle crash, to allow construction
contractors to program them to fly back and forth to monitor progress on a
construction site, to permit public safety personnel to fly a grid to search for a
fugitive or a missing person; to provide new tools to agricultural insurers to
check crop damage.
The Federal Aviation Administration (“FAA”) prefers to call them “small
Unmanned Aircraft Systems”—“sUAS”. Most everyone else calls them
“drones.” Whatever they are called, these new types of air vehicles portend a
revolution in aviation, making available the fruits of fifty years in research and
development in automatic control systems, semiconductor miniaturization,
composite fiber materials, and battery development in packages that cost less
than a high-end HD television.
A vexing problem that confronts adopters of any new technology is
matching the technology with the people who use it. Although engineers can
take the latest lab results in structures, miniaturized computing power, navigation
algorithms, and sensors and turn them into products that have traction in the
marketplace, they cannot engineer the people. Operators pretty much come as
they are. They can be trained, tested, and granted governmental licenses or
private certificates of competence, but the limits of their physical capacities and
mental processing agility is ingrown. Any good engineer pays close attention to
this and makes sure that her system design accommodates human limitations.
Managers know that they must embrace new technology at the right time,
neither taking on too much risk as early adopters, nor waiting so long that the
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competition gains an advantage. They struggle to figure out whether their
existing workforce can be retrained and redirected to use the new technologies,
or whether they must recruit new and more flexible talent. They choose between
recruiting the best raw talent and molding it or limiting their hiring to those that
already have proven their capacity. Is a licensing system in place? If so, what
level of licensing must the operator have? Is an undergraduate college or
graduate degree necessary? Can additional training be arranged by contracting
with specialized schools?
Sometimes—as is the case so far with microdrones—innovation struggles
against governmental restrictions premised, not on the features of the new
technology, but on risks presented by old technology. Now, the FAA has
crossed a bridge by responding to a statutory mandate to integrate microdrones
into the National Airspace System by 2014.1 On February 15, 2015, it issued a
notice of proposed rulemaking (“NPRM”)2 that wisely rejected the idea of
subjecting microdrones to the burdens of traditional aircraft, pilot, and
operational requirements designed around the risks posed by airplanes and
helicopters. Instead it adopts performance standards for DRone OPerators
(“DROPs”), reinforced by a knowledge test tailored to what they need to know,
and a simple set of limitations that confine microdrone flight to the proximity of
the DROP. The NPRM recognizes that the FAA was fighting a losing battle to
prohibit commercial operation of microdrones, and that a mismatch between
regulatory requirements and reality would produce a market in which the
principal regulator of aviation safety is ignored.
The NPRM recognizes that microdrones do not fit the regulatory matrix
developed over the last century for airplanes and helicopters with people on
board. It has adopted an approach for matching the people with the technology.
It concludes that, while microdrones are much simpler to fly than airplanes and
helicopters because of their computerized controls systems, their DROPs
nevertheless need to understand the national airspace system, and the ways in
which manned aircraft maneuver through it. That leads to the knowledge test
requirement.3 The FAA wisely has molded the content of the DROP knowledge
test to the things DROPs need to know, as opposed to the things airplane and
helicopter pilots need to know to fly hundreds or thousands of miles in varying
weather, and to deal with emergencies like engine failures leading to glides or
autorotations.
While the knowledge test will be developed by the FAA itself and
administered through the existing network of private testing centers accredited
by the FAA, the NPRM leaves open the question of how DROP candidates will
prepare for the knowledge test and acquire the skills necessary to fly their
1.
2.

FAA Modernization and Reform Act of 2012, 112 P.L. 95, 126 Stat. 11 §333 (2012).
FAA, OPERATION AND CERTIFICATION OF SMALL UNMANNED AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS;
PROPOSED RULE, 80 Fed. Reg. 9544 (Feb. 23, 2015) (hereinafter “NPRM”) (an NPRM is the first
formal step in promulgating federal rules that have the force of law).
3. See id. at 103-07 (discussing need for a knowledge test).
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microdrones safely. Implicitly, the NPRM recognizes that a rich array of
private-sector training, testing, and certification regimes can meet the needs of
the emerging microdrone community, while protecting the existing aviation
community and the general public from unsafe operation. DROPs do not need
traditional pilot’s licenses to operate safely, but they do need training on the
particular risks associated with microdrones, especially their automatic control
systems and wireless control links. The best way to deliver the training, test
training results, and certify competence is through a new infrastructure of private
associations working in conjunction with the FAA, linked to its DROP
knowledge test.
While this approach is tailored to new realities, it does not differ materially
from the long-standing governmental-private partnership that trains, tests, and
certifies airplane and helicopter pilots. It focuses the efforts on the problem to be
solved instead of trying to shoe-horn microdrones into a traditional framework
that does not fit.
This article begins, in section II, by describing the features of typical
microdrones, highlighting the main requirements of the NPRM, and
emphasizing the validity of the FAA’s rejection of calls to impose a requirement
that DROPs have a traditional pilot’s license—a requirement the FAA itself had
insisted upon in its grant of some 25 exemptions from its ban4 and that the Air
Line Pilots Association had urged be made even tougher.5
It probes the economic and political factors that will come to bear as the
FAA and others defend its appropriateness in the NPRM, in section III.
0The articles then moves, in section IV, to explain that compliance with
any regulatory regime depends on cultural factors that encourage compliance,
and argues that FAA regulation of microdrones will be far more effective if a
community of DROPs emerges resembling the long-standing community of
aviators. More than a testing requirement is necessary for that to happen.
Section V explains why the Delegation doctrine does not prevent an
administrative agency from giving a significant role to private sector actors in
implementing a mandatory regulator regime.
Section VI moves to explain the content of desirable requirements for
DROPs, beginning with the concept of validation—the need to relate selection
and certification requirements to specific competencies necessary to reduce risk.
It works through the major areas of knowledge identified in the NPRM and
explains why they are necessary, while also justifying the exclusion of other
skills and knowledge needed by airplane and helicopter pilots but not by
DROPS.

4. Petition for Exemption No. 11138 at 13-16, Douglas Trudeau, Realtor, No. FAA-20140481 (discussing requirement for private pilot’s license requirement and additional microdrone
training and experience, in grant of section 333 petition).
5. See id. at 9 (describing ALPA’s advocacy of a commercial pilot requirement, in grant of
section 333 petition).
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Finally, in section VII, it proposes one or more private associations that
would develop and deliver DROP skills training programs and certification,
prepare DROP candidates for the new knowledge test, and work with the FAA
to refine knowledge testing and other requirements for DROPs.
To be sure, the growing debate over regulating microdrones—one certain
to intensify during the comment period on the NPRM—is not limited to a debate
over DROP training and licensing requirements alone. It also involves
consideration of height, range, weight, and geographic limitations expressed in
operating rules, debate over what features should be required of onboard control
systems and their ability to operate autonomously to limit the risk of
irresponsible DROP decisions, and identification and data transmission
requirements to enhance collision avoidance and enforcement.6 To require a
$7,000 private pilot certificate,7 or as Airline Pilot’s Association (“ALPA”)
would prefer, a $40,000-$200,000 commercial certificate,8 to operate a $900
microdrone over one’s own farm or vacation home is a powerful impediment to
further deployment of this technology. It is important that the FAA resist such
proposals.

6. See NPRM, supra note 2, at 84 (discussing exclusion from Classes B, C, and D
airspace); id. at 124-30 (discussing registration and marketing requirements).
7. Pilot Certificate Options and Timeline, AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION,
http://www.aopa.org/letsgoflying/ready/time/options.html (last visited on Mar. 20, 2015) (estimating
total cost of obtaining private pilot’s license as $5,000-$7,000; explaining requirements and
timelines).
8. The cost of commercial pilot certification varies widely, depending on whether the candidate
combines the requisite flight training with getting an undergraduate degree. It costs less, of course, to omit
the degree. Then the cost is on the order of $36,000, representing the sum of the cost of a private license
(say $7,000), the cost of further training for the commercial license (say another $8,000), and the cost of
flight time to accumulate the required 250 hours (210 hours at $100 per hour, to be added to the 40 hours
accumulated for the private license. See, e.g. Commercial Pilot Training - Accelerated Commercial Pilot
License - Flight Training Course (Single Engine, Initial), SUN STATE AVIATION, http://www.sun
stateaviation.com/commercial.html (estimating cost of commercial license as $4443 for private pilot with at
least 240 total time); Commercial Pilot Pricing, TOUCH-N-GOES AVIATION (last visited on Mar. 28, 2015)
(estimating http://www.touch-n-goes.com/commercial/commercialpilotpricing.html cost of commercial
license at $7,950 for holder of private license with 250 hours total time). Undergraduate programs combine
the cost of flight training with tuition. See, e.g. Tuition and Estimated Costs: Fall 2014 - Spring 2015,
EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY, http://daytonabeach.erau.edu/ admissions/ estimated-costs/
(last visited on Mar. 28, 2015) (estimating tuition for degree program as $43,198 per year and flight-student
costs at an additional $81,000); Tuition and Fees, LEWIS UNIVERSITY, http://www.lewisu.edu/
welcome/offices/business/bursar/tuitionrates.htm (last visited on Mar. 28, 2015) (estimating degreeprogram tuition as $13,915 per semester); Aviation Flight Management, B.S., LEWIS UNIVERSITY,
http://www.lewisu.edu/academics/aviation/flight-management/ (last visited on Mar. 28, 2015) (plus $7,000
to $8,000 per semester for flight training). So the cost of a bachelor’s degree and multi-engine commercial
rating from Lewis University would be about $176,000.
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This is the third in a series of articles about drones by the co-authors. The
first, Drones,9 introduces the subject and explores the technologies that makes
microdrones so useful and so inexpensive. It provides an overview of
technological, economic, political, and regulatory issues that the second article
and this one explore more deeply. The second article, Law Abiding Drones,10
argues that the character of microdrones justifies simplified regulation as
consumer products, with automated flight control and safety systems that make
flying them easy, compared with airplanes and helicopters. This article focuses
on the question of operator qualifications. It does not repeat the details of its
overview of microdrone potential, the subject of the Vanderbilt article, or the
analysis of microdrone control systems, the subject of the Columbia article. The
three articles complement a number of magazine articles written by the coauthors.11
II.
A.

The Current Market and Regulatory Regime

Microdrone Vehicles

The DJI Phantom12 and its more recently introduced, larger, sibling, the DJI
Inspire13 are archetypal microdrones. Both are quadcopters—vehicles that
produce thrust with four motors at the end of booms that drive rotors. The thrust
generated by each rotor is determined by varying the RPM of the motor. Unlike
helicopter rotor blades, the blades of the microdrone rotors have fixed pitch.

9. 17 VANDERBILT J. SC. & TECH. L. 101 (2015).
10. To be published in the COLUMBIA SCI. TECH. L. REV.
11. Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Drones, 17 VANDERBILT J. SC. & TECH. L.
101) (hereinafter “Perritt & Sprague”). See also Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Is there
a drone in your future?, HELIWEB 14 (May 2014); Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague,
Drone Dread, ROTOR & WING MAGAZINE 34 (June 2014); Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O.
Sprague, But Who’s Going to Fly Them? PROFESSIONAL PILOT 94 (June 2014); Henry H. Perritt,
Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Law and Order in the Skies, THE TECH (MIT student newspaper) 13 (June
2014); Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Leashing Drones, ROTORCRAFT PRO (July 2014);
Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Law Abiding Drones, ROTOR & WING MAGAZINE (Sept.
2014); Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Seeking Law Abiding Drones: What to Tell
Clients that Want to Use Drones in Their Business, BUSINESS LAW TODAY (Oct., 2014); Henry
H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Ready for the Microdrone Races?, NEWSLETTER OF THE RADIO
TELEVISION DIGITAL NEWS ASSOCIATION (Oct. 29, 2014); Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O.
Sprague, Reigning in the Renegades, VERTICAL MAGAZINE (forthcoming Dec./Jan. 2014-2015);
Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, DOMESTICATING DRONES: THE TECHNOLOGY, LAW,
AND ECONOMICS OF UNMANNED AIRCRAFT (Ashgate Publishing, under contract for delivery Oct.
2015).
12. Phantom 2 Vision+, DJI, http://www.dji.com/product/phantom-2-vision-plus (last visited Mar.
24, 2015) (summarizing design and performance of DJI Phantom 2+).
13. Inspire 1, DJI, http://www.dji.com/product/inspire-1 (last visited Mar. 24, 2015)
(summarizing design and performance of DJI Inspire).
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Onboard computers and electrical control circuits on a control board and
power distribution board determine how much electrical current should be
delivered to each motor to control its RPM—more current, more RPM. By
delivering different levels of current to the different motors, the control system
adjusts the attitude of the vehicle and permits it hover, climb, descend, fly
forward, backwards, or sideways.
Electrical power is delivered to the motors through the power distribution
board from an 11.1 V, 10,000 milliampere hour lithium polymer battery that has
sufficient capacity to power flights of 20 minutes to 30 minutes. The battery also
delivers electrical power to peripherals, such as a built-in two- or three-axis
camera gimbal and a camera. Different models of the Phantom are configured to
carry a GoPro camera or a built-in DJI camera with similar still photography and
full-motion video capture capability.
The Inspire has bigger motors, larger rotors, and thus can carry a greater
payload, up to and including the popular RED camera used for moviemaking. It
also has a larger and more sophisticated gimbal.
Basic microdrone
configurations like these can carry other types of sensors more useful for
surveying and also can carry small objects such as advertising banners.
The control board has GPS receiver and associated computer logic that
permit these microdrones to determine their position in space and to maintain it
or to fly a programmed pattern. The control board also has a magnetometer—an
electronic compass—a barometric altimeter that measures altitude, and, in the
case of the Inspire, a downward looking sonar sensor that provides more
accurate indications of height above the surface. Finally, the control boards have
an inertial measurement unit (“IMU”) comprising three accelerometers that
permit the drone to know its direction of movement and acceleration. The
combination of the IMU, the altimeters, and the magnetometer allow the drone
to know its position even when an adequate GPS signal is unavailable, although
GPS navigation is more accurate.
The vehicles have transceivers tuned to the 2.4 and 5.8 GHz bands that
receive control inputs from the DROP and send them to the control board and
transmit telemetry data with position, speed, altitude, direction of flight, and
battery power remaining, and stream the video captured by the camera.
The control board integrates DROP commands, data from its sensors, and a
geographic database similar to Google Maps. The control board is also
programmed to enable automatic hover when no control inputs are being
received and to return home autonomously in the event of a malfunction, such a
loss of control-link signal or impending battery exhaustion. The programs also
prevent the DROP from flying into controlled airspace or near airports, above a
certain height, and beyond a specified range. They also allow the DROP to
specify a flight path to be flown over the ground by tapping waypoints on a map
display.
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The DROP controls the vehicle by moving two joysticks and adjusting
switches on a small console (“DROPCON”) that can be worn on the strap
around his neck. A helicopter pilot flying the drone interprets the left joystick as
the collective, controlling thrust by upward and downward movement and the
right joystick as the cyclic, controlling pitch and roll and thereby direction of
flight. Yaw is controlled by moving the left joystick left and right.
The Inspire can accommodate two DROPCONS, one used by the DROP,
and the other used by a separate photographer who controls the camera and its
gimbal. Serious photography missions benefit from having two persons, the
DROP to fly the vehicle, and the photographer (“photog”) to concentrate on the
imagery being captured.
Each DROPCON has a transmitter to send the control signals to the
vehicle, receivers to acquire the downlink telemetry and video signal, and an
iPad-Mini-sized LED video display that allows the DROP (and a separate
photog) to see the imagery captured by the onboard camera.
Prices for the Phantom range from $700-$1200, depending on whether
the purchaser supplies her own camera.14 The price for the Inspire is just under
$3000. 15
Many competitive alternatives exist, of course, comparable in price and
performance to the Phantom and Inspire.16 Larger hexacopters and octocopters
are also available at prices ranging from under $10,000 to about $20,000.17
These bigger vehicles can carry considerably more payload and, in some cases,
have significantly greater endurance, up to an hour.18
B.

The FAA Ban and the NPRM

Before the NPRM was released, the FAA took the position that
commercial flight of drones is illegal unless one obtains an exemption from
FAR compliance under section 333 of the 2012 Act, registers the drones, and
also obtains a Civil Certificate of Authority (“COA”) for specific flight
programs.19 Presumably the ban remains in effect—at least in principle—until
14. Phantom 2 Vision+ V3.0, DJI, https://store.dji.com/product/phantom-2-vision-plus?position=1
(last visited Mar. 24, 2015) (quoting prices for various models of Phantom).
15. Inspire 1 & Accessories, DJI, https://store.dji.com/inspire-1 (last visited Mar. 24, 2015) (quoting
price for Inspire 1).
16. IRIS+, 3D ROBOTICS INC., http://3drobotics.com (last visited Mar. 24, 2015).
17. The CineStar H8L is an example. See CineStar 8, FREEFLY SYSTEMS, http://freeflysystems.com/
products/cinestar/8 (last visited Mar. 24, 2015)
18. Walkera QR X800 Pro Film Quadcopter, EPFILMS, http://epfilms.tv/walkera-qr-x800-reviewbest-aerial-filming/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2015) (reviewing 8.6 pound multicopter claiming up to one hour
of endurance).
19. See, e.g., Section 333, FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, https://www.faa.gov/uas/
legislative_programs/section_333/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2015) (FAA guidance on seeking Section
333 expemptions for microdrones); Documents relating to Docket CP-217: Huerta v. Pirker,
NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD, http://www.ntsb.gov/legal/alj/Pages/pirker.aspx
(last visited Mar. 24, 2015) (reversing ALJ decision and reinstating FAA ban).
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the NPRM completes the comment process and emerges as a final rule. This,
however, is unlikely to occur until 2016 or early 2017.
The FAA does, however, have discretion as to when it commences
enforcement proceedings, discretion that it has used for years to leave model
aircrafts alone,20 even though their flight arguably requires compliance with all
the Federal Aviation Regulations’ (“FARs”) for airworthiness certification,
pilots’ licenses, and compliance with operating rules designed for airplanes and
helicopters.21 It would be good policy to exercise this discretion not to enforce
the theoretical ban against DROPs who fly in conformity with the NPRM
while it is being finalized. This would include obtaining certification from a
private association that they have passed a knowledge test based on the
NPRM’s proposal.
C.

The Private Pilot Requirement

In all of the 24 Section 333 exemptions granted as of early 2015, the
FAA consistently insisted on at least a private pilot’s license for DROPs.22
It rejected arguments from ALPA that a commercial pilot’s license should
be required,23 and also rejected proposals by some of the petitioners that
less should be required, such as completion of a manufacturer or operator
provided training program, or satisfactory completion of the private pilot
knowledge test without having to satisfy the flight proficiency requirement.24
There is every reason to expect that ALPA and others preferring high barriers
to entry for microdrones will urge the FAA to modify the NPRM to reinstate a
conventional pilot’s license requirement.
As the NPRM recognizes,25 requiring a private (or commercial) pilot’s
license is not an appropriate way to reduce risks associated with commercial
microdrone flight.
One thing we know for sure (and via the FAA’s own research)
Predator pilots with conventional licenses make more mistakes
than Army operators without a pilot’s license in flying their

20. NPRM, supra note 2, at 45-48 (discussing model aircraft regulation historically and under
proposed rule).
21. See 14 C.F.R. §§ 21-121 (2010).
22
22. Drone Laws Blog, All FAA Grant of Exemptions Under Section 333, ANTONELLI LAW
http://dronelawsblog.com/faa-grant-exemptions-section-333/ (last visited Apr. 19, 2015)
23. FAA, Grant of Exemption to Helinet Aviation Services, LLC, Exemption No. 11160,
FAA Docket No. 2014-0785 at 3-5 (Feb. 2, 2015) (discussing ALPA objections to petition).
24. Compare FAA, In the matter of Trimble Navigation Ltd., Exemption No. 11110, FAA Docket
No. 2014-0367 at 7 (grant of exemption Dec.10, 2014) (proposing no pilot-license requirement) with id. at
15 (imposing private-pilot requirement).
25. NPRM, supra note 2, at 99-107 (explaining why traditional pilot’s license should not
be required).
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UAVs,’ says Missy Cummins, who teaches courses about drones
at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and Duke University.
So making everyone get a license does nothing to improve safety.26
To evaluate that position, one needs to know what is necessary to get a
private pilot’s license.
An applicant for a private pilot’s license must complete at least 40
hours of flight time, including 20 hours of dual instruction27 from a
certificated flight instructor (“CFI”)28 and undergo an adequate amount of
ground instruction29 to permit him to pass both a written (“knowledge”) test
and a Check Ride— the “practical test.” The knowledge test is designed by
the FAA and administered by private test centers designated by the FAA.30
Check Rides are conducted by FAA inspectors or by designated pilot
examiners (“DPEs”)—CFIs specifically selected by the FAA to perform
these delegated roles.31 Candidates may not take the knowledge exam or
the practical test until they are endorsed for both by their flight instructor.32
Specific knowledge and skills requirements are considered in sections VI
and VII.A, which consider the relevance of these requirements for certification
of DROPs.
Costs for obtaining a private pilot’s license range from $6000—
$10,000,33 depending on the rate at which a candidate progresses. Instructors
usually teach through flight schools, which range from small one to fourperson operations to larger and more formal operations accredited by the FAA
under Part 141.34 Flight schools include aeronautical universities such as
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University,35 Lewis University,36 and Hillsboro
Aero Academy. 37
26. Jonathan Berr, Why Amazon’s drone delivery service is a long way away, CBS NEWS (Dec. 9,
2014), http://www.cbsnews.com/news/why-amazons-drone-delivery-service-is-a-long-ways-away/.
27. 14 C.F.R. § 61.109(a) (2010) (airplane); 14 C.F.R. § 61.109(c) (2010) (helicopter).
28. 14 C.F.R. § 61.193 (2009) (describing privileges of CFI). An “authorized instructor”
includes a CFI, and a ground instructor for ground training. 14 C.F.R. § 61.1(b) (2015) (defining
“authorized instructor”).
29. 14 C.F.R. § 61.105(a) (2013).
30. Pilot Testing, FEDERAL AVIATION ADMINISTRATION, https://www.faa.gov/pilots/testing/ (last
visited Mar. 24, 2015) (describing content of knowledge tests and knowledge test centers).
31. 14 C.F.R. § 61.47 (2013) (describing DPE).
32. 14 C.F.R. § 61.35(a)(1) (2013) (requiring instructor endorsement of preparedness for
knowledge test).
33. See NPRM, supra note 2 (calculating cost of private pilot’s certificate); 14 C.F.R. §
61.39(a)(6) (2015) (requiring instructor endorsement of preparedness for practical test).
34. See 14 C.F.R. § 141 (2013) (FAA-approved flight schools).
35. EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY, http://www.erau.edu/ (last visited Mar.
24, 2015).
36. Unmanned Aircraft Systems, B.S., LEWIS UNIVERSITY, http://www.lewisu.edu/academics/
unmanned-aircraft-systems/ (last visited Mar. 24, 2015).
37. About Us, HILLSBORO AERO ACADEMY, http://www.flyhaa.com/en/page/school (last
visited Mar. 24, 2015).
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Economics and Politics

In a truly rational world, licensing would be tightly integrated with the
knowledge and skills required to perform the tasks of the occupation. That
would, as section VI.A explains, require ongoing validation analysis and
testing of the power of each licensing requirement to reduce one or more
discrete risks experienced in the operating environment. Stall-prevention and
recovery is practiced in flight training to reduce the obvious risks associated
with stalling and losing control of an airplane. Practice autorotation is part of
the helicopter training to ensure that rotor RPM does not decay so much
after an engine failure that the helicopter loses the capacity to generate lift.
Conversely, the FAA recognized, in early 2015, that knowledge testing on
automatic direction finding using ADF equipment makes little sense, because
few aircraft are equipped with ADF now, most ADF ground stations have been
phased out, and ADF has been replaced by newer technologies for navigation.38
That is not, however, how most licensing decisions in a market-oriented
economy and democratic political system are made. Rather, new licensing
requirements are imposed by legislatures and administrative agencies based on
a combination of experience-based instincts, mass political reaction to highly
publicized mishaps, and efforts by existing occupants of the field to limit
competition.
The likelihood of a close coupling between training and licensing
requirements and operational reality is increased when practitioners are involved
in defining and administering the requirements. In that respect, it is worth
noting that almost everyone who participates in the flight training process for
would-be pilots is himself a pilot, as often as not one involved in flying for a
living in operations beyond flight training. Similarly, substantial fractions of
the faculty in medical schools are comprised of practicing physicians. Law
schools are much criticized, on the other hand, because of the relatively thin
involvement of legal practitioners in determining the content of legal
education, which is mostly designed by full-time, research-oriented, academics,
who have left the practice behind—or who never had practice experience.
Involvement from active practitioners in setting and enforcing licensing
standards, however, increases the likelihood of industry capture. Industry
capture distorts the content of licensing requirements by simply making them
the highest possible barriers to entry. The literature on occupational licensing
suggests a variety of approaches to mitigate the risk of turning licensing
regimes into cartels, but the best approach across the board is to insist that the
38. Dan Namowitz, Goodbye NDB and other outdated test questions, AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND
PILOTS ASSOCIATION (Jan. 29, 2015), http://www.aopa.org/News-and-Video/All-News/2015/January/
29/FAA-posts-positive-airman-testing-changes-on-web-site (discussing removal of ADF questions
from knowledge test).
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proponents or defenders of licensing regimes and their training components
demonstrate the validity of each basic requirement, in terms of its relationship
to an operational risk. The analytical process is not unlike that imposed under
Title VII on employer testing and job requirements.
There is little evidence of large-scale anticompetitive behavior in the
aviation labor market yet.39 To be sure, collective-bargaining agreements
for pilots protect the job security and compensation arrangements for existing
pilots from competitive pressures from new entrants. It is true that the
1500 hour requirement and the toughening of ATP knowledge testing
ratchets up the barriers to entry by new pilots, but the evidence that existing
pilot organizations pushed for these changes is thin.
In any event, advocacy of toughened requirements for pilot qualification
almost always can be justified, as in so many other fields, by the enhanced
safety that will result from the tougher requirements. Pilot groups such as the
ALPA40 and the agricultural pilots association have been advocating that
microdrones be operated only by persons possessing traditional pilots
licenses.41 They justify their position based on arguments that requiring a
pilot’s license will enhance safety of microdrone flight.42 It is also true,
however, that the more demanding the requirements for microdrone operation
are, the less of a threat they present to established manned aircraft operations
and pilot jobs. The purpose of the advocacy may or may not be
anticompetitive, but the effect certainly is. The balance between genuine
safety concerns and anticompetitive efforts can be evaluated by the rigor with
which the advocates of DROP licensing link specific licensing requirements to
specific microdrone flight risks. The groups have not done much of that yet.
Furthermore, the credibility of a concern that more drones mean fewer
airline pilot jobs or fewer helicopter charters is low. The putative
anticompetitive instinct would come more from a loose sense of association
with the pilot community in general, and a concern that, somewhere, in
some part of the industry, drones might result in less demand for manned
aircraft and therefore pilots.
39. But see Jack Nicas, Man vs Drone: Some Pilots Fight Back Against Robots, WALL ST. J. (Jan.
15, 2015) http://www.wsj.com/articles/man-vs-drone-some-pilots-fight-back-against-robots-1421347663
(quoting pilots who fear commercial competition from microdrones and sought private-pilot requirement
in order to limit competition).
40. Federal Aviation Administration. Exemption No. 11160, Docket No. FAA-2014-0785
(Feb. 2, 2015) at 4 (FAA letter describing ALPA position that a commercial pilot certificate
should be required).
41. Id. at 5 (describing NAAA opposition to petition).
42. Id. at 4 (quoting NAAA opposition to petition commenting that, “Just as manned aircraft pilots
are required to undergo a rigorous training curriculum and show that they are fit to operate a commercial
aircraft, so too must UAS operators. Holding a commercial certificate holds UAS operators to similar high
standards as commercial aircraft operators and ensures they are aware of their responsibilities as
commercial operators within the NAS. Medical requirements ensure they have the necessary visual and
mental acuity to operate a commercial aircraft repeatedly over a sustained period of time.”)
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The alarmist argument, regularly advanced by ALPA, that a
microdrone strike could bring down a 747 is nonsense. In order to be
certified by the FAA, turbine engines for air transport aircraft must satisfy
bird-ingestion tests.43 The engines for the 747 and 787 must withstand
ingestion of an eight-pound bird.44 A DJI Phantom weighs 2.6 pounds, and
a DJI Inspire weighs 6.4 pounds.45 The Cinestar 8HL weighs 6.72
pounds.46
Moreover, most bird strikes are not catastrophic to engine operation:
“By far, most bird encounters do not affect the safe outcome of a
flight. In more than half of the bird ingestions into engines, the flight crew
is not even aware that the ingestion took place.”47
Their incidence suggests that microdrone/manned-aircraft collisions
would be unlikely:
The extreme rarity of any collisions between birds and aircraft
away from airports and at low altitude, despite the population
of 10 billion birds, suggests that unintentional impact between
UAVs and manned aircraft away from airports and low
altitude will always remain extremely unlikely.48
IV.

Dynamics of Compliance

Governments may adopt rules, but that does not necessarily alter
behavior. Prohibition and the war against drugs—particularly as it concerns
recreational marijuana use—come to mind. Whether the targets of the rules
comply with them depends on how well the rules fit the economic
43. 14 C.F.R. § 33.76(b) (2007) (requiring test with “large single bird” aimed at the most critical
exposed location on the first stage rotor blades at a bird speed of 200 knots; requiring bird weights of 48 pounds, depending on engine inlet throat area). See also FAA Advisory Circular: Bird Ingestion
Certification Standards, AC No. 33.76-1A (Aug. 7, 2009), http://www.faa.gov/documentLibrary/media/
Advisory_ Circular/AC%2033.76-1A.pdf.
44. The GEnx engine used for the Boeing 787 and the 747-8 has a fan diameter of 111
inches for the 787 and 105 inches for the 747-8. This produces an engine inlet throat area of
9676.88 square inches for the 787 and 8364.67 square inches for the 747-8. An eight-pound bird
is required to certify these engines. 14 C.F.R. § 33.76 (2007), Table 1 (requiring tests with bird
weight 8.03 pounds for engine inlet throat area greater than 6,045 square inches).
45
45. See Phantom 2 Vision+ Specs, DJI, http://www.dji.com/product/phantom-2-vision-plus/spec (last
visited Mar. 24, 2015) and Inspire 1 Specs, DJI http://www.dji.com/product/inspire-1/spec (last visited
Mar. 24, 2015).
46
46. See CineStar-8 MK Heavy Lift RTF, QUDROCOPTER http://www.quadrocopter.com/CineStar8-MK-Heavy- Lift-RTF_p_1156.html (last visited Mar. 24, 2015)
47. Airplane Turbofan Engine Operation and Malfunctions Basic Familiarization for
Flight Crews, Federal Aviation Administration, 23, https://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air_cert/design_
approvals/engine_prop/media/engine_malf_famil.doc.
48. UAS Safety Analysis, EXPONENT 7 (Dec. 16, 2014), http://www.uasamericafund.com/
assets/micro-uav-safety-analysis.pdf (hereinafter “MIT Bird Study”).
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circumstances of the targets, on whether informal behavioral norms of relevant
groups encourage or discourage compliance, on the level of sanctions for
noncompliance, and on the resources available to detect and punish
noncompliance.49 If, as many people believe,50 drone operation should be
regulated, and only persons with the requisite skills and safety orientation
should be allowed to fly them, regulatory designers must pay attention to the
logical relationship between rule content and verifiable risks. They also must
understand the extralegal forces that can encourage compliance and work to
mobilize those forces.
In many areas of human activity, actors adhere to norms that are not
codified in law. Aviation is a prominent example.51 Going to the back of the
line in a grocery store or an airport boarding area are examples within almost
everyone’s experience. In other cases, these informal behavioral patterns have
been translated into legal rules. In still other cases, a combination of legal
mandates and prohibitions and private networks that encourage compliance and
actually enforce them have grown up together. Aviation regulation, qualification
of lawyers, physicians, and accountants are prominent examples of interrelated
governmental and private forces. There are many other, examples as well.
Although economists identify a number of reasons why large groups
are incapable of self-governance without intervention by legal obligation,52
small groups, many quite informal, regularly govern themselves. “Most
social order is not created by the State. There exists a vast ocean of social
rules completely untouched by formal law.”53
Sociology teaches that repeated interaction stimulates the creation and
enforcement of social norms and compliance with them.54 Governments may
help create the preconditions by “yoking actors together into relationships of
49. See infra, note 53.
50. Ipsos Poll Conducted for Reuters, IPSOS (Jan. 29, 2015), http://www.ipsos-na.com/
download/pr.aspx?id=14209 (reporting 42% oppose private ownership of drones).
51. See, e.g. Geoff Goodyear, Focus on Safety: Experience Acquired at the Speed of Light,
VERTICAL MAGAZINE, Feb/Mar. 2015 (reviewing basic safety practices); Pilots Resources: Air Safety
Institute, AIRCRAFT OWNERS AND PILOTS ASSOCIATION, http://www.aopa.org/Pilot-Resources/AirSafety-Institute (describing safety resources available to pilots through pilots’ organization).
52. See Mancur Olson, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION: PUBLIC GOODS AND THE
THEORY OF GROUPS (1965).
53. Bryan H. Druzin, Planting Seeds of Order: How the State Can Create, Shape, and Use
Customary Law, 28 BYU J. PUB. L. 373, 375 (2014) [hereinafter Druzin]. See also Lawrence
Lessig, The New Chicago School, 27 J. LEGAL STUD. 661 (1998); Ryan Goodman, Beyond the
Enforcement Principle: Sodomy Laws, Social Norms, and Social Panoptics, 89 CALIF. L. REV.
643, 643 (2001); Cass R. Sunstein, Social Norms and Social Roles, 96 COLUM. L. REV. 903
(1996); Dan M. Kahan, Social Influence, Social Meaning, and Deterrence, 83 VA. L. REV. 349
(1997); Richard H. McAdams, The Origin, Development, and Regulation of Norms, 96 MICH. L.
REV. 338, 346-47 (1997).
54. Druzin, supra 52, at 377-378.
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repeated interaction through establishing legal obligations between them that
will ensure this repetition.”55 Bryan Druzin offers the hypothetical example of
the laws requiring the members of a small group to help one of their members
prepare daily meals.56 The resulting interaction will give rise to various
informal rules guiding participation and sanctions for shirking.57 He also
offers as an example the emergence of the medieval Law Merchant, a series of
customs that governed commercial interaction in business communities before
commercial law emerged.58 The state encourages such private arrangements
simply by making private contracts enforceable through state institutions.59 He
offers some practical examples of how the state could engineer private
governance:
If the State considered it in the public interest that everyone take
better care of their front yards, rather than concocting intricate
laws requiring people to do so (something that would require
unrealistic levels of monitoring and enforcement), the State could
adopt the more deft approach of customary law cultivation. The
State could harness the self-ordering potential of repeated
interaction by requiring, for example, that the residents of a street
collectively tend to one of the yards on the street each Sunday
(the yard to be tended would change each week to ensure
reciprocity). Non-compliance would be subject to a small fine.
Instead of fabricating and enforcing a complex system of
regulation, the State could simply impose a single legal
obligation yet one that deliberately comprises an ongoing
positive duty so as to bring private parties together into
relationships of repeated interaction.60
In support of this hypothetical arrangement, he offers the example of
“barn raising” in some rural communities: a phenomenon in which members of
the community came together to help one member build a barn, supported by
the expectation that the beneficiary would reciprocate.61
In the context of DROP certification, the FAA could play a similar
role. The NPRM’s testing requirement encourages a would-be DROP to be
a member of an association similar to the American Association of Drone
Instructors (“AADI”)62 and to obtain certification through the association.

56

55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.

Id. at 378.
Id.
Id. 388-390.
Id. at 390.
Druzin, supra 52, at 392.
Id. at 397.
Id. at 399.
See § C (describing proposed association of drone instructors).
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Delegation

The idea of a private association working with the FAA to implement
the NPRM does not involve handing off governmental authority to private
actors.
Democratic political theory and the pragmatism of the administrative
state collide when elected legislatures cede too much of their power to
unelected administrative agencies or to private entities. The anti-delegation
doctrine, rooted in the United States Constitution’s separation of powers
imposes limits on delegation of power by the United States Congress. In
Panama Refining Company63 and Schechter Poultry,64 the United States
Supreme Court struck down significant features of the National Industrial
Recovery Act.65 Congress had given up too much of its legislative power,
the court said, by delegating rulemaking authority to a combination the
National Recovery Administration, a federal agency, and private industry
groups.66 The particular action challenged in the Schechter litigation was
the adoption, as a mandatory federal fair-competition-code, of live poultry
codes developed by an industry association, which also was given
administration and criminal enforcement responsibility.67 Giving legislative
power to private citizens and entities provided even less political accountability
than giving it to agencies with an executive branch, the court reasoned.68
[W]ould it be seriously contended that Congress could delegate its
legislative authority to trade or industrial associations or groups so
as to empower them to enact the laws they deem to be wise and
beneficent for the rehabilitation and expansion of their trade or
industries? Could trade or industrial associations or groups be
constituted legislative bodies for that purpose because such
associations or groups are familiar with the problems of their
enterprises? And could an effort of that sort be made valid by such
a preface of generalities as to permissible aims as we find in
section 1 of title 1? The answer is obvious. Such a delegation of
legislative power is unknown to our law, and is utterly inconsistent
with the constitutional prerogatives and duties of Congress.69
63. Panama Refining Company v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935) (invalidating, as overbroad,
delegation of power to President to prohibit interstate transportation of “hot oil”—oil produced in
excess of state quotas).
64. A.L.A. Schechter Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935).
65. Act of June 16, 1933, c. 90, 48 Stat. 195, 196.
66
65.
See Panama Refining Company v. Ryan, 293 U.S. 388 (1935) and A.L.A. Schechter
Poultry Corp. v. United States, 295 U.S. 495 (1935).
67. A.L.A. Schecter Poultry Corp., 295 U.S. at 524-526 (describing code, its origin, and the
indictment of the challenger for violating it).
68
67. Id. at 537.
69. Id.
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Although some commentators viewed the delegation doctrine as
essentially obsolete,70 the Supreme Court regularly used it to scrutinize
statutory empowerment of administrative agencies.71 As recently as 2013, the
United States Court of Appeals for the D.C. Circuit used the delegation
doctrine to invalidate a statute empowering Amtrak—a private, albeit
government chartered—corporation to set performance standards for railroads,
in conjunction with Department of Transportation:72
“Federal lawmakers cannot delegate regulatory authority to a private
entity. To do so would be legislative delegation in its most obnoxious form.”73
Accordingly, the force of the delegation doctrine is not so much that it
regularly results in judicial invalidation of regulatory schemes as that it
influences the design of such schemes, as legislation is being written. Apart
from the responsibility of Congress, as well as the other two branches to honor
the Constitution, there is no point in enacting legislation that will be struck
down as unconstitutional.
But withstanding the delegation doctrine, Congress regularly gives
substantial rulemaking authority to agencies, sometimes mandating that agencies
adopt as governmental rules standards of conduct and performance developed
initially by private bodies such as standard-setting organizations.74 This is
constitutional, so long as Congress “channels” agency rulemaking power by
sufficiently specific criteria to limit its exercise. The legislative standards must
be sufficiently specific to permit Article III courts to ascertain whether the
agency has stayed within its delegated powers.75

70. See Mistretta v. United States, 488 U.S. 361, 413 (1989) (Scalia, J., dissenting)(observing
that statutes have been invalidated under delegation doctrine only twice in U.S. history).
71. See Mistretta (upholding statute establishing federal Sentencing Commission);
Whitman v American Trucking Associations, 531 U.S. 457, 472 (2001) (recognizing viability of
delegation doctrine but rejecting delegation-doctrine challenge to EPA authority to set pollution
limits).
72. See Association of American Railroads v. United States Department of Transportation,
721 F.3d 666 (D.C. Cir. 2013) (declaring statute unconstitutional), rev’d, Department of
Transportation v. Association of American Railroads, 135 S.Ct. 1225 (2015) (remanding for
determination of whether delegation doctrine permitted Amtrak to participate in setting standards
for passenger train performance).
73. Ass’n of American Railroads, 721 F.3d at 670 (internal quotations omitted).
74. Updating OSHA Standards Based on National Consensus Standards; Head Protection, 77
Fed. Reg. 121 (Dep’t of Labor June 22, 2012) (proposed rules) available at https://www.osha.gov/
pls/oshaweb/owadisp.show_document?p_table=FEDERAL_REGISTER&p_id=23039 (showing
national consensus standards incorporated into OSHA regulations through a table).
75. American Ass’n of Railroads, 721 F.3d at 670 (observing that delegation to
administrative agency can survive delegation-doctrine challenge if an “intelligible principle” in
the statute constrains agency legislative power).
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Governmental rules derived from private sector standards of behavior are
quite common. Even more common are rules developed based largely or entirely
on private industry recommendations delivered through formal advisory
committees or otherwise.76 Indeed, the FAA traditionally has used such a process
for developing most of its rules for airworthiness certification, operating rules, and
pilot licensing.77
The FAA also relies on private individuals to implement and enforce its
rules. Most of the detailed testing and inspection of an aircraft as part of the
airworthiness certification process is performed, not by government employees,
but by private manufacturers applying accredited processes.78 Most flight tests
for pilot’s licenses are conducted, not by government employees, but by
Designated Pilot Examiners (“DPEs”).79 Virtually all medical examinations for
pilot certification are conducted by private physicians.80 Many control towers at
smaller airports are staffed, not by federally employed air traffic controllers, but
by private contractors performing the same functions.81
These arrangements that involve broad delegation of rulemaking and
rule-enforcement power by Congress initially to the FAA, and then to
private sector decision-makers are widely accepted. It is difficult to find
any argument that such an arrangement violates the delegation doctrine.82
There is no reason that mixed public/private mechanisms for drone
regulation would be any more vulnerable to constitutional scrutiny.
But the realities of the microdrone marketplace and the context within
which thousands of air vehicles will operate militate toward an even greater
reliance on private entities for developing regulations and training of DROPs.
The delegation doctrine may achieve increased prominence in shaping
regulatory alternatives.

76. FEDERAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ACT (FACA) MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW, G.S.A.
http://www.gsa.gov/ portal/content/104514. (last updated Apr. 20, 2015)
77. ADVISORY AND RULEMAKING COMMITTEES, FAA (2015) available at http://www.faa.gov
/regulations_policies/rulemaking/committees/documents/. (“We develop regulations using committees that
include members of the aviation community and the FAA”).
78. Production Certificate Application and Approval Process, FED. AVIATION ADMIN. (Aug. 6, 2014,
2:01 pm). http://www.faa.gov/aircraft/air_cert/production_approvals/prod_cert/prod_approv_proc/(describing
FAA approval and audit of manufacturer processes).
79. 14 C.F.R. § 61.47 (2013) (describing DPE).
80. 14 C.F.R. §§ 67.405, 67.407 (2008) (describing examining physicians)
81. See U.S. Contract Tower Ass’n., (last visited Mar. 24, 2015) http://www.contracttower.org/
(describing contract-tower program).
82. A Westlaw search on February 3, 2015 by co-author Perritt with the search term
“delegation doctrine FAA private” produced no hits.
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Already, the FAA has made suggestions83 that recreational and hobbyist
flight should be governed as a matter of law by model airplane association
guidelines.84 Under such suggestions, the private organization not only would
develop the rules; they would enforce them by its membership expulsion power
and a governmental regulatory probation against microdrone flight unless by one
who is a member of the organization.85
That is not what the NPRM envisions; rather under it, the FAA retains the
authority to make the rules and to prescribe the content of DROP tests. This
follows the agency’s longstanding practice for pilot certification. The FARs
prescribe certain subjects that must be covered by flight training programs,86 but
the flight training programs themselves, stage testing, and certification of
readiness for certain steps in the certification process, such as taking a
knowledge test87 or taking a practical test (checkride)88 are done by private CFIs.
We have no particular objection to it, but it’s stylistically odd. The details of the
curriculum flow from the FAA practical test standards, but are fleshed out by
private flight schools, only some of which, under Part 141, are accredited by the
FAA,89 requiring their training materials, including instructional syllabi, to be
approved in advance by the FAA.90 The proliferation of microdrones
necessitates a decentralized approach that relies more on private entities. For
example, the law-abiding drone approach recommended by the authors of this
article,91 would, in some implementations, vest microdrone vendors with the
responsibility of designing training programs and certifying satisfactory
completion by DROPs.

83. Fed. Aviation Admin., Interpretation of the Special Rule for Model Aircraft, Docket No.
FAA-2014-0396 (June 18, 2014), http://www.faa.gov/uas/media/model_aircraft_spec_rule.pdf at 11-12
(explaining requirement that model aircraft be operated within guidelines established by national
community model aircraft associations).
84. The model aircraft community has vociferously opposed the guidance. See AMA’s Response
to the FAA Interpretative Rule, ACADMEY OF MODEL AERONAUTICS (last visited Mar. 24, 2015)
http://www.modelaircraft.org /aboutama/ AMAInterpretiveRuleResponse.aspx .
85. See Membership Manual 2015, Article V, ACADEMY OF MODEL AERONAUTICS (last visited
Mar. 24, 2015) http://www.modelaircraft.org/files/memanual.pdf (providing for expulsion of member for
violating association rules).
86. 14 C.F.R. § 61.109(c) (2010) (specifying subjects of instruction).
87. 14 C.F.R. § 61.35(a)(1) (2013) (CFI endorsement for knowledge test).
88. 14 C.F.R. § 61.39(a)(6) (2013) (CFI endorsement for practical test).
89. 14 C.F.R. § 141.5 (2010) (requirements for approval).
90. 14 C.F.R. § 141.55(a)-(e) (2011) (requirements for approval of materials).
91. Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Seeking Law Abiding Drones: What to Tell
Clients that Want to Use Drones in Their Business, BUSINESS LAW TODAY, Oct., 2014 at 2;
Henry H. Perritt, Jr. & Eliot O. Sprague, Reining in the Renegades, VERTICAL MAGAZINE
(Dec./Jan. 2014-2015).
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Content of Requirements

The NPRM sets forth the elements of knowledge that would be tested
before one could be certified as a DROP. Those are summarized in section
VII.A.1. Evaluating the content of these requirements should proceed from the
need to assess the nexus between any training and certification requirements
and the risks they are intended to mitigate—a process known to psychologists
as “validation.”92
The following section explains the validation concept and then applies it
to the set of knowledge and skills that DROPs should possess, compared to the
set of knowledge and skills needed by pilots of airplanes and helicopters.
In the NPRM the FAA embraced the idea of this kind of validation
analysis:
The NPRM refers to a pre-NPRM petition submitted by the UAS
America Fund that allows operation of microdrones weighing less than three
pounds without requiring a conventional pilot’s license.93 The petition is the
first of a series planned by the UAS America Fund advocating a segmented
approach, based on aircraft size.94 The NPRM invites comment on the
segmented approach.95
The NPRM aligns the FAA with the UAV America Fund’s position that
existing private or commercial licenses are not the appropriate mechanism for
assuring DROP qualification:96
[T]he private pilot and commercial pilot certificates currently
available involve substantial expense and hours of time learning
actual flying skills within a passenger aircraft cockpit, but those
skills do not have relevance to UAS operations, particularly for
the micro UA category. Micro UA are operated from the ground,
looking up. Skills learned inside an aircraft cockpit including
those for in-flight maneuvers, aircraft systems, emergency
procedures, and navigation are of minimal utility but impose
significant burdens. The financial burden associated with micro
UA pilots obtaining and maintaining a private pilot or
commercial license would significantly impact business
operations and will drastically reduce profits expected when
forming a business, with no measurable benefit. There also will
be a substantial burden on the FAA in issuing and maintaining
pilot records for UA operators who will never fly a manned
aircraft.97
92

91.
Test Validity, WIKIPEDIA, (last visited Apr. 19, 2015).
93. Petition of UAS American Fund, LLC to Adopt 14 C.F.R. Part 107 to Implement
Operational Requirements for Micro Unmanned Aircraft Systems, Docket No. FAA-2014-10870001 at 7-8 (filed Dec. 18, 2014) (petitioning for direct rulemaking rather than NPRM).
94. Id. at 4.
95. NPRM, supra note 2, at 52-54 (reporting earlier consideration of segmented approach
and inviting comment).
96. Id. at 11-13.
97. Id. at pp.13-14.
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Defining the knowledge and skills a DROP needs to fly a microdrone
safely is but a specific instance of a more general challenge: understanding the
implications of human/machine interaction as machines grow more intelligent
and agile. Specifying necessary knowledge and physical motor skills is quite
different for one operating a conventional bulldozer or construction crane,
compared with the requirements for safe operation of an assembly line robot.
Similarly, the skills necessary to make mathematical calculations on a slide
rule are quite different from those required to operate a sophisticated electronic
calculator or to use mathematics application software. The important
judgment required to operate microdrones are quite different from those
necessary to operate an airplane or helicopter, although the overlap increases as
automation intensifies. The old emphasis on motor memory is marginalized
by a new need how to use computer interfaces and how to deal with computer
malfunctions.
The training and testing content requirements developed in the section
can be imposed by regulation at the federal or state level; they can become
an outline for detailed syllabi developed by flight schools; and they can
form the core private certification as discussed in section VII.C.
A.

Validation

The FAA has committed itself to risk-based analysis.98 The NPRM
reiterates that commitment and delivers on it. Risk-based regulation requires
validation of regulatory requirements, establishing a nexus between each
requirement and the risks it is intended to reduce.
Validation of occupational requirements is common in other fields.
For example, the validation approach has called into question physical
strength and agility requirements for public safety officers.99
For instance, two federal courts have relied on the following
‘expert’ view of the differences between men’s and women’s
physical abilities to justify sex-segregated physical activity for
males and females:
[M]en are taller than women; stronger than women by
reason of their greater muscle mass; have larger hearts
than women and a deeper breathing capacity, enabling
them to utilize oxygen more efficiently than women;

98. NPRM, supra note 2, at 34 (characterizing approach as “data-driven, risk-based”).
99. See Ruth Colker, Rank-Order Physical Abilities Selection Devices for Traditionally
Male Occupations as Gender-Based Employment Discrimination, 19 U.C. DAVIS L. REV. 761
(1986).
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run faster, based upon the construction of the pelvic area,
which, when women reach puberty, widens, causing the
femur to bend outward, rendering the female incapable of
running as efficiently as a male.
Not only do courts exaggerate the differences between men and
women, implying for instance that no woman could run as fast as
any man, but they consider only those physical traits traditionally
valued by men. Yet, as commentator Lyn Lemaire noted, ‘the
importance of brute strength in many athletic activities is
overrated. . . .’ As this Article will explore, the emphasis on
male physical traits prevails in the selection of firefighters and
police officers.100
Ruth Colker urged greater scrutiny of actual job requirements rather
than assumptions based on stereotypes.101
In Harless,102 the Sixth Circuit recognized that a valid job analysis for
a physical abilities test must focus on the physical demands of the job. The
court found that the Toledo Police Department had never conducted a job
analysis to determine the amount of physical strength or extent of physical
exertion required for the job; instead, as the court found, the sole
justification for the examination was the wholly inadequate ‘intuition’ of
department officials.103
In Albemarle Paper Co. v. Moody,104 the Supreme Court held tests
administered by employers as part of the hiring process must be linked to
the ability to perform a particular job or class of jobs.105 The authoritative
guidance on validation in the employment context is the EEOC’s Uniform
Guidelines on Employee Selection Procedures.106
Insisting on validation has utility outside the purely physical context.
A Harvard law professor, writing in 1982,107 proposed applying it to
selection of law firm associates. She reviewed the traditional emphasis on
law school pedigree and law school grades and the traditional justification
that these criteria predict future performance as a lawyer.108 She argued
that these are poor predictors:

100. Colker, supra note 98, at 771.
101. Colker, supra note 98, at 788-795 (citing Berkman, 536 F. Supp. at 204).
102. 619 F.2d at 611 (1980).
103
102. Id.
104. 422 U.S. 405 (1975).
105. Albemarle Paper Co., 422 U.S. at 426-427.
106. 29 C.F.R. § 1607.5 (1978) (describing criterion-related validity study, content validity
studies, and construct validity study).
107. Elizabeth Bartholet, Application of Title VII to Jobs in High Places, 95 HARV. L. REV.
945 (1982).
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High grades and attendance at prestigious law schools are, at
best, imperfect predictors of performance as a lawyer. Grades,
for example, are designed to measure abilities that constitute a
very small segment of the range of abilities involved in effective
lawyering. Alternative selection schemes might measure
additional attributes of at least equal importance. The firm
might, for example, develop an assessment system that gave far
less weight to law school examinations and more to performance
on long-term written projects, trial and appellate advocacy skills,
ability to work well with colleagues on cooperative projects, and
qualities of aggressiveness, energy, and dedication to work.109
Pilot certification requirements enjoy a measure of validation absent from
most other occupational licensing. The National Transportation Safety Board
(“NTSB”) investigates accidents and writes detailed reports on the serious
ones. Its accident reports usually contain recommendations directed to
operators and often to the FAA. In its report on the Colgan Airways crash near
Buffalo,110 for example, the Board made 25 new recommendations for changes
to FAA operating rules, pilot training rules, and aircraft certification rules.111
The Congress legislated a response,112 requiring the FAA to implement NTSB
recommendations regarding flight crewmember training.113 It mandated new
FAA rules that, among other things radically toughened the requirements for
Airline Transport Pilot certificates,114 specifically including a total of 1,500
flight hours.115 The FAA responded with new rules.116
Furthermore, the credentials pilot employers insist that applicants for pilot
positions produce certificates and logbooks. Pilot logbooks show experience
in performing flight tasks; not grades on flight-school tests. Law firms do not
routinely insist on the equivalent of logbooks for law graduates applying for
associate jobs such as a log demonstrating how many cases the applicant has
litigated or how many new business entities the applicant has set up.

108. Id. at 1024.
109. Id.
110. NTSB, Loss of Control on Approach, Colgan Air, Inc., Feb. 12, 2009, NTSB/AAR10/01, http://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/AccidentReports/Reports/AAR1001.pdf (hereinafter
“Colgan Air Report”).
111. Colgan Air Report, supra note 109, at 156-159.
112. Airline Safety and Federal Aviation Administration Extension Act of 2010, Public Law
111-216, 124 Stat. 2348
113. Id. at § 208.
114. Id. at § 217.
115. Id. at § 217(c).
116. 78 FED.REG. 66261.
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Also, pilot hiring decisions are generally based on flying with the
candidate. In these pre-hire flights, the operator evaluates a number of pilot
skills and attributes only some of which are part of formal pre-license training
and evaluation requirements. Similarly, law firms, especially through summer
clerkship programs, evaluate candidate attributes that are not part of law-school
curriculum or tested on the bar exam.
The validation question is to what degree these hiring criteria can be
exported backwards into formal requirements for training and testing.
The point is not that courts routinely should insist upon Title-VII level
validation analyses; the point is that the validation concept should inform
policy judgments about rule content for microdrone operation. It also may
be appropriate, if the policy process goes awry in this regard, if drone
operators were required to have traditional pilot’s licenses, for example, for
lack of validity justification to signify irrationality and arbitrary-andcapricious decision-making, obligating a reviewing court to invalidate such
requirements under the Administrative Procedure Act.117 The literature
suggests that courts hearing challenges to the anticompetitive effect of
license requirements insist on objective empirical evidence that the content
of the certification requirements, as applied, actually provides net consumer
benefits.118
B.

Knowledge

The knowledge elements included in the testing required by the
NPRM for DROP certification119 honor the validation approach. Requiring
a manned aircraft pilot’s license does not; some of the requirements
overlap, but too many diverge.
1.

Principles of Flight

Microdrone DROPs should understand certain basic principles of physics,
including the idea that acceleration depends on the net force applied to an
object divided by its mass, that kinetic energy is one-half times mass times
velocity squared, and that in collisions or crashes, kinetic energy must be
absorbed by deformation of materials, including human body parts.
DROPs need only limited knowledge of aerodynamics, structures, and aircraft
stability and control. They should understand: the basics of lift and drag, how
lift is generated by rotors, how multirotor drones introduce pitch, role, and yaw
forces by varying thrust asymmetrically, and how thrust varies with RPM.
117. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2)(A).
118. David A. Hyman & Shirley Svorny, If Professions are Just “Cartels By Another Name”
What Should we do About it?, 163 U. PA. L. REV. 101 at 118.
119. See section 1.
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They also need to understand the basic functional components of a
microdrone control system: how the DROPCON transmits DROP control
inputs through the control link, how the receiver on the drones receives them
and feeds them into the computer logic of the control board which combines
them with inputs from the onboard GPS receiver, accelerometers,
magnetometer, and altimeter and translates them into signals that the power
distribution board can use to meter electrical current to each motor.
They should understand the basics of wind, not so much how it is
produced by meteorological forces, but the fact that airborne aircraft move
with the wind without experiencing crosswind, headwind, or tailwind.
Crosswinds, headwinds, and tailwinds exist only with reference to the ground.
In this context, they should understand and be able to compute wind
limitations based on arithmetic computation of the microdrone’s maximum
speed capability, compared with the wind components. In other words, a drone
that is capable only of achieving 20 knots will not be able to maintain its position
over the ground when the wind is blowing from any direction at 25 knots.
They also should understand the rudiments of autorotation by a variable
pitch rotor, so that they understand why a fixed pitch multirotor microdrone is
incapable of autorotation. Unlike a helicopter pilot, a DROP can do nothing to
set up an autorotation if the propulsion system fails. After a power failure, not
only will the drone’s rotors stop generating lift, causing the drone to fall at its
terminal velocity; it is likely to tumble because its rotors no longer produce the
stabilization forces to maintain its orientation.
DROPs should understand the basics of lithium polymer battery
chemistry, so that they can anticipate when battery capacity is likely to be
exhausted, and the risks associated with mishandling batteries.
Unlike airplane pilots, microdrone DROPs do not need to know the details
of airplane performance, stability and control, such as the relationship between
angle of attack and stalls, the dynamics of spins, how control surfaces work by
changing the camber of an airfoil, or how to calculate weight and balance. They
do not need to know the effect of density altitude on aircraft performance.
Unlike helicopter pilots, they do not need to understand effective translational
lift, translating tendency, loss of tail rotor effectiveness and the need for antitorque control.
2.

FARs, with an Emphasis on Airspace Classification

Unlike airplanes and helicopters, microdrones operate in confined local
spaces, generally less than 500 feet above the ground, and within the line of
sight of the DROP not more than about a thousand feet away. Apart from
safety guidelines, their performance will not allow them to do much more than
that; even though some microdrones are capable of flying much higher,
limitations on control-link range apply to the vertical dimension as well as a
horizontal one, which also limits height.
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DROPs, unlike pilots, do not need to master the many parts of the FARs
that pertain to long-distance flight. Nor, since line of sight cannot be maintained
in instrument meterological conditions (“IMC”), do they need to know those
parts of the FARs that pertain to instrument flight rule (“IFR”) operations.120
They do, however, need to know preflight and flight planning requirements
pertinent to a particular operation. Essentially, there needs to be an
understanding of obligations to make sure that the aircraft is in flying condition
before launch, how to select an operating area that minimizes risk, and the flight
techniques for safe operation within that area. They must appreciate the need not
to overfly people, and how they usually can get the imagery they want of people,
animals, and objects by positioning the drone at an offset angle of about 45°
rather than flying directly overhead. They also need to know how airspace is
defined and the limitations associated with different classes of airspace around
busier airports, including radio communication requirements. Finally, they
should know what to expect of manned aircraft, including the different height
limitations imposed on airplanes and helicopters, and typical approach and
departure flight profiles for both types of aircraft.
3. Radio Communication
Because safe operation of drones depends on the integrity and security of
the radio frequency (“RF”) links that connect drone with DROP, DROPs
should have a basic understanding of how RF communication works. In
particular, they should understand modulation, signal propagation, encryption,
and video encoding.
i.

Modulation in General

Communicating information by radio requires that the information be
superimposed on a carrier signal at the higher frequencies that permit it to be
propagated through space. The signal containing the information, whether a
series of bytes representing control inputs from the DROP to the drone, or video
transmitted back from the drone to the DROP or an associated photographer,
varies at a much lower frequency than is necessary for the carrier signal.
Superimposition of the lower frequency information on the carrier signal is called
modulation.121
A carrier signal can be modulated by adjusting its amplitude
(strength), shifting its frequency slightly, shifting its phase, or a
combination of all three. Current modulation techniques use a combination
to get the highest possible efficiency and noise immunity. But simpler
techniques better illustrate the process. The simplest of all, and therefore
the first to become a commercial reality is the superimposition of a Morse
code signal on a carrier, resulting in radiotelegraphy. In this form of
modulation, the carrier amplitude is modified by the Morse code signal.
120. 14 C.F.R. § 91.167-91.193.
121. See generally Modulation, WIKIPEDIA (last visited Mar. 24, 2015), http://en.wikipedia.org
/wiki/Modulation.
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Morse code represents alphanumeric characters and basic punctuation
marks by a series of dots and dashes.122 A “P” for example, is represented
by the pattern dot-dash-dash-got.123 To modulate a carrier so that the P is
transmitted involves adjusting amplitude crudely, between zero and
maximum. Thus transmitting a P involves turning the signal on briefly for
the dot, turning it off, turning it on for a somewhat longer period to
represent the first dash, turning it off, and then on again for the same period
to represent the second dash, turning it off, and then turning it on again
briefly for the final dot. Frequency shift keying, developed somewhat later,
provide better noise immunity. It involves shifting the carrier frequency
slightly lower for a dot, slightly higher for a dash, and leaving it alone for
the spaces.
When the information comprises changing values, such as speech,
music, or full motion video in analog, the modulator adjusts the carrier
amplitude or frequency or both continuously, in step with the value of the
information signal. When similar information is encoded digitally, as his
own mostly the case now with current technology, the modulation of the
carrier with the zeros and ones of the bits comprising the digitized signal
take modulator designers back to Morse code days. The value changes in
the information signal are vastly greater for a digitized video signal than
the frequency with which the dots dashes occurred in 1920-era
radiotelegraphy, but the modulation principles are the same.124
A principle from automatic control theory known as the Nyquist criterion
expresses the common-sense idea that a carrier signal cannot be modulated at a
rate faster than it is changing its self.125 In other words, one cannot modulate a
1 MHz carrier with a 2 MHz information signal. In particular, the Nyquist
sampling criterion126 says that the carrier frequency must be at least twice that
of the modulating signal. That means that frequencies for DROP-to-drone
communication must be higher, in proportion to the rate that information needs
to be transferred to or from them. A full-motion video signal in uncompressed
format requires 2.9 gigabits per second to deliver all the necessary information
in real time.127 That means that the carrier signal must be at least twice that or
5.8 Gigahertz. Some degree of compression is necessary to reduce the
bandwidth requirements.
122. Morse Code, WIKIPEDIA (last visited Apr. 20, 2015), http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Morse_code
123. Id.
124. See NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR AMATUER RADIO, HANDBOOK FOR RADIO COMMUNICATIONS
Ch. 12 (2003) (explaining different modulation techniques). [hereinafter “ARRL Hanbook”] (explaining
different modulation techniques).
125. Nyquist criterion, WIKIPEDIA (last visited Apr. 20, 2015), http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Nyquist_criterion
126. Nyquist–Shannon sampling theorem, WIKIPEDIA (last visited Mar. 23, 2015), http://en.
wikipedia.org/wiki/Nyquist%E2%80%93Shannon_sampling_theorem.
127. Video Bitrate calculation for uncompressed video, STACK OVERFLOW (last visited Mar. 23,
2015), http://stackoverflow.com/questions/24163432/video-bitrate-calculation-for-uncompressed-video.
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Another theoretical principle, this one from information theorist
Claude Shannon at MIT,128 declares that the bandwidth required for a
signal increases in proportion to the rate the signal transmits information.
Thus a video signal requires more bandwidth than a Morse code signal.
The combination of the Nyquist criterion and the Shannon principle
drives the carrier frequencies necessary for drone RF signals upwards.
FCC licensing groups them in the 2.4 GHz and 5.8 GHz bands.129
ii.

Spread Spectrum Modulation

Spread-spectrum technology utilizes brief transmissions of the
modulated carrier on each of several frequencies, as many as 100 in some
implementations.130 It was developed initially by military and naval forces
to improve communication security and minimize interference. 131 Because
different pairs of transmitters and receivers use different sequences of
frequency selection, many communications can occur simultaneously on
the same set of hopping frequencies without interfering with each other.
FCC specifications for spread spectrum equipment, such as that used for
Wi-Fi in the 2.4 GHz band, sets strict limits on transmitter power in order
to reduce the potential for interference. That, combined with the relatively
short range of such transmitters at these frequencies, makes spread
spectrum Wi-Fi extremely flexible, thus allowing dozens of homes in the
same neighborhood to have their own Wi-Fi networks without interfering
with each other. For example, the 802.11g Wi-Fi standard uses spread
spectrum modulation in the 2.4 GHz band and has a maximum net data rate
of 54 megabits per second.132
It is the case, however, that, as the number of transmitters and receivers
increase attempting to use the same set of hopping frequencies, the potential for
interference and reduced speed of communication transfer occurs. Congestion
also occurs when some of the signals have high bit rates, such as that required for
video imagery. In the microdrone context, using the same spectrum band for

128. C.E. Shannon, A Mathematical Theory of Communication, 27 BELL SYSTEM TECH. J.
379 (1948) available at http://cm.bell-labs.com/cm/ms/what/shannonday/shannon1948.pdf.
129. See Federal Communications Commission, Infrastructure (U-NII), Devices in the 5
GHz Band, First Report and Order 3-14 (Apr. 1, 2014), http://www.fcc.gov/document/5ghz-u-nii-ro (reviewing decisions allocating spectrum for WiFi).
130.
Spread Spectrum, WIKIPEDIA (last visited Apr. 20, 2015) http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Spread_spectrum
131. See ARRL Handbook, supra note 124, at 12.54 (explaining history of spread spectrum
modulation).
132. See Bradley Mitchell, Wireless Standards 802.11a, 802.11b/g/n, and 802.11ac: The 802.11
Family Explained, ABOUT TECH http://compnetworking.about.com/cs/wireless80211/a/aa80211
standard.htm (explaining specifications for different Wi-Fi standards).
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video downlink as well as for the control link significantly increases the potential
for interference, because the video signal has such a high information transfer
rate, that it uses more of the available bandwidth and can occupy most or all of the
spread spectrum hopping frequencies, thereby crowding out the control signal. If
GPS-based flight planning software is used to control drone position, the potential
for interference increases further. Accordingly, the better implementations put
control-link signals and telemetry on one band, either 2.4 GHz or 5.8 GHz and
video downlink signals on the other.
iii.

Propagation

Radio signals move through space differently depending on their frequency
and wavelength. Wavelength and frequency are inversely related: the higher the
frequency, the smaller the wavelength.133 For example, a 7 MHz frequency has a
wavelength of about 40 meters, and a 144 MHz signal has a wavelength of about
2 meters. Still higher frequencies have still shorter wavelengths; signals in the
2.4 GHz band have a wavelength of 12.5 centimeters.134
Propagation differences exist because the electromagnetic energy
comprising radio signals interacts with the molecules in the earth and the
atmosphere differently depending on their wavelengths. Also, they interact
differently depending on whether the molecules in the atmosphere are ionized,
as they are in the ionosphere.135
In general, and to oversimplify somewhat, very low frequency signals,
such as those used to communicate with U.S. Navy submarines, penetrate the
earth and are attenuated by the atmosphere. Medium frequency signals, such
as those used for the AM broadcast—515 to 1600 kHz—do not penetrate the
earth well, but they travel further in the atmosphere and, at night, when
ionization of the atmosphere is greater, they bounce off the ionosphere and are
capable of greater range. High-frequency signals, from 1.5 MHz to 30 MHz,
bounce off the ionosphere at different levels depending on time of day and
frequency. This reflection produces a phenomenon known as “skip” which
allows long-range global communication by these frequencies. VHF signals,
those from, 30 to about 200 MHz, and UHF signals, from 200 MHz to about 1
GHz, penetrate the ionosphere and do not skip. They are useful only for line of
sight communication. Above 1 GHz, the bottom of the microwave region,
signals are useful for line of sight, but they are progressively attenuated by the
atmosphere and precipitation in the atmosphere, with more attenuation as the
frequency increases. They also are more likely to be reflected by ground
objects such as foliage, structures, and vehicles.136

133. See ARRL Handbook, supra note 121, at 21.1 (explaining fundamentals of radio waves).
134. See ARRL Handbook, supra note 121, at 21.2 (giving formulas for converting between
frequency and waveleng; summarizing properties of different wavelengths).
135. See ARRL Handbook, supra note 121, at 21.2-21.6 (explaining how atmosphere interacts
with radio waves to produce different propagation characteristics).
136. See ARRL Handbook, supra note 121, at 21.4-21.6 (text box summarizing different
propagation characteristics of different wavelengths).
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Thus a 2.4 and 5.8 GHz signal are similar in their line of sight properties,
but are different, in that the 5.8 GHz signal suffers more attenuation by the
atmosphere and objects.
4.

Weather

Microdrone DROPs do not need the same level of understanding of
weather phenomena as do manned aircraft pilots. They fly their microdrones
within the line of sight, mostly in daytime, and in low-wind conditions. They
do not need to understand specific flight planning weather products,137 because
they can see for themselves how far they can fly their microdrones without
losing sight of them because of obscuration or cloud cover. They do not need
to understand weather prognosis beyond what is available from general
audience print and electronic media; they can see for themselves whether the
latest forecast is proving correct.
Their practical knowledge of what may make their vehicle uncontrollable
will cause them not to attempt flight in adverse weather conditions. The
circumstances for manned aircraft flight are entirely different. For one thing,
they occur over ranges of dozens or hundreds of miles, where the weather is
likely to be quite different from that at the takeoff point. For another, manned
aircraft pilots need to know the boundaries between visual flight rules
(“VFR”)138 and IFR,139 so that they can operate only within the limitations of
their aircraft and their pilot certificates. Moreover, much of aviation using
manned aircraft necessitates flying in an adverse weather conditions, in which
pilots must know how to control the aircraft by reference to instruments only,
must understand the complex system of air traffic control (ATC) IFR
clearances,140 and must know how to avoid icing, turbulence, and thunderstorm
activity even when they are legally operating under IFR in restricted visibility.
5.

Automation

Designing appropriate knowledge and skills requirements for automated
cockpits is challenging the FAA.141 The automation of flight systems of man
aircraft has accelerated greatly since the deployment of the first rudimentary
autopilot in 1923. Now, pilots of even the lowest level of general aviation
aircraft routinely use multi-axis autopilots, and full “glass panel” displays, in
which basic flight information such as airspeed, altitude, direction of flight,

137. FAA, Airman’s Information Manual 5-1-1.
138. 14 C.F.R. §§ 91.151-91.161 (visual flight rules).
139. 14 C.F.R. §§ 91.167-91.193 (instrument flight rules).
140. 14 C.F.R. § 91.173 (requiring ATC clearances).
141. See Lane Wallace, Flight School: Glass Panel Training, FLYING (June 29, 2010), http://www.
flyingmag.com/pilot-technique/new-pilots/flight-school-glass-panel-training (explaining differences in training
for two types of cockpit displays).
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aircraft pitch attitude, bank angles, and rates of turn, climb, and descent are
displayed digitally on a screen, rather than by separate “steam gauges,” in which
the same basic information was presented an analog form, usually by the
position of a needle.142
Glass panel instrumentation and the computers that drive them offer new
capabilities that reduce pilot workload. For example, a pilot flying an
instrument approach can select the approach from a database stored in the
system and fly it by hand with reference to a moving map display, or couple it
to the autopilot and let the autopilot fly the airplane down to certain minimum
altitudes.
Because the systems reduce pilot workload and improve the accuracy with
which navigation procedures can be executed, they potentially reduce risks. On
the other hand, there is growing recognition in the aviation community that cockpit
automation also adds new risks. First, overreliance on automation allows pilot
skills related to manual flying to atrophy, or that a pilot confronted with a system
anomaly or failure is less prepared to take over and maintain safe flight.
Second, the systems themselves and their interfaces are complicated,
typically involving dozens of menus arranged in hierarchies that are not always
intuitive. To make effective and safe use of such systems, pilots must be able
quickly to change what is displayed on the screen, enter new data, and confirm
its accuracy. The number of choices and their accessibility on different menus
easily can overwhelm a pilot who is not completely familiar with that
particular system or in stressful situations, such as an emergency. Fumbling
with or misunderstanding automated flight control systems is what happened
in the Asiana crash in San Francisco,143 and the Air France crash in the
Atlantic Ocean.144
The debate about how to change training, knowledge, and skills
requirements to reduce risks of these types of accidents has not yet crystallized
into regulations. Some steps have been taken to require additional training of
Airline Transport Pilot for aircraft upsets, emphasizing quick recognition of an
unsafe condition such an incipient stall, and immediate appropriate responses.145
Dealing with the problem of the human interface with highly automated
systems, however, has been less comprehensive and robust, limited to a few
changes in certification requirements for avionic systems.146

142. See The Great Debate: are glass cockpits better?, AIR FACTS (Jan. 3, 2012),
http://airfactsjournal. com/2012/01/the-great-debate-are-glass-cockpits-better/ (online debate among pilots
about merits of glass panel displays).
143. BOARD MEETING: CRASH OF ASIANA FLIGHT 214 ACCIDENT REPORT SUMMARY, NAT’L.
TRANSP. SAFETY BD., NTSB IDENTIFICATION: DCA13MA120 (June 24, 2014) available at
http://www.ntsb.gov/_layouts/ntsb.aviation/brief.aspx?ev_id=20130707X83745&key=1&queryId=975ad
d42-dbf9-4b6d-a88a-8c2be55551d0& pgno=2&pgsize=50.
144. See William Langewiesche, The Human Factor, VANITY FAIR (Oct. 2014) (probing
factors that caused Air France crash).
145. 14 C.F.R. § 61.156(b)(1)(i)-(ii) (2015) (requiring upset and stall recovery training).
146. See VITA Technologies, DO-178C: Improved certification for cost-effective
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One reason it is so difficult to develop appropriate training and testing
requirements for automated cockpits is that the way in which information is
displayed, and the way in which systems are controlled varies significantly
between different commercial products. Building specific product characteristics
into governmentally imposed regulatory requirements limits competition and
inhibits innovation. This is a relatively new problem. While the cockpit layouts
differ significantly between an Airbus 340 and a Boeing 767, and those of a
Diamond Twin Star differ significantly from those of a Mooney M20, the
similarities are greater than the differences. The pilot has a stick, yoke, or
joystick to control pitch and bank of the airplane, rudder pedals to control yaw,
and some kind of throttle or fuel control lever to control thrust.
The challenges for regulation related to cockpit automation are considerable,
and aviation safety depends upon appropriate FAA and vendor responses.
For microdrones, however, the problem is qualitatively different in two
respects. First, safe control of the aircraft depends entirely on the correct operation
of automation systems. For automatic hover, or autonomous return to home, no
DROP input is involved. The system does it entirely on its own, directly
controlling the propulsion and control systems on the aircraft. System
malfunction is not something the DROP can correct for by manually flying the
aircraft.
Second, in some respects, autonomous control features reduce necessary
DROP skills. Hovering a helicopter is quite difficult for primary flight students.
Usually they do not master it until eight or nine hours of flight instruction. This is
not the case with microdrones, especially those with autonomous hover capability.
Onboard accelerometers, magnetometers, and GPS receivers and computers
automatically send appropriate control inputs to the electric motors powering the
rotors to keep the vehicle stationary over a particular point on the ground. The
DROP need do nothing; indeed, on the DJI Phantom and some of its competitors,
automatic hover occurs whenever the DROP releases the controls altogether.147
What this means for knowledge, skill, and training requirements is
that (1) the DROP must be completely familiar with how the flight control
systems work and how his inputs influence their operation; (2) he must
know about the types of malfunctions that may occur, such as loss of a GPS
signal, how the systems will respond, and whether he can provide any
control input that will render the aircraft safe in such circumstances; (3)
how inspections before and after flight can reduce the likelihood of system
malfunction and (4) the need to be attentive to software and hardware
upgrades provided by the vendor when he becomes aware of system
avionics systems, http://vita.opensystemsmedia.com/articles/do-178c-certification-costeffectiveavionics-systems/ (explaining trends in certification of avionics systems).
147. See DJI, PHANTOM 2 USER MANUAL V1.4 at 16 (2015) (explaining that vehicle automatically
hovers when sticks are centered).
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deficiencies. These requirements are not altogether different for those pilots
of manned aircraft, but they involve different kinds of risks and different kinds
of responses.
6.

Drone Systems, with an Emphasis on Controls Links

Microdrones are highly automated. Unlike in an airplane or helicopter,
control inputs by the operator do not directly move control surfaces, change
pitch, or increase torque. Instead, DROP control imports are fed through the
computers on the control board, which combines them with sensor data about
aircraft position, speed, and direction of flight and decides what adjustments
should be made to motor current to implement the DROP commands. A
DROP, far more than a pilot, needs to understand the basic operation of the
control systems on the microdrone.
The DROP also must understand the steps to calibrate the magnetometer and
the GPS navigation system before the microdrone is launched. The magnetometer
must learn which way is north, its orientation when it is level with respect to the
earth, and its launching position so it knows where “home” is. If the vehicle is not
calibrated accurately before it is flown, it may be uncontrollable, and its return to
home feature may take it to an unpredictable place.
For the Phantom, GPS calibration involves ensuring that the vehicle is
sitting level when power is applied and waiting until its lights flash in a
particular pattern. Magnetometer calibration involves picking the vehicle up
and spinning it several directions until a different pattern of lights is complete.
The calibration process differs from model to model, and the DROP must
understand it for the particular model he is operating.148
7.

Drone Emergency Procedures

The emergency procedures that DROPs must understand are different
from those that pilots must understand. Pilots must understand how flight may
be continued safely if an engine fails, through autorotation in a helicopter, and
by maintaining a speed above stall speed in an airplane while it glides to a safe
landing.149 DROPs do not need to know this because microdrones are
unlikely to experience engine failures and, in any event, can neither glide
nor autorotate. Pilots need to understand the dangers of flying into weather
conditions that reduce visibility; DROPs need not, they only need to
understand the NPRM’s requirement that they fly only when visibility is
good enough to maintain line of sight.150

148.
See e.g., DJI, PHANTOM 2 USER MANUAL V1.4 at 23 (2015) (specifying calibration process).
149. See FAA, Private Pilot Practical Test Standards for Rotorcraft-Helicopter (July
2005) (requiring demonstration of proficiency in autorotation).
150. NPRM, supra note 2, at § 107.31 (limiting operations to line of sight).
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DROPs do need to know how to deal with loss of the wireless control
link and with battery exhaustion.151 Pilots do not need to know this because
airplanes and helicopters have neither control links nor battery-powered
propulsion systems.
C. Skills
A baseline justification for any skills training and testing should be that that
the student should be able to practice each knowledge element. If a knowledge
element is justifiable by its relationship to a discrete risk, it does little good
unless a DROP can put it into practice. If a bit of knowledge need not be
practiced, it cannot be justified as a requirement.
To satisfy skill requirements for certification, DROP candidates should be
able to demonstrate that they consistently can keep the microdrone under control,
make it go where they want it to, and avoid objects that might interfere with
flight or the integrity of the control link, or suffer injury or damage. As with any
skill, proficiency requires practice. The NPRM leaves the details of skills
training and testing up to the institutional operator.152
Based on the co-authors’ experience in flying airplanes and helicopters, on
co-author Sprague’s experience giving flight instruction, on their experience in
flying various models of microdrone, and advising others on flying them, a total
of 10 hours seems the right level of experience. Ten hours of total flight time
equates to about 30 flights of a Phantom-class microdrone – more flights for one
with less endurance. That is surely enough to master procedures including
calibration, operation of the automation features, keeping the drone in sight,
and maintaining control of it. Indeed, 30 supervised flights in an airplane or
helicopter is about the level required of a private pilot candidate, because
instructional and student solo flights usually take about an hour each.
Beyond accumulating the requisite total flight time, DROP candidates
should practice and demonstrate their skill at handling particular situations.
They should be able to judge how high 500 feet above the ground is, and how far
away 1000 feet is, without having to rely on telemetry from the microdrone.
They should be able to maintain control of the microdrone regardless of which
way it is pointing. Later models of the Phantom and the Inspire have an
operating mode that is indifferent to drone orientation with respect to the DROP,
153
but in case he flies a model without this feature, or the feature doesn’t work
properly, he needs to be able to apply control imports as though he were aboard
151. NPRM, supra note 2, at 79-80 (discussing mitigation of loss-of-control risk).
152. NPRM, supra note 2 at 100-103 (explaining decision not to require skills testing and
aeronautical experience).
153. See DJIPhantom, Intelligent Orientation Control (Apr. 21, 2015) http://www.djiphantom.co/
category/intelligent-orientation-control.html (explaining how Phantom can be configured to accept
commands relative to DROP's position rather than relative to vehicle orientation).
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the aircraft, facing in whatever direction the drone is pointing. That might mean
pushing the cyclic stick forward to cause of the drone to go to the DROP’s left, if
the drone has yawed 90 degrees to the left, or pushing the cyclic forward to make
the drone come back toward him if its nose has yawed 180 degrees.
He also needs to demonstrate safe reactions if the drone flies behind an
object obstructing his view of it. He should show his proficiency in triggering
return to home or disabling return to home if he wishes to regain manual control.
He should practice and demonstrate mastery of various modes of flight and
triggers for them, such as switching between attitude and GPS mode, setting
height and range limitations, programming a flight plan on a map display and
modifying it or interrupting it while the drone is executing the plan.
When DROPs operate the camera as well as flying the drone, they should
demonstrate proficiency in performing both tasks while remaining within line of
sight and within altitude and distance limitations.
D. Observers
The NPRM wisely omits the requirement, imposed in all the section 333
exemptions, for an observer separate from the DROP.154
The co-authors have flown as both pilots and copilots in several different
types of airplanes and helicopters and have flown and observed flights of various
models of microdrone. In an airplane or helicopter, it is convenient to have a
second pilot, or even a non-pilot passenger. The second person can help keep a
watch for potentially conflicting traffic, enter radio frequencies, activate flaps
and other systems, and if properly qualified and upon request of the pilot take
over the controls while the pilot performs a non-flying task such as shedding a
jacket or entering navigational data.
For microdrone flight, an observer performs no useful function—except
keeping the DROP company. If the DROP loses sight of the aircraft, the fact
that the observer can still see it makes little difference. It is not physically
possible for two people to manipulate the controls on the small DROPCON used
for microdrones. It is difficult for a second person to get a clear view of the
DROPCON screen without putting his head in the DROP’s way.
VII. A proposal for DROP certification
A. Basic Requirements
Requiring certification of DROPs provides a number of advantages. It is a
mechanism for delivering training and assuring a certain level of knowledge and
skills that can improve safe operation of drones. It permits the FAA to know

154. NPRM, supra note 2, at 63 (discussing visual observer and emphasizing that none is
required).
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who is flying them. It also gives the FAA leverage to enforce its regulations,
because it gives the DROP an asset—his DROP certificate—that he must retain
in order to keep flying. Being able to take adverse action against a certificate
holder who violates the rules puts the FAA in a much stronger enforcement
position then if it must track down initially unknown violators and impose civil
penalties against them.
It is also true, however, that any form of certificate requirements imposes a
barrier to entry by DROPs that does not now exist. Thousands of individuals
have purchased microdrones and are flying them, many undoubtedly for
commercial purposes. If they are not deterred by the FAA’s outright ban, they
are unlikely to comply with a new requirement that they stop flying until they get
DROP certificates. Some of them will, but not all.
This potential for widespread noncompliance is reduced by the NPRM’s
certification strategy that adjusts the level of requirement for certification
according to the level of drone to be flown under a particular class of certificate.
The UAS America Fund, it its petition for rule making,155 presents a good idea:
for very small microdrones, no significant training or testing would be
required.156
If more is thought to be necessary, DROPs could be required simply to
register with the FAA or to take a short online quiz administered by the vendor.
The quiz would not be difficult; it would be comparable to a typical driver’s
license written test, designed to assure basic knowledge of the rules and of safe
practices. For heavier, more complex drones with higher performance in terms
of range, altitude, speed, more knowledge and skills training and testing would
be required. At the high end, the requirements would be modeled on the
requirements for manned aircraft pilot certificates, perhaps at the commercial
level, but with content tailored to the risks involved in machodrone flight rather
than those associated with airplane or helicopter flight.
However DROP training, testing, and certification requirements are
imposed, policy makers must determine the content of the requirements. The
following two subsections summarize the NPRM’s requirement for knowledge
testing and take existing requirements for private-pilot skills and annotates them
to make them suitable for DROP certification.

155. Petition of UAS America Fund, LLC (“UAS Fund”) to Adopt 14 C.F.R. Part 107 to Implement
Operational Requirements for Micro Unmanned Aircraft Systems (Dec. 18, 2014), http://www.regulations.
gov/#!documentDetail;D=FAA-2014-1087-0001 [hereinafter “UAS America Fund Petition”].
156. UAS America Fund Petition, supra note 155 at 14 (describing knowledge test proposal
as only test requirement).
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Knowledge Requirements

This subsection sets forth the black-letter knowledge requirements from the
NPRM. These requirements track the discussion of knowledge requirements in
section 0 well.
(1) Applicable regulations relating to small unmanned aircraft system
rating privileges, limitations, and flight operation;
(2) Airspace classification and operating requirements, obstacle
clearance requirements, and flight restrictions affecting small unmanned
aircraft operation;
(3) Official sources of weather and effects of weather on small unmanned
aircraft performance;
(4) Small unmanned aircraft system loading and performance;
(5) Emergency procedures;
(6) Crew resource management;
(7) Radio communication procedures;
(8) Determining the performance of small unmanned aircraft;
(9) Physiological effects of drugs and alcohol;
(10) Aeronautical decision-making and judgment; and
(11) Airport operations.157
2.

Skills Requirements

This subsection takes the black-letter private-pilot flight proficiency
requirements from 14 C.F.R. § 61.107 and annotates them to produce a set of
skills requirements suitable for DROPs.
(a) General. A person who applies for a private pilot DROP
certificate must receive and log ground and flight training from an
authorized instructor on the areas of operation of this section that
apply to the sUAS category and class rating sought.
(b) Areas of operation.
(1) For an airplane category rating with a single-engine
class rating:
(i) Preflight preparation;
(ii) Preflight procedures;
(iii) Airport and seaplane base operations;
(iv) Takeoffs, landings, and go-arounds hovering;
(v) Performance maneuvers:
Maintaining line of sight;
Maintaining control link;

157.

NPRM, supra note 2, at § 107.73 (Initial and recurrent knowledge tests).
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Maintaining attitude control despite sUAS
orientation;
Flying from point-to-point;
(vi) Ground reference maneuvers;
(vii) Navigation;
(viii) Slow flight and stalls;
(ix) Basic instrument maneuvers;
(x) Emergency operations:
Loss of control link;
Battery exhaustion
(xi) Night operations, except as provided in §61.110 of
this part; and
(xii) Postflight procedures.
B. Training and Testing Infrastructure
Responsibility for implementation any licensing program for DROPs
requires infrastructure to implement it. A considerable infrastructure already
exists for manned aircraft flight training, and the NPRM adopts it for DROP
knowledge testing,158 some parts of which could be adapted relatively easily to
accommodate DROP training. Some 500 flight schools exist in the United
States accredited by the FAA under Part 141.159 Many more, almost one at
every airport, operate without specific flight school designation and without
detailed supervision of their curricular content and teaching methods. Instead,
their activities are governed by Part 61160 and Part 91.161 Part 61 prescribes the
stages in training programs for different levels of pilot certificate, the content
of ground instruction162, knowledge tests, 163 the content of flight training,164
and – along with the FAA’s practical test standards documents165—the content
of practical test checkride.166 CFIs have incentives to graduate a certain
number of students who pass their knowledge and practical on the first

158. NPRM, supra note 2, at 107-110 (explaining how DROP test will be administered).
159. 14 C.F.R. § 141 (2013). See http://av-info.faa.gov/PilotSchool.asp (listing accredited
flight schools).
160. 14 C.F.R. § 61 (2013).
161. 14 C.F.R. § 91 (2015).
162. 14 C.F.R. § 61.105(a)-(b) (2013); 14 C.F.R. § 61.107(a)(b) (2013).
163. 14 C.F.R. § 61.35 (a) (2013).
164. 14 C.F.R. § 61.109(c) (2013).
165. Federal Aviation Administration, https://www.faa.gov/training_ testing/testing/ test_standards/
(last visited March 22, 2015) (describing and making available practical test standards).
166. 14 C.F.R. § 61.43(a)-(f) (2013) (specifying content of checkout).
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attempt.167 The knowledge tests themselves are designed by the FAA and its
contractors and administered at designated private designated test centers.168
Practical test check rides are administered mostly by DPEs,169 CFIs who
have been selected by the FAA to represent the agency in this capacity and
who exercise authority on behalf of the FAA administrator when they are
giving the test.170
One cannot simply assign DROP skills training and testing to this
infrastructure, because its components have no experience with drones—and
not necessarily any interest in training their operators. A handful of flight
schools are adding drone programs,171 as are several of the established
aeronautical universities.172 Additionally, some universities not specializing in
aviation have added DROP programs.173
Before one can flesh out the infrastructure for DROP training two crucial
personnel decisions must be made and the pipeline needs to fill in response to
the decisions. The first is: Who will be the instructors? Existing CFI’s and
ground instructors? A new category of CFI and ground instructors? Or will
DROP training be the responsibility of someone else?
Second, who will be the DROP examiners? Existing DPEs or someone
else? It may be tempting simply to say that DROPS must take training—
whatever is prescribed—from currently certified CFIs, and that they must pass
practical test rides administered by currently designated pilot examiners. There
are some advantages to using existing personnel; a part of their training and
certification involves mastery of teaching techniques and national security
screening. The problem with that approach is that the current stock of CFIs and
DPEs have no knowledge or experience with drones, and many of them have no
interest in acquiring that knowledge and experience. A CFI with a rotary wing
rating is not authorized to give flight instruction in a fixed wing aircraft, and
many have no interest in doing so. The markets for rotary- and fixed-wing
instruction are largely separate. There’s no reason to think that the market for
DROP instruction will be any less separate.
The technical aspects of current CFI and DPE expertise, however, map
poorly to DROP training, as the evaluation of existing pilot skills standards in
section VII.A.2 makes clear.

167. 14 C.F.R. § 61.197(a)(2)(i) (2013) (CFI renewal based on student success rate).
168. 14 C.F.R. § 61.33 (2013) (describing test administration); Conduct of Airman Knowledge
Tests, FAA, http://fsims.faa.gov/PICDetail.aspx?docId =37E322DFC7FF65D68 52571AA00575D58 (last
visited Mar. 30, 2015) (describing private test centers).
169. 14 C.F.R. § 61.47 (2013) (describing DPE).
170. 14 C.F.R. § 61.47 (2013) (describing DPE authority).
171. See, e.g., Aviation, NORTHWESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, https://www.nmc.edu/
programs/academic-programs/aviation/index.html (last visited on Mar. 30, 2015).
172. See, e.g., Daytona Beach Campus, EMBRY-RIDDLE AERONAUTICAL UNIVERSITY,
http://daytonabeach.erau.edu/degrees/bachelor/unmanned-aircraft-systems-science/.
173. See, e.g., Aviation, UNIVERSITY OF NORTH DAKOTA, http://aviation.und.edu/Prospective
Students/Undergraduate/uasops.aspx.
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An obvious alternative is to erect a system of manufacturer-run training.
Drone manufacturers such as DJ I would set up their own network of DROP
training schools. There is no reason that cannot also train DROPs for other
drone models as well; that would be left up to negotiation among vendors in the
marketplace. The advantage of this approach is that manufacturers know better
than anyone else the characteristics of their flight vehicles and the details of their
automatic systems. They likely have their own test pilots who have experience
with the vehicles rivaling anyone else’s.
Two major disadvantages exist for this approach, however. First, only the
larger manufacturers would have the resources to do flight training effectively;
yet the market is quite competitive and fragmented among many different
designers and vendors. Competition is healthy in any marketplace, and a
training requirement that would tend to squeeze out the smaller players is not
desirable policy.
Second, even the larger vendors would be unlikely to set up DROP training
academies at more than one or two locations. Having to travel halfway across
the country and make arrangements for lodging away from home would
represent a significant barrier to DROP entry.
Looking to private organizations for DROP skills certification activities is
desirable because it opens up more possibilities for building a community of
DROPs in which peer group pressure can reinforce safe practices and skill
development, and because the private sector has greater flexibility in decisionmaking, compared with governmental agencies.
A number of models exist for this. One of the most interesting is the
Professional Association of Dive Instructors (“PADI”). PADI emerged in 1966
because of a perception by its founders that the existing organizations offering
training and certification of scuba divers were poorly organized and not very
effective.174 It has grown into an elaborate organization that offers diver
certification at multiple levels.175 It is difficult for a diver to rent diving gear
unless she can show a certificate of completion of at least the basic course.
There is almost no governmental involvement; the market enforces the
requirements, backed up by the possibility of liability and insurance requirements.
There is no reason that a PADI-like organization cannot be erected for
DROPs. Similar to PADI, it would offer memberships, recruit instructors,
administer training programs and standards for certifying them, and issue
instructor certificates. It would pair certified instructors with divers or wouldbe divers. It would develop tests that could be administered directly by
instructors or online. It would issue certificates of completion of various levels
of instruction and testing.
174. PADI History, PADI, http://www.padi.com/scuba-diving/about-padi/padi-history/ (last
visited on Mar. 30, 2015).
175. PADI Open Water Diver Course, PADI, http://www.padi.com/Scuba-Diving/padicourses/course-catalog/open-water-diver/ (last visited on Mar. 30, 2015).
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Other models can be adapted from lifeguard certification—a process in
most states administered by the nongovernmental Red Cross and backed up by
hiring practices for lifeguards.176 Also helpful is young hunter, motorboat,
snowmobile education and testing requirements in states like Illinois. Under
these programs, the requirement for certification is expressed in statute and
enforced by the state Department of Natural Resources, but mostly private
instructors certified by the DNR conduct the training itself.177 In Illinois,
young hunters may not obtain a hunting license unless the hunter successfully
completes a hunter safety course approved by the Department of Natural
Resources.178 The Illinois Department of Natural Resources administers four
mandatory safety education courses, in boating, hunting, trapping, and
snowmobiling.179 The hunting course comprises 10 hours of instruction and
successful completion of a final exam.180 Course completion entitles the
graduate to a Hunter Education Certificate of Competency.
The boating course is required before a person between the ages of 12 and
18 can operate a motorboat. It comprises 8 hours of instruction. Like the
hunting course, it can be completed online. The snowmobile course is similar
to the boating course, except that it is required for the age span 12-16.181
C. American Association of Drone Instructors
As section 0 and Seeking Law Abiding Drones182 explain, formal law is
only part of the set of rules with which citizens comply. Citizens also conform
their conduct to other norms that they have been socialized to respect: for
example, taking hats off inside, saying “please,” and “thank you,” offering to
share the cost of a restaurant meal. Professional and industry organizations adopt
codes of good practice; some, as section VIII.B explains, providing training,
testing, and certification programs.
The most promising infrastructure for training, testing, and certification of
microdrone and perhaps for machodrone DROPs as well, would be modeled on
PADI, Red Cross lifeguard certification, and loosely on licensing of physicians and
attorneys. It would draw upon and strengthen the private center of gravity of
manned aircraft pilot licensing, as well.
176. Lifeguarding, AMERICAN RED CROSS, http://www.redcross.org/take-a-class/programhighlights/lifeguarding (last visited on Mar. 30, 2015).
177. ILLINOIS DEP’T OF NATURAL RESOURCES, SAFETY EDUCATION (2015) http://www.dnr.illinois.
gov/safety/Pages/default.aspx (explaining certification programs for young hunters, archers, snowmobile
and boating operators).
178. 520 ILCS 5/3.1-9; 3.2, (providing for certificate of competency by persons completing courses
taught by Department personnel or “certified volunteer instructors”).
179. Safety: Safety Education, ILL. DEP’T OF NATURAL RES., http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/
safety/Pages/default.aspx (last visited Mar. 30, 2015).
180. Safety: Hunter Safety, ILL. DEP’T OF NATURAL RES., http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/ safety/
Pages/HunterSafety.aspx (last visited Mar. 30, 2015).
181. Safety: Snowmobile Safety, ILL. DEP’T OF NATURAL RES., http://www.dnr.illinois.gov/
safety/Pages/SnowmobileSafety.aspx (last visited Mar. 30, 2015).
182. Cass R. Sunstein, Social Norms and Social Roles, 96 COLUM. L. REV. 903, 914 (1996).
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Preparing DROPs for safe operation of microdrones would be the
responsibility of a private association tentatively known as AADI—American
Association of Drone Instructors. AADI would be a private nonprofit
membership organization organized under the laws of one or more states. It
would have four classes of members: DROP instructors, DROP candidates,
qualified drops, and other interested persons.
Its governing body, whether denominated Board of Directors or Board of
Trustees, would be controlled by persons selected by the membership, but would
also have representation from key stakeholders in the microdrone industry and
the aviation community, including representatives of state and local government,
manned aircraft pilots, the airlines, and general aviation organizations. It might
be chartered as a federal advisory committee to the FAA, although this is not
necessary to its success.
AADI would develop detailed curricula for DROP training, follow the
NPRM specifications for DROP knowledge, develop skills standards, and would
offer training materials in book and online form and practical test standards for
DROP skills testing.
Initially, AADI would recruit and qualify a cadre of DROP instructors. At
the beginning, CFIs would train DROP instructors, working from its curricula and
training materials and test standards rather than from existing part 61 requirements
for pilots. As soon as a DROP instructor has been certified as satisfying the
requirements, the responsibility for training DROPs would be shared between
certified DROP instructors and CFI’s. As soon as a DROP instructor has been
certified, he would begin training DROP candidates. No particular critical mass is
necessary before training could begin.
AADI would maintain a database of certifications. Once a DROP
instructor certifies a DROP candidate, the instructor would submit an online
form that automatically would cause an entry to be made in the database. AADI
would periodically audit, on an essentially random basis the training and testing
activities of its instructors.
AADI also would maintain a database of drone complaints that could be
filed by anyone on a standard but simple form that would identify time, place,
and basic information such as the risk perceived by the reporting person or
entity, and flight profiles such as height above the ground, speed, direction of
flight, and proximity to other aircraft or to persons or property on the ground.
Both the database of certified DROP instructors and DROPs and the database of
complaints would be available to the public through AADI’s web site.
Many private associations exist in the United States, and they attract widely
varying degrees of attachment from their members. Some—Aircraft Owner and
Pilot’s Association (AOPA) might be a good example—are prominent advocates
of the interests of their members, but do not have much gravitational pull
psychologically. Members pay dues to support AOPA’s lobbying and educational
activities, but membership events do not occupy a prominent part of their lives; nor
do they identify strongly with the organization. Others, like many religious
organizations, have strong bonds with their members. Still others wax and wane
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over their lives in the strength of attachment, while others, like American political
parties, have some with weak attachment, for whom party membership is just a
convenient way to label their political preferences, and others who are
passionately involved in political campaigns, party caucuses, primaries and
other organizational and candidate selection and platform writing activities.
AADI would pursue a strategy that would place it at the higher end of
member bonding. This is necessary for several reasons. First, AADI’s status and
credibility must be such that it induces DROP candidates to participate in AADI’s
training and testing activities and to seek AADI certification. Second, members
need to care enough about AADI as an umbrella for their professionalism for peer
support, and AADI criteria must be credible enough that it is the primary reference
point for good operating practices. In other words AADI must be a community,
whose members care about each other. Third, suspension or revocation of AADI
certification must matter, and loss of AADI membership must have consequences.
AADI would offer coffee mugs, caps, bumper stickers, and pens with the
AADI logo. It would sponsor blogs for DROP instructors, certified DROPs, and
DROP candidates on its website and be active in social media. It also would
sponsor live meetings around the country at which vendors and others could
demonstrate new products and provide technical and marketing seminars.
One way to assure these hallmarks of success is effective organization purely
in the private sector. PADI and the Red Cross (for its lifeguard certification), for
example, do not enjoy any governmental imprimatur. Even though no federal or
state rules require SCUBA divers to get PADI certification, they do it anyway.
One reason is that diving equipment rental enterprises view PADI certification is
an easy way of assuring that the customer is unlikely to have an accident that
would result, at least, in the loss of equipment, and might result in litigation and
insurance claims.183
No governmental imprimatur requires network engineers to have Microsoft
or Cisco certification of their skills, but the operation of supply and demand in
the labor market gives certificate holders a perceived advantage in hiring and
advancement.184
Alternatively, AADI could be linked more explicitly to regulatory
requirements. The linkage might be similar to that imposed by bar admissions
agencies, usually specialized regulatory agencies exercising governmental power
under the authority of a state’s highest court,185 and law schools.186 In most

183.
See PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS, WHY PADI, (2015)
http://www.padi.com/scuba-diving/about-padi/why-choose-padi/ (explaining advantages of PADI
certification).
184. See MICROSOFT, THE ADVANTAGES OF OFFICIAL MICROSOFT AND CISCO CERTIFICATION
TRAINING COURSES, (2015) https://social.microsoft.com/Forums/en-US/4d8c5191-8db0-4d7c-accc99e83e8e0d16/the-advantages-of-official-microsoft-and-cisco-certification-trainingcourses?forum=CertGeneral.
185. See, e.g., Ill. S. Ct. R. 702 (eff. Jan. 1, 2013) (describing board of bar admissions
appointed by state supreme court), http://www.state.il.us/ court/SupremeCourt/ Rules/Art_VII/
artVII.htm.
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states, no one may take the bar exam or be admitted to the bar except upon proof
of graduation from an accredited law school.187 The accreditation process for all
schools is itself private.
The FAA and state aviation authorities would require the possession of
AADI certification to fly microdrone, just as Illinois requires possession of
firearms or snowmobile certification, leaving the certification process almost
entirely up to private entities.
This degree of governmental involvement, while it may be necessary to
reassure the public as to the integrity of the certification process, raises both
delegation-doctrine and antitrust issues as when any private association exercises
quasi-governmental authority. Delegation-doctrine concerns could be satisfied in
either one of two ways, or by a combination of both. First, any governmental
penalties for drone operations without AADI certification would be imposed only
after a de-novo investigation, notice, and hearing by the governmental authority.
The certification by AADI, or lack thereof would operate as a legal presumption in
the adjudicatory enforcement proceeding. AADI certification would be primafacie evidence of qualification; absence of certification would be prima-facie
evidence of lack of qualification to operate the microdrone without violating the
ban against reckless operation under the CFRs.188 But the respondent would be
legally entitled to rebut the presumption that AADI certification was necessary.
Under the second approach AADI would function and relate to its members
as any private association would, free of governmental requirements or restraints,
but the FAA would not impose governmental sanctions for violation of AADI
rules themselves. Instead, AADI would be constituted as a federal advisory
committee, and the FAA would regularly take AADI standards and issue them as
proposed FAA rules, followed by notice and comment rulemaking. This is the
process statutorily approved for negotiating rulemaking.189
Under this approach, delegation-doctrine problems would be eliminated,
because private organizations would not be making or enforcing rule via
governmental power; the government would. The obvious disadvantage is that
the prospect of governmental adoption and codification of AADI rules and
processes would devalue the AADI content unless and until it has been
formally embraced by the FAA, and that process could take many months or
years, depending on the level of controversy.

186. See, e.g., Ill. S. Ct. R. 703(b) (eff. July 1, 1992) (requiring graduation from ABAapproved lawschool), http://www.state.il.us/court/SupremeCourt/Rules/Art_VII/artVII.htm.
187. Id.
188. 14 CFR § 91.13 (2014) (prohibiting careless and reckless operation).
189. 5 U.S.C. § 553 (2011); Henry H. Perritt, Jr., Negotiated Rulemaking Before Federal
Agencies: Evaluation of Recommendations by the Administrative Conference of the United States,
74 GEO. L.J. 1625, 1642-1647 (1986).
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The antitrust strictures are more easily accommodated. In a series of cases,
the Supreme Court’s decision in Radiant Burner190 has been fleshed out in the
context of many controversies over private standard-setting organizations. The
antitrust concern is that dominant firms in an industry would seize a standardsetting organization and use its standards to exclude competitors.191
To prevent this, the Radiant Burner case law,192 and several Justice
Department safe-harbor guidelines193 require the following: (1) Open membership;
(2) Transparency of standards development processes, and (3) Justification of the
content of standards or rules adopted by the organization194
The end result is not unlike that imposed by the Administrative Procedure
Act on federal agencies; rulemaking must be rational, open for public input,
explicitly justified in terms of logic and evidence.195 Adjudicatory procedures
must offer the basic ingredients of a procedural due process.196
To be sure, organizing and maintaining a private association, especially one
intended significantly to affect member behavior, is challenging.197 But AADI’s
organizers, mindful of the literature on organization viability, would embrace a
strategy likely to achieve success.
As section IV explains the government, through the FAA, could reinforce
the viability of an organization like AADI, while avoiding delegation and
antitrust problems by requiring that DROPs be a member of some organization
and satisfy its certification requirements. It would define the characteristics of
the certifying organization without mandating membership in any particular one.
This would allow the market to adapt and allow for new association entrants to
innovate and improve on the services offered by existing organizations, much as
PADI emerged when its founders believed they could do better than existing
diver certification bodies.

190. Radiant Burners, Inc. v. Peoples Gas Co., 364 U.S. 656 (1961).
191. Id. at 658.
192. See American Society of Mechanical Engineers, Inc. v. Hydrolevel Corp., 456 U.S. 556
(1982); Allied Tube & Conduct Corp. v. Indian Head, Inc., 486 U.S. 492, 500 (1988).
193. See Hill B. Wellford, Antitrust Issues in Standard Setting, DEP’T. OF JUSTICE,
http://www.justice.gov/atr/public/speeches/222236.htm (March 29, 2007) (reviewing DOJ policy on
standards setting organizations).
194. See Henry H. Perritt, Jr., Towards a Hybrid Regulatory Scheme for the Internet, 2001
U. CHI. LEGAL F. 215, 287 (explaining criteria for standard setting resulting from Radiant
Burners and its progeny).
195. See 5 U.S.C. § 553; Cape Code Hospital v. Sibelius, 630 F.3d 203, 211-212 (D.C. Cir.
2011) (vacating rule on Medicare reimbursement of hospitals because agency failed to give
sufficient consideration to comments).
196. See 5 U.S.C. § 556-557.
197. See Mancur Olson, THE LOGIC OF COLLECTIVE ACTION: PUBLIC GOODS AND THE
THEORY OF GROUPS (1971) (explaining social and economic dynamics that tend to undercut
effective functioning of large groups).
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Although the financial aspects of AADI are beyond the scope of this article,
its financial viability would be assured by combination of membership fees,
testing fees, certification fees, and charitable donations from interested parties.
The AADI concept is useful regardless of shifting interpretations of the
boundary between federal, state, and local control, depending on how
preemption and commerce clause doctrines evolve in light of the fact that most
microdrone flight has minimal effect on interstate commerce and that most of the
safety and privacy concerns are strictly local.

***
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Introduction

Patents and trade secrets are the only two forms of intellectual property
that protect information—patents protect patentable information (innovation),
while trade secrets can protect patentable information and any other
information providing economic value to the holder. Thus, the same
information can often be protectable by patents or trade secrets. However, the
bodies of laws governing each are far from similar. This paper explores the
different origins, developments, protections, and consequences of patent and
trade secret law to show their differences and numerous similarities. This
paper highlights a number of factors and considerations a company should
evaluate when choosing between patents and/or trade secrets to protect its
information.
Patent law is at the forefront of the intellectual property regime. It is
modeled on the utilitarian framework and creates a limited monopoly that
encourages the production of statutory categories of inventions—namely,
processes, machines, a manufacture or article of manufacture, and
compositions of matter. The patent system benefits the public by spurring
innovation and requiring disclosure of the patented invention in return—the so
called “quid pro quo.” After the patent expires, the disclosed innovation
becomes part of the public domain, remains free for public consumption and
use, and then is no longer susceptible to charges of patent infringement by the
patent holder.1 To obtain a utility patent, an inventor must first file an
application in the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO)
describing the invention. The USPTO conducts an independent review of the
invention as described for compliance with several statutory requirements,
including patent-eligible subject matter, usefulness, novelty, and nonobviousness. The application must also describe the invention in a way that
would enable others to make and use the invention. While the threshold for
usefulness (utility) is low,2 the thresholds for novelty and nonobviousness are
rigorous, and the threshold for patent-eligibility has recently become
extraordinarily high (and somewhat unsettled) for some classes of inventions.3
1. This is not to be confused with the situation where a product, for example that was
covered by a now expired patent, may still be infringing another non-expired patent owned by the
same person or a third party. Likewise, in some instances, a “use” falling within the expired
patent may be subject to later filed but not yet e xpired patents covering that “use.” If that is the
case, such “use” may be subject to a claim of infringement of the later filed patent.
2. The old joke in chemical arts was to throw your compound on the grass, and if the grass
grows, it has utility as a fertilizer, and if it dies, as an herbicide.
3. The Supreme Court in recent years has been very active in further developing the metes
and bounds of what is considered a threshold issue, and what was for thirty plus years a very
sleepy subject. See, e.g., Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 134 S. Ct. 2347 (2014);
Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2107 (2013); Bilski v.
Kappos, 561 U.S. 593, 608-09 (2010); Prometheus Labs., Inc. v. Mayo Collaborative Servs. &
Mayo Clinic Rochester, 628 F.3d 1347 (Fed. Cir. 2010).
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If the patent application passes review, then the USPTO allows the application
to be issued as a patent. The inventor (or company to which the patent is
assigned) then enjoys twenty years from the earliest filing or priority date (the
so-called “20 year term”) of exclusive rights to exclude others from making,
using, or selling the patented invention.4 Patent rights are powerful tools
because they may bar even those who independently developed or discovered
their invention from practicing their own invention.5
Trade secret law, on the other hand, is not so concerned with
utilitarianism. Instead, trade secret law is centered on the belief that certain
confidential business information of economic value should be protected
against theft. Specifically, the purpose of trade secret law is to prevent
misappropriation of a party’s trade secrets by unfair or commercially
unacceptable means. Although trade secret law promotes competition and
innovation through its aim to preserve acceptable business practices, this
indirect effect has at its core the notion that trade secret law focuses only on the
immediate parties involved, and is more akin to tort and contract law than to
patent law.
Unlike patent law, which is grounded in our U.S. Constitution and based
on federal law, there is currently no federal civil cause of action for trade secret
misappropriation. Trade secret law always has been, and continues to be, a
product of state law. In contrast to patent law, trade secret law covers all forms
of information (whether patentable or not). Further, neither application nor
registration is needed for trade secret protection, and there is no state agency in
charge of reviewing or approving trade secrets. Rather, trade secret law as
such covers any information that is secret, valuable, and protected. Trade
secrets have no expiration date, and can last as long as the information is kept
secret. This could be in perpetuity, over a hundred years, as in the case of the
famous Coca-Cola® formula; or a day, in the case of the forgetful scientist
who accidentally left his notebook out in the open for all in public to see.
Moreover, trade secrets do not protect against independent discovery or reverse
engineering by anyone, including your competitors.
Despite these significant differences, patents and trade secrets are
nonetheless closely intertwined and capable of being used in conjunction to fully
protect information. They not only substitute each other in some circumstances,
but can also complement each other. Therefore, understanding the origins of
patents and trade secrets, the protections they offer, and the legal reach and scope
of each enables an inventor or a company to consider and secure the best
possible protection for their information.
4. Frequently, this concept is incorrectly articulated as a right to make, use, and sell the
patented invention. Instead, the right obtained is one of exclusion only, and always subject to
other third party rights that could dominate or cover your patented invention.
5. This issue is both fact and law intensive. It may depend on when the invention was
conceived and reduced to practice, whether the applicable law is pre- or post-AIA, and/or whether
prior user and/or intervening rights may exist.
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Development of Patent Law

Patent law is the oldest of the different forms of intellectual property
law in the United States. The word “patent” comes from the Latin word
patere, which means, “to be open.” It arose in the fourteenth century in
Venice as an open letter of privilege from the sovereign. The patent system
was later introduced to Great Britain in the sixteenth century, when a
minister used patent grants to induce foreign artisans to introduce
continental technologies into England. Thus, what later became the AngloAmerican patent system originated from what today would be considered
strategic international policy, where immigrants with desirable skills and
knowledge were lured by the promise of an exclusive privilege.6
The first U.S. patent statute was passed in 1790,7 and the first patent
was issued shortly thereafter for a process making pot ash from wood
ashes.8 However, the U.S. patent system did not grow into its full stature
until the 1836 revision,9 when a formal patent examination system replaced
the previous patent registration system. Since 1836, the patent system in
the U.S. has grown dramatically in the number of inventions applied for,
the number of patents issued, and the number of patents litigated. 10 As
demand for patents grew, the patent system developed new rules, such as
the requirement for an “inventive leap,” now known as the obviousness
standard, to limit the number of meaningless patents issued.11
Not surprisingly, this rapid ascent of patents issued in the U.S. resulted in
several pendulum swings of public opinion for more or less protection. In the
early twentieth century, for example, many people resented large companies
with large patent portfolios, and believed that they were too powerful. A
number of large companies had patent portfolios that dominated their
respective industries, and allegedly suppressed competition. Courts during this
period were less willing to enforce patents, and more willing to punish
patentees who exceeded the scope of their patent rights. In the 1940s, the
pendulum swung back in favor of stronger patent protection as the nation
pooled all of its resources for the war efforts, and called on inventors to
develop new technology. Due to mandatory cooperation initiatives adopted by
6. See Edward C. Walterscheid, The Early Evolution of the United States Patent Law:
Antecedents, 76 J. PAT. & TRADEMARK. OFF. SOCIETY 697 (1994) (Part I).
7. See Patent Act of 1790, Ch. 7, 1 Stat. 109-112 (April 10, 1790).
8. Henry M. Paynter, The First Patent, INVENTION & TECHNOLOGY (1990), available at
https://www.me.utexas.edu/~longoria/paynter/hmp/The_First_Patent.html.
9. See Patent Act of 1836, Ch. 357, 5 Stat. 117 (July 4, 1836).
10. B. Zorina Khan, Property Rights and Litigation, THE JOURNAL OF ECONOMIC HISTORY, Vol.
55, No. 1(1995) p.63. (“From 1790 to 1860, a total of 795 patent cases were reported or cited in judicial
decisions”); Federal Judicial Workload Statistics During the twelve month period ended December 31,
1985, A-19 (548 patent cases filed in the year 1985); Lex Machina report showing District Court patent
cases during 2014 (5004 patent cases filed in the year 2014).
11. Fast-forward to the 20th and 21st centuries, complaints about the quality of some U.S. patents
remains a thorn in the side of the USPTO. Under the new AIA post grant provisions, there are now
more cost effective and proven methodologies to marginalizing these patents.
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the federal government during wartime, patentees had neither the time nor the
ability to exclude domestic competitors from using their patented technology.
However, that all changed after the war because patent protection remained
strong and members of Congress continued to favor a strong patent system.
This pro-patent attitude resulted in the codification of the various patent laws
from the previous 80 years into the first meaningful codification of the
twentieth century, embodied in the historic 1952 Patent Act.12
But in subsequent years, too many patents were issued without much
scrutiny and so, in the 1960s, the public opinion again reversed course against
patents, as the apparent standards for obtaining a patent at the USPTO reached
new lows. As a result, issued patents were not upheld in the courts, and the
different circuit courts routinely reached different conclusions for patent
infringement and validity issues on similar sets of facts. This made
predictability a high risk gamble and forum shopping a primary litigation
tactic. Arguably, the value of patents during this period waned.13
In 1982 Congress sought to improve the quality and importance of
patents, and passed the Federal Courts Improvements Act, which created the
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit (“CAFC”).14 Under this Act, the
CAFC had exclusive jurisdiction over all patent appeals from district courts,
and certain other appeals from the PTO and other government courts, resulting
in a more unified treatment of patent cases from different regional district
courts. The CAFC worked tirelessly to strengthen and expand the scope of
patent protection. Most recently in 2011, Congress passed the Leahy-Smith
America Invents Act (“AIA”), the single largest patent law reform since the
Patent Act of 1952.15 The AIA introduced significant changes to the United
States patent system, the most significant being the creation of a first-to-file
system rather than what had been a first-to-invent system, and the creation of
new venues for challenging existing patents.16
Despite these many pendulum swings, the original purpose of the patent
law remains the same, which is to “promote the progress of science and useful
arts, by securing for limited times to authors and inventors the exclusive right
to their respective writings and discoveries.”17 Congress achieves this balance,
in part, by giving patent owners the right to exclude others from making, using,
and selling the patented invention for a specified period of time in exchange
for inventors sharing their invention with the public in the form of a patent

12. See Robert P. Merges, One Hundred Years of Solicitude: Intellectual Property Law, 19002000, 88 CAL. L. REV. 2187 (2000).
13. Robert P. Merges et al., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE, 110
(3d ed. 2003).
14. Id. at 111.
15. See Leahy-Smith America Invents Act, Pub. L. No. 112-29, 125 Stat. 284 (2011).
16. The most notable being the updated and improved post grant procedures. See infra note 11.
17. U.S. Const. art I. §8.
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application, and ultimately a patent.18 While the U.S. patent statute is,
relatively speaking, straightforward, it does not by itself ensure a patent system
that perfectly balances societal and personal interests. For example, the patent
grant can sometimes offer more quid than quo,19 because patent owners may
sue for infringement not only those who “steal” (or copy) the patented
invention but also those who did not steal the patented invention; for example,
those who independently developed the same invention.20 But the “quo”
should not be underestimated because the patent grant itself is not selfpolicing. It requires the patent owner to find the infringers and then assert his
patent to seek compliance, a feat (in effort, time, and expense) great enough to
prevent some patent owners from pursing patents in the first place.
III.

Development of Trade Secret Law

Although confidential business information has been maintained and
treated as highly confidential and kept under lock and key (an early
predecessor of trade secrets) long before patents ever existed, trade secret law
itself is a more recent phenomenon. At least one scholar believes that the
concept of a legally protectable trade secret can be traced back to the Roman
law, where a slave was prohibited from stealing the trade secret of his master
and giving it to a competitor.21 That concept later manifested itself as a body
of law protecting business owners during the Renaissance, and was
subsequently codified during the industrial revolution by European nations to
deal with the newfound mobility of labor.
In the United States, courts first recognized trade secrets as a cause of
action in 1837, in Vickery v. Welch.22 In Vickery, the seller of a chocolate mill
contracted to sell the mill, along with the secret of making chocolate, but later
refused to tender to the buyer the written promise not to disclose his secret to
anyone else. The seller argued that such a promise would be an unlawful
restraint of trade. The Massachusetts court disagreed with the seller, ruling
that the promise would have “no consequence to the public whether the secret
art be used by the plaintiff or by the defendant.”23
A collective body of common law that developed after 1837 on trade secret
law was summarized in 1939, and categorized in the Restatement (First) of
Torts. In it, the definition of a trade secret was “any formula, pattern, device or
compilation of information which is used in one’s business, and which gives him

18. This quid pro quo system is derived from the English patent system and retains the elements
of its spirit.
19. Literally translated, quid pro quo means “what for what” or “something for something”; it
does not follow, however, that the exchange is of equal value.
20. The so-called “innocent infringers,” lacking any real intent to infringe but nonetheless
culpable under the statutory scheme.
21. See A. Arthur Schiller, Trade Secrets and the Roman Law: The Actio Servi Corrupti, 30
COLUM. L. REV. 837, 838-839 (1930).
22. Vickey v. Welch, 36 Mass. 523, 527 (1837).
23. Id.
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an opportunity to obtain an advantage over competitors who do not know or use
it.”24 All forms of information were covered, such as “a formula for a chemical
compound, a process of manufacturing, treating or preserving materials, a pattern
for a machine or other device, or a list of customers.”25
The 1939 definition of a trade secret was widely accepted by both state and
federal courts, initially providing consistent court decisions on issues involving
trade secrets. Over time, however, the courts’ reasoning and outcomes in cases
with similar facts began to diverge. The resulting confusion in trade secret cases
was further exacerbated by the Second Restatement of Torts published in 1979,
which altogether eliminated reference to trade secrets on the grounds that the law
of trade secrets had developed into an independent body of law that no longer
relied on general principles of tort law. However, and despite this development,
the original Restatement (First) of Torts remained a major influence on trade
secret law because it had been adopted in many court decisions.
Thus, in 1985, in an effort to return some uniformity to the law of trade
secrets across states and in state and federal courts, the National Conference of
Commissioners on Uniform State Laws issued the model Uniform Trade Secrets
Act (“UTSA”). The UTSA is not binding upon the states, but merely is intended
to serve as a guide to those who wish to draft statutes to protect trade secrets.
States that choose to adopt the UTSA may do so in whole or in part, and are free
to make modifications to the adopted provisions. As of 2014, 48 states and the
District of Columbia have adopted some form of the UTSA. However, those
states have each modified the UTSA, and as a result, despite having a common
origin, no two states have identical trade secret laws. Massachusetts and New
York have not adopted the UTSA, and so far protect trade secrets under their
state statutes or the common law.
Under the UTSA, a trade secret is:
information, including a formula, pattern, compilation, program,
device, method, technique, or process, that: (i) derives independent
economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally
known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by,
other persons who can obtain economic value from its disclosure
or use, and (ii) is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the
circumstances to maintain its secrecy.26
The UTSA definition differs from the definition in the Restatement (First) of
Torts in a few significant ways. First, the USTA does not require that the
information be in use. Thus, it protects information such as failed research and
24. RESTATEMENT OF TORTS, Explanatory Notes § 757 cmt. b at 5 (1939).
25. Id.
26. Uniform Trade Secrets Act with 1985 amendments § 1 (1985), available at
http://www.uniformlaws.org/shared/docs/trade%20secrets/utsa_final_85.pdf.
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knowledge of what not to do, and any information not currently used but which
has potential economic value. Also, unlike the first Restatement, the UTSA
requires the plaintiff to prove that it took reasonable efforts to maintain secrecy.
In 1995, the American Law Institute published the Restatement (Third) of
Unfair Competition, which summarized the common law of trade secret. The
definition of trade secret in the Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition
follows the UTSA definition of trade secret, defining a trade secret as “any
information that can be used in the operation of a business or other enterprise and
that is sufficiently valuable and secret to afford an actual or potential economic
advantage to others.”27
As a consequence of the above evolution, the trade secret law followed
today has two primary sources: state law, as embodied in the various state
enactments of the UTSA, and common law, currently codified in the
Restatement (Third) of Unfair Competition.
U.S. protection for trade secrets is also compelled by the U.S.’s
membership in the World Trade Organization (WTO) and adherence to the
intellectual property agreement in the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement
on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
Rights (TRIPS) in 1994. The TRIPS Article 39, paragraph 2, requires member
nations to provide a means for protecting information that is secret,
commercially valuable because it is secret, and subject to reasonable steps to
keep it secret.28
IV.

Intersection of Patent law and Trade Secret Law

The two bodies of law covering patent and trade secret law serve two very
different purposes in society, something that may be apparent from the different
origins of each. Patent law mainly serves to promote the sharing of information,
while the latter mainly serves to protect an individual or a company from theft,
and therefore promotes secrecy. And because the former is intended to benefit
all of society, it is controlled by the federal government and is susceptible to the
government’s ever-changing policies and goals. The latter, on the other hand, is
affected less by these ups and downs and is less susceptible.
Consequently, trade secret law has evolved more slowly because it is not as
susceptible to the drastic pendulum swings that have affected the patent system.
With the single exception of the Economic Espionage Act passed by Congress in
1996, the federal government has essentially stayed away from creating any
trade secret law. But because of the close relationship between trade secrets and
patents, federal patent cases and federal patent laws do have the ability to impact
trade secrets and their use.
For example, the reform implemented under the AIA of 2011 introduced
significant and historical changes to the U.S. patent system, but also mentioned
trade secrets. This one instance is significant for trade secrets even though it was
27. RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF UNFAIR COMPETITON § 39 (1995).
28. See Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, Apr. 15,
1994, 1869 U.N.T.S. 299, art. 39, available at http://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/t_
agm3d_e.htm.
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only mentioned once in the AIA. Specifically, the AIA requires the Director of
the USPTO to submit a report to Congress with “[a]n analysis of legal and
constitutional issues, if any, that arise from placing trade secret law in patent
law” stemming from “the operation of prior user rights in selected countries in
the industrialized world.”29 Thus, although the AIA did not create a federal
statutory basis for trade secret law to exist within the patent laws, the
Congressional request clearly acknowledges the inevitable interplay between
patents and trade secrets.
Moreover, it is very clear under the AIA that trade secrets and trade secret
laws are anticipated to arise under the prior user defensive provisions of the new
law. As noted, the most prominent change enacted under the AIA was the
switch from a system that grants a patent to the first inventor to a system that
grants a patent to the first inventor to file. Under pre-AIA, a first inventor was
given the chance to obtain a patent on an invention even if a second inventor
filed for the same invention first, if that first inventor could prove that he had
possession of the invention before the second inventor.30 In a post-AIA under
similar facts, the first inventor loses his right to a patent because the second
inventor filed first, even though the first inventor had possession of the invention
before the second inventor.
This reverseoutcome under the AIA arguably affects the use of trade
secrets because the pre-AIA first inventor had the option to keep his
invention a trade secret for up to twelve months before filing a patent
application on the invention.31 Post-AIA, the first inventor would not be
able to use the invention as a trade secret without risking a second inventor
(the late-comer) beating him to the patent office. In other words, in the
post-AIA world, the first inventor would not be able to seek patent
protection if the latecomer files first.32 While this change incentivizes the
inventor to pursue patent protection over trade secrets, other AIA changes,
some of which are discussed in the next section, might just provide the
opposite incentives.
As illustrated briefly above, there is a delicate and sometimes
conflicting balance between patents and trade secrets. Despite this, as
noted at the beginning of this article, patents and trade secrets coexist to
29. See generally, U.S. PATENT & TRADEMARK OFFICE, REPORT TO CONGRESS:
REPORT ON THE PRIOR USER RIGHTS DEFENSE 1-2 (2012).
30. This is an oversimplification of the legal and factual inquiries required to be analyzed, such as
prior conception, reduction to practice, abandonment, concealment, prior public use, and commercial
activity. This type of information is frequently obtained from documents, including lab notebooks,
interviews/depositions with the inventors and other involved parties, and documentary custodians.
31. In this scenario, a trade secret suggests something of economic (i.e., commercial) value,
and under pre-AIA law, such a secret, commercial use triggered a one year bar date under 35
U.S.C § 102(b) from the first use for the inventor to file for patent protection if patent protection
was desired.
32. Post-AIA law provides some prior user rights (defenses) against patented inventions.
See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. 273 (2011).
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protect information. In fact, the co-existence of patent law and trade secret
law was blessed by the Supreme Court in Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron
Corp.33 In Kewanee, the Court found that the policies and purposes of the
patent laws and state trade secret laws were essentially compatible and
could coexist in most, if not all, of the areas where they interface. The court
observed that:
[t]rade secret law and patent law have co-existed in this
country for over one hundred years. Each has its particular
role to play, and the operation of one does not take away from
the need for the other. Trade secret law encourages the
development and exploitation of those items of lesser or
different invention than might be accorded protection under
the patent laws, but which items still have an important part to
play in the technological and scientific advancement of the
Nation. Patent law promotes the sharing of knowledge, and
the efficient operation of industry; it permits the individual
inventor to reap the rewards of his labor by contracting with a
company large enough to develop and exploit it.34
A.

Choosing between Patents and Trade Secrets

The Kewanee court examined three categories of subject matter that
an inventor would consider in choosing between patent protection and trade
secret protection: “(1) the trade secret believed by its owner to constitute a
validly patentable invention; (2) the trade secret known to its owner not to
be so patentable; and (3) the trade secret whose valid patentability is
considered dubious.”35 For the category of subject matter “known to its
owner not to be so patentable,” the court held that there is no conflict or
preemption of patent law by state trade secret law because patent law
would never be applicable to those inventions. For the category of subject
matter “whose valid patentability is considered dubious,” the court held
that on balance, “[e]liminating trade secret law for the doubtfully
patentable invention is thus likely to have deleterious effects on society”
and thus presents no conflict with patent law.36 Finally, for the category of
subject matter “believed by its owner to constitute a validly patentable
invention,” the Court held that trade secret law “presents no reasonable risk
of deterrence from [filing a] patent application.”37
While Kewanee remains good law, some of the court’s presumptions
may be less true today. For example, the court appeared to believe that
while an inventor may try to pursue a patent for dubious patentable subject
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

Kewanee Oil Co. v. Bicron Corp., 416 U.S. 470, 493 (1974).
Id. at 493.
Id. at 484.
Id. at 489.
Id.
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matter, in the case of subject matter believed to be patentable, “[t]he
possibility that an inventor who believes his invention meets the standards
of patentability will sit back, rely on trade secret law, and after one year of
use forfeit any right to patent protection . . . is remote indeed.”38 In fact,
the Court’s holding that trade secret law does not preempt federal patent
law appeared to be premised on this belief:
[i]f a State, through a system of protection, were to cause a
substantial risk that holders of patentable inventions would not
seek patents, but rather would rely on the state protection
[trade secret], we would be compelled to hold that such a
system could not constitutionally continue to exist. In the
case of trade secret law no reasonable risk of deterrence from
[filing a] patent application by those who can reasonably
expect to be granted patents exists.39
Over four decades later, under circumstances suggestively proscribed
by the Supreme Court in Kewanee, trade secret law and patent law continue
to co-exist, each as vigorous as the other. Although patent law continues to
offer advantages over trade secret law, the possibility that a company may
choose to pursue trade secret protection in lieu of patent protection is not
remote or even surprising.40 Each continues to serve a different purpose,
and each offers advantages that the other does not offer.41 In fact, patents
and trade secrets have become more intertwined and codependent than ever
before. Some argue that recent changes in patent law have created more
incentives to use trade secrets over patents.
Not surprisingly, in light of these changes, a company’s analysis and
decision tree whether to pursue trade secrets or to pursue patents have
become more important and nuanced. The choice between patent protection
or trade secret protection is obvious when one form of protection is
unavailable, but most of the time the choice between patents and trade
secrets requires a careful evaluation of a number of factors, concerns,
consequences, and changes in the law.42 Sometimes the “right” choice for
a company in today’s world would surprise the Kewanee Court.

38. Id. at 490.
39. Id. at 489.
40. The assumption here is that both forms of protection are available but only one, trade secrets,
provides the desired benefits to the owner or is the better business option.
41. A good argument can made for certain innovative (patentable) information that it serves at
least one common purpose, namely to protect the innovation, albeit under different legal principles
already described herein.
42. Because the AIA is new, it will take many years to establish a compelling body of case law
that interprets the new provisions to provide clear legal guidance.
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To illustrate some of these points, we consider two hypothetical
companies: Company A is a large pharmaceutical company that makes
drugs, and company B is a startup high-tech company that makes electronic
devices and software applications. While companies A and B may consider
the same factors in choosing between trade secret and patent protection, the
different nature of their products and the market place may take the
different companies down different paths. For this illustration, we discuss
the following factors in turn: 1) patentability, 2) term of protection, 3)
enforcement considerations, 4) injunctions, 5) prior user rights, 6)
disclosure, and 7) costs. While not exhaustive, these seven factors are
likely the most relevant and should almost always be considered in a trade
secret versus patent analysis.
1.

Patentability

A first, and perhaps most important, inquiry is to determine whether
the information under consideration is patentable. If it is not, or unlikely
patentable, a company’s resources are better spent on seeking trade secret
protection. Although most requirements for patentability, such as
usefulness, novelty, and written description can be determined well before
the Patent Office makes its official determination of patentability,
predicting whether an invention is nonobvious is less straightforward.43
And if the information is not capable of, or has a low likelihood of, being
kept a trade secret then a patent may be the only recourse protection.
Moreover, deciding this patentability issue first has the potential of saving
businesses significant wasted costs.
Patent eligibility
Patent-eligible subject matter is information that 1) belongs to one of
the four statutory categories of patent-eligible subject matter—process,
machine, manufacture or article of manufacture, or composition of matter,
and 2) which do not embrace a judicially recognized exception—laws of
nature, physical phenomena, or abstract ideas. Some information is easily
determined as patent ineligible. For example, customer and supplier lists,
business plans, mathematical formulas, and negative know-how (knowing
what not to do) are generally not patent eligible. Other information, such
as what constitutes a law of nature or an abstract idea, is less clear on
patent eligibility.
43. Cases like KSR and its predecessors have expanded the rationales for a finding of
obviousness by the USPTO and courts, making a pre-filing patent application analysis much more
difficult. As noted supra in note 6, and discussed in the next section, patent eligibility threshold
analyses are complex, and the current jurisprudence from the courts, and guidance from the
USPTO, are in a state of flux between unreasonable and unworkable.
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Recent Supreme Court decisions on patent eligible subject matter
suggest that the scope of patent-eligible subject matter is shrinking. First,
in Bilski v. Kappos, the Supreme Court revised the test for determining
patent eligibility and effectively limited the patent eligibility of business
methods.44 Then, in Mayo Collaborative Services v. Prometheus
Laboratories, Inc.,45 the Court applied the law-of-nature exception and
stated that a method for determining dosing ranges of drugs was patent
ineligible subject matter, and placed into question many pharmaceutical
methods (diagnostics and other technologies) that were once thought to be
patent eligible. In Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics,
Inc.,46 the Court extended the law-of-nature exception to certain isolated
DNA holding those as patent-ineligible. Most recently, in Alice Corp. Pty.
Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l,47 the Court held that claims to “generic computer
implementation” of abstract ideas are not eligible for patent protection.
These recent cases cast doubt on the patent eligibility and therefore the
validity of countless granted patents. Many patents have already fallen prey to
these patent-killing seminal cases. For example, because of the Court’s
holding in Alice that generic computer implementations of abstract ideas are
patent-ineligible, many software patent owners could be holding potentially
worthless, invalid patents (patent-ineligible).48 Since Alice, over a dozen
patent cases involving computer-implemented business methods have been
considered by the Federal Circuit, and all but one have been invalidated based
on Alice.49
While the current trend of patent court decisions appears to limit the
scope of patent-eligible subject matter, it has not always been the case.
Business methods, the patent-eligibility of which was called into question
by Bilski and Alice, were not permitted under a theory of being patentineligible subject matter. But in 1998, the Federal Circuit in State Street
Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Financial Group, held business methods as
being patent-eligible subject matter.50 Remember the “pendulum”? But
now, after the Bilski and Alice decisions, the many business method patents
44. Bilski v. Kappos, 561 U.S. 593, 608-09 (2010).
45. Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs. Inc., 132 S.Ct. 1289, 1294 (2012).
46. Association for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2107, 2111
(2013)
47. Alice Corp. Pty. Ltd. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 134 S. Ct. 2347, 2352 (2014).
48. Software patent claims frequently were written using general and vague language in
order to obtain a broad claim scope, making the invention appear even more abstract than it is.
49. DDR Holdings v. Hotels.com, 773 F.3d 1245 (Fed. Cir. 2014). This number is even
higher if you take into account the number of AIA post grant CBMs that have been invalidated by
the USPTO.
50. State Street Bank & Trust Co. v. Signature Fin. Grp., 149 F.3d 1368, 1370 (Fed. Cir.
1998).
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that issued under the blessing of State Street are again suspect, and many
likely are invalid as being patent ineligible. Here today, gone tomorrow,
depending on the changing government policies and goals swayed by
public opinion. Inventions that only several years ago were considered
patent-eligible are today patent-ineligible.
These changes have very practical considerations for company A and
company B. For example, company A’s could have an invention involving an
isolated gene or a diagnostic test embracing a natural law or phenomenon, and
company B’s invention could involve computer software that utilizes facial
recognition technology. Both companies could each have an inventive business
method of marketing their inventions. Given the current state of law in these
technological areas, and the new AIA provisions, however, companies A and B
may wish to consider foregoing patent protection at least until the law is more
settled, and instead consider the merits of pursuing trade secret protection.
Clearly, trade secret protection is more desirable for inventions that are
potentially patent ineligible. Any information can be protected as a trade secret.
An abstract idea, for example, was recently confirmed by the California Court of
Appeals to be protectable trade secret subject matter.51
Obviousness
An invention must be deemed nonobvious to be granted patent protection,
and patent examiners routinely reject patent applications based on grounds that
the inventions claimed are obvious. In 2006, in KSR International Co. v.
Teleflex Inc. (“KSR”) the Supreme Court gave patent examiners and the courts
more weapons to shoot down inventions as obvious to one of ordinary skill in
the art.52 Prior to KSR, an invention was rejected by a patent examiner as being
obvious only if the examiner found a reference or combination or references
containing a teaching, suggestion, or motivation that would lead one of ordinary
skill in the art to arrive at the invention. Post-KSR, an invention could be
rejected as being obvious if, among other things, the patent examiner considered
the invention predictable, within the routine design skill of one of ordinary skill,
or “obvious to try,” even in the absence of any explicit teaching, suggestion, or
motivation. Consequently, more and more inventions now fail to qualify for
patent protection because they are deemed obvious under the new standards
created by KSR and its progeny.
Although an inventor by law can appeal the examiner’s obviousness
rejection to the Patent Trial and Appeals Board (“PTAB”) or even to the CAFC,
the appeal process is lengthy, costly, and does not guarantee a win for the
inventor. In fact, anecdotally and based on some very reliable data, the odds

51. Altavion, Inc. v. Konica Minolta Sys. Lab. Inc., 2014 WL 1846104 (Cal. Ct. App. May
8, 2014).
52. KSR Int’l Co. v. Teleflex Inc., 550 U.S. 398 (2007).
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may be against the patent owners.53 The post grant proceedings enacted under
the AIA have been an effective killing ground for granted patents. It may even
be the case going forward that most patents will be granted only for the truly
inventive and game-changing ideas.
Even though some of the best and, ultimately, most patent worthy ideas are
simple solutions that seem obvious in hindsight, companies A and B may wish
to avoid the sometimes lengthy and almost always very expensive road to
proving that their simple inventions are nonobvious. Thus, companies A and B
may wish to consider, under certain circumstances, protecting their inventions as
trade secrets, even if they ultimately could be patented.54 The money spent on
patent procurement, enforcement, and patent challenges would be better spent on
research and development of future generations of inventions. At the same
time, they could be kept as a trade secret for very little relative money.55
2.

Terms of Protection

Patent terms are expressed as twenty years from the application filing date
or earliest priority date. Realistically, because patents are not granted the day
they are filed, the period of time a granted patent may be enforced is less than
this 20 year term, and in some cases substantially less.56 The ideal term of
protection needed for any given invention may depend primarily on the
technology in question. For example, for company B, an innovative and
patentable electronic component used in a smartphone device may have a
lifespan of as little as one to three years because it becomes obsolete and is
replaced by next generation of technology. In these cases, the technology’s
lifespan is far less than the term of most issued patents. In contrast, for company
A, many patented and approved life science inventions do not reach the market
until well into the patent term and often risk challenges after FDA approval. 57

53. USPTO, Inter Partes Review Petitions Terminated to Date (Oct. 16, 2014), available at
http://www.uspto.gov/ip/boards/bpai/stats/inter_partes_review_petitions_terminated_updated_20
141016-.pdf.pdf.
54. However, readers should not lose sight of the fact that some patentable inventions may
not be worth protecting as a trade secret. The information/invention must be capable of being
kept a secret, and not susceptible to reverse engineering. Some technologies by their nature, such
as secret processes, e.g., Coca Cola®, may not be susceptible to being reversed engineered, but
no matter how difficult it may be to reverse-engineer a technology if there is enough money
involved assume that it will be. Some technologies are obsolete in the span of 1year-5 years, and
utility patent protection in those circumstances may be a reckless endeavor, while trade secret
protection has great value.
55. See supra note 48.
56. Patents are only enforceable once granted, so the patent terms may vary depending on the
amount of time an application is pending in the USPTO. Although beyond the scope of this article,
patent terms vary widely based on technologies, USPTO backlogs, and a myriad other factors. The
terms of most granted patents are likely of sufficient duration to at least recoup the invested costs of
creating the technology and securing the patent(s) if they are commercialized and/or otherwise
monetized.
57. For purposes of illustration, these are oversimplifications, but nonetheless useful to
illustrate two opposite ends of the spectrum.
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In the case of a blockbuster drug, company A can protect portions of its
drug and know-how regarding any improved manufacturing processes as trade
secrets without violating any regulations, and thus could substantially benefit
from its innovations long after the expiration of its patent(s). Of course, as
already noted, the information can be protected as a trade secret only so long as it
is kept secret, until the information is reverse engineered, or otherwise
independently developed by others. In the case of company B’s smartphone
component, the patent term should be more than adequate to protect the use of
that component before it is replaced by newer technology.58 Large companies
with financial resources are able to extend patent protection for their key
technologies by continuously innovating in that space and then seeking followon patents. Smaller companies, like company B, may not have access to the
same financial resources to pursue this strategy.
Trade secrets, on the other hand, offer a more flexible approach to
information (technology) protection, and do not require the cooperation of a
sometimes stubborn governmental agency such as the USPTO. For example,
the scope of the trade secret being protected can evolve together with the
information or product as it undergoes changes and improvements. Thus, a trade
secret is more effective at protecting the subsequent improvements and evolution
of an invention without incurring significant additional costs and/or efforts.
3.

Enforcement

To enforce a patent, a company must prove infringement. But depending
on the technology and type of protection obtained, infringement may be
difficult to prove. For example, processes and methods of manufacturing a
drug can be difficult or sometimes impossible to detect without the discovery
afforded by an expensive litigation. Thus, if company A held a patent on the
process or method of manufacturing a drug, it may have to search for potential
infringers with little or no hard evidence of infringement, other than
circumstantial evidence of the existence of the same drug being manufactured,
before the filing of a complaint. Successful outcomes in these types of
situations are less predictable owing to heightened pleading requirements to
support a cause of action for patent infringement.59 Thus, some companies in
these circumstances may intentionally pursue trade secret protection for
processes and methods of manufacturing a product if infringement is difficult
to detect.60

58. Of course the challenge here may be that the technology becomes obsolete before a patent is
ever issued. This factor alone strongly suggests consideration of trade secret protection if it is available.
59. See Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 545 (2007).
60. Of course the risk in these situations is that an issued patent to another party may prevent the
trade secret owner from making or using her technology absent a valid defense such as prior user rights.
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To show literal infringement of a patent, the accused product must
embody each and every limitation of a single claim. If the accused product
does not meet a single limitation of a claim, however minor, the accused
product does not literally infringe.61
Proof of trade secret misappropriation, in contrast, can be based on
circumstantial evidence.62 The accused product or method need not be
identical to the stolen information—a showing of unauthorized access and
substantial similarity is sufficient. And unlike patent cases where a defendant
can design around the patent to avoid infringement, a trade secret defendant’s
design around attempts will not suffice, because designing around a trade
secret cannot undo the knowledge and unauthorized use of the trade secret to
facilitate the design around.
Patent enforcement may also be difficult where the theft (infringement)
occurs abroad, by foreign individuals or entities in jurisdictions that do not
enforce patents. This is becoming an increasing threat for many companies
due to the rapid internationalization of businesses and their practices. U.S.
patents cannot be enforced abroad, and even if the company has applied for
and obtained patents in a foreign jurisdiction, enforcement of those patents can
be challenging owing to different legal systems, procedures, and social norms
and bias.
Similarly, trade secret enforcement proceedings on foreign soil are
subject to the same barriers as patent enforcement noted above. Finally,
despite improved protections under new laws and business and political
doctrines of international reciprocity for IP throughout the developed and
developing world, businesses engaged with partners (JV or otherwise) in
developing countries, such as China for example, still believe that their
technology, trade secrets, and/or other confidential information shared with
their developing country counterparts under confidentiality and non-isclosure
agreements will be taken without any legal consequence or recourse.
Anecdotally, this is just part of the risk-reward business analysis a company
considers before proceeding.
4.

Injunctions

If either company A or company B generally considers money damages as
inadequate, trade secret protection may be the better option. In 2006, the
Supreme Court raised the threshold for obtaining injunction for patent
infringement.63 What was once an automatic injunction upon a finding of patent
infringement, became instead discretionary relief that is granted only upon the
61. Although equivalents may be relied on to show patent infringement, in practice plaintiffs
rarely win on equivalents because that doctrine is substantially encumbered by a number of limitations.
See generally Lee Petherbridge, On the Decline of the Doctrine of Equivalents, 31 CARDOZO L. REV.
1371, 1375 (2010).
62. Greenberg v. Croydon Plastics Co., 378 F. Supp. 806, 814 (E.D. Pa. 1974).
63. eBay Inc. v. MercExchange, L.L.C., 547 U.S. 388 (2006).
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showing of four factors: (1) whether the plaintiff suffered an irreparable injury;
(2) whether remedies available at law are inadequate to compensate for that
injury; (3) whether considering the balance of hardships between the plaintiff
and defendant, a remedy in equity is warranted; and (4) whether the public
interest would not be disserved by a permanent injunction.64 The results were
almost immediate, with substantially fewer injunctions.65 By reducing the
threat of an injunction, the Court in the eyes of some decreased the
potential reward for asserting patent infringement and the risk in defending
against patent infringement charges.66
By contrast, an injunction remains the primary form of relief in trade
secret cases because the law recognizes that once a trade secret is revealed
it can never be recovered. The standard for granting an injunction in trade
secret cases is therefore considered low.67 Finally, injunctions in trade
secret cases are not limited to actual misappropriations but also threatened
misappropriations.68
5.

Prior User Rights

Pre-AIA, a prior user who kept his invention a trade secret was
potentially liable for infringement of a patent for the same invention that
was later independently developed and patented by another party.69 PostAIA, there is a “prior user right” defense that allows a prior user to
continue using the invention without risking infringement of a later
obtained patent.70 The defense is now available to all prior users to defend
against later patents covering their inventions.71
However, the prior user defense is not without significant limitations.
For example, the prior user must establish that they used the invention
commercially in the U.S., more than one year before the filing date of the
patent application or the public disclosure date of the patented invention.72
Moreover, the defense cannot be licensed, assigned, or transferred, other
64. Id.
65. See, e.g., Ernest Grumbles, III et al., The Three Year Anniversary of eBay v.
MercExchange: A Statistical Analysis of Permanent Injunctions, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
TODAY (2009).
66. This notion that injunctions are the exception not the rule is premised on the belief that
the relative positions of the parties in dispute can be resolved by money damages.
67. See, e.g., Pamela Samuelson, Principles for Resolving Conflicts Between Trade Secrets
and the First Amendment, UC Berkeley Public Law Research Paper No. 925056, available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=925056.
68. See Pepsico v. Redmond, 54 F.3d 1262, 1267 (7th Cir. 1995)
69. A limited prior user defense was only available for business method patents pre-AIA.
See § 5(a), 125 Stat. at 297. See App. B (section 273 under the AIA is reproduced for reference).
70. See, e.g., 35 U.S.C. 273 (2011).
71. Id.
72. Id. at (a)(2).
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than in connection with an assignment or transfer of the entire business.
Additionally, the defense is only applicable to the regional site where the
invention was initially used. A prior inventor who used a secret
manufacturing process in California, for example, which is later patented
by another party, cannot later add a plant in Virginia without being
potentially liable for infringement committed at that plant. Also, the AIA
provides an explicit exception to the defense for patents owned by or
assigned to universities and their affiliates. For example, if a prior user
commercially utilized a secret synthetizing method, and a university later
patented the same method, the prior user is liable for infringement of the
later patent. The university exception was created to help universities that
“depend on publication and disclosure to further research and
innovation.”73
Despite these limitations, prior user rights give companies A and B a
powerful defense against what in the old days (pre-AIA) used to be a major
shortcoming to using trade secrets instead of seeking patent protection. It
could even be argued from this change enacted by the AIA that the
government acknowledged and even sanctioned the choice of protecting
patentable subject matter as a trade secret, something that would have
surprised the Kewanee Court.
6.

Disclosure

Trade secrets and the laws protecting them are premised on the nondisclosure of economically valuable information. If a trade secret is embodied
in a product that the public can reverse engineer, or is at risk of accidental
disclosure, then trade secret protection is not a good candidate for protecting
the information. In these circumstances patent protection may be the only
recourse for patentable subject matter. However, the public disclosure
required under the patent laws for compliance with the written description
requirement could also discourage some companies from pursuing patent
protection. For example, companies A and B may prefer to protect their
patentable inventions as trade secrets to prevent the flow of information to their
competitors. In contrast to trade secrets, the disclosures in patent applications,
once published, can give the competition important strategic insights into what
a company is doing or may be pursuing. Such competitive intelligence might
give bigger and better financed rivals a competitive head start in developing a
competing product.74 Moreover, rivals may use this information to design
around or even make patentable improvements to the company’s inventions.
Although the U.S. patent system was created for just this purpose—to share
knowledge and spur innovation—some companies may elect to stay
competitive by not publically sharing their knowledge base, and are willing to
take the risk of letting a third party file first under the AIA.

73. 157 Cong. Rec. S5402, S5427 (statement of Sen. Kohl).
74. Ignatius Horstmann, et al., Patents as Information Transfer Mechanisms: To Patent or
(Maybe) Not to Patent, 93(5) J. OF POL. ECON. 837 (1985).
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Costs

At the end of the day, regardless of what a company believes is the best
and most effective protection for its information (innovations, invention(s)), it
will likely choose the option(s) that it can afford. It is generally true that
procuring patents is, relatively speaking, far more expensive than creating a
trade secret.75 Patent prosecution fees and costs, depending on the length of
prosecution and the countries in which protection is sought, can escalate
quickly and wander into the $100,000-$200,000 plus range for a global
strategy. In addition to the basic legal fees and filing costs, preliminary prior
art searches and translation costs all add to the bottom line.76 77
All U.S. patents, foreign applications, and foreign patents require the
payment of maintenance fees (annuities) that must be paid to keep the
applications/patents from becoming abandoned and/or expiring before their
legal expiration date. Companies are responsible for policing their own
patents and must have sufficient funds to enforce and/or defend the patent.
Practically speaking, the amount of protection, or benefit, that a company
gains from a patent depends on how well the company is policing third
party infringement activities, and proving liability in court. These
enforcement efforts all require considerable resources and time.78
In contrast, maintaining a trade secret does not require filing anything in a
patent office and, generally speaking, has no large upfront administrative
costs.79 Trade secrets historically were recommended as the low-budget

75. In this sense, we are only looking at the cost of creating the protection, e.g., the cost of
drafting and filing a patent application, and then prosecuting the patent application to allowance.
For patent protection, these relative costs are typically much higher. The other costs include
maintenance, enforcement and defense. For a large company with many employees and trade
secrets, these “other” relative costs can substantial.
76. The AIA significantly expanded the pool of available prior art for an invention by,
among other things, removing geographic and language restrictions on some prior art. See,
MaCharri Vorndran-Jones, et al., Top Five Dangers for the AIA Unwary, Landslide May/June
2013, at 10, 10.
77. It is a common practice, but one that is not legally required, to retain a private search
firm and conduct your own prior art search prior to filing your patent application, to help identify
the most relevant prior art and thereby eliminate any expensive surprises that could undermine
your application. Therefore, it would be fair to say that one goal of any patent owner is to know
about the existence of prior art before his competitor does so that these potentially damaging
“prior art” surprises can be minimized and the costs contained.
78. In the United States at least, one of the biggest complaints about litigation, other than its
relative high costs, is the time consumption and inconveniences imposed on the litigating parties,
including document discovery, depositions, and the trial.
79. See note 80. To the extent that one asks about the cost of innovation or creating the
innovation (e.g., R&D costs), those costs are the same, regardless of whether you choose to
protect it as a trade secret or in a patent.
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alternative to protect inventions.80 However, depending on the nature of the
protected information and the size of the operation involving the protected
information, maintaining secrecy can require significant resources. For
example, because jurisdictions differ as to the “reasonable” security measures
required for a company to qualify for trade secret protection, a large multinational company with multiple branches may have to have a very large
security infrastructure to qualify as “reasonable” security measures.
Depending on the nature of the information sought to be protected, this could
require information security measures and networks, access restrictions, and
bulletproof employee confidentiality agreements. Where the trade secret
involves secret manufacturing techniques or processes, a company may need to
restrict access to the building and/or modify its facilities to make them more
secure against potential theft or inadvertent disclosure to the public or nonessential employees.
The costs of maintaining a trade secret in the information age are even
higher. In Sasqua Group, Inc. v. Courtney, for example, a court held that the
taking of confidential information from Sasqua Group did not amount to
misappropriation of a trade secret, even though the information “may well have
been a protectable trade secret in the early years of Sasqua’s existence when
greater time, energy and resources may have been necessary to acquire the level
of detailed information to build and retain the business relationships at issue
here,” but that “for good or bad, the exponential proliferation of information
made available through full-blown use of the Internet and the powerful tools it
provides to access such information in 2010 is a very different story.”81 Thus,
depending on the facts of a particular case, here the Sasqua Group information,
companies in the information age may need to expend significant resources in
sophisticated encryption, tracking, monitoring, and log-in procedures to satisfy
the security measures needed for courts to consider that it has taken “reasonable”
security measures to guard its trade secrets.
B. Choosing Both Patents and Trade Secrets
The analysis does not stop here. An often neglected and crucial piece of
analysis is whether or not a company can use both patents and trade secrets to
protect different aspects of its invention. The undisputable answer is yes! Patents
and trade secrets are not incompatible but complementary, and obtaining the
benefit of both can be accomplished in several ways.

80. While it may be true that there are no significant upfront maintenance costs, the costs of
developing the trade secret, whether a secret process or other patentable invention, or even a nonpatentable customer list developed over many, many years of blood, sweat and tears, can be
substantial.
81. Sasqua Grp., Inc. v. Courtney, No. 10-582, 2010 U.S. Dist. WL 3613855, at *22
(E.D.N.Y. Aug. 2, 2010) report and recommendation adopted, 2010 WL 3702468 (E.D.N.Y.
Sept. 7, 2010).
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Pre-publication

While the publication (disclosure) of a patent application is at odds with
the concept of trade secret protection, the mere submission of a patent
application does not destroy any trade secret disclosed therein. After its initial
filing, the first eighteen months of the life of a U.S. patent application is
maintained in secrecy. During this period, as long as the trade secret described
in the patent application continues to be regarded as such, and reasonable
confidentiality measures are followed, the information does not lose its
secrecy, and wrongful use or disclosure of the information is actionable.82 The
outcome in a suit for such wrongful use or disclosure of that trade secret is
independent of whether the patent application eventually issues as a patent, or
if the patent is subsequently invalidated or is held unenforceable.83
At the end of the eighteen-month period, a company may choose to
avoid publication (and disclosure of the trade secret) by expressly
abandoning the patent application. The company can also protect the
information as a trade secret beyond the patent application’s first eighteen
months by filing a request for nonpublication with the patent application,
but only in limited circumstances.84 If the request is properly filed, then the
application is published only after the application is allowed to mature into
a patent. The nonpublication option is available for almost all inventions,
and is only rescinded if the company seeks patent protection in a foreign
country with a request for publication. This extra period of nondisclosure
could be measured in years and is likely invaluable to a small start-up
company; the early years in the research and development of a product is
crucial, and the nondisclosure of the company’s patent application in those
years could give the company enough lead time to buffer the eventual
publication and disclosure of its invention. Maintaining an application in
secrecy until issuance also gives the inventor more time to evaluate the
scope of protection that it will receive from the patent application. If the
company is satisfied with the scope, it could choose to abandon its trade
secret protection. If not satisfied, it could choose to maintain the invention
as a trade secret, and continue to prosecute the patent application by filing
continuation applications until it gets the scope of patent protection needed.
Ultimately, of course, the company could just elect to abandon the
application and maintain the information as a trade secret.

82. See Big Vision Private, Ltd. v. E.I. DuPont De Nemours & Co., No. 11-8511, 2014 U.S.
Dist. LEXIS 26991, at **121-29 (S.D.N.Y. Feb. 10, 2014).
83. While the “outcome” may be independent one can imagine all kinds of hypothetical
scenarios where the alleged harm ranges from severe to insignificant.
84. 35 U.S.C. § 122 (2012).
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Different Aspects of the Invention

Even after a patent application is published or a patent issues and is
published, patent protection and trade secret protection are not mutually
exclusive. Each patent is limited to one invention, and in practice, each
patent may only cover a limited aspect of each invention. Thus, a patent
needs only to provide a written description and an enabling disclosure for
the invention claimed, and not all information needed to explain how to
make and use the entire broad invention.85 In this context, both patents and
trade secrets can be pursued.
Accordingly, a more important inquiry for a company should be
deciding which aspects of an invention to patent and which aspects to
protect as trade secrets. Both forms of protection should be considered for
protecting valuable innovation. As demonstrated, patents and trade secrets
offer different types and levels of protections, and a company can use both
to maximize the benefits afforded by these protections. One scholar
observed that a combination of different intellectual property species can
be used to: 1) cover additional subject matter, 2) strengthen exclusivity, 3)
invoke additional remedies in litigation, and 4) stand up if a primary
intellectual property right becomes invalid.86
For example, a drug sold by company A, the process of manufacturing
the drug, the drug’s ingredients (the raw materials), and even the third party
suppliers of the ingredients, all ultimately contribute to the success of
company’s drug. So for example, if a patent is obtained on the drug, it is
possible that the manufacturing process (or improvements thereof) and the
supplier list can both be protected as trade secrets. The raw materials also may
be protectable as a trade secret. This strategy not only offers two layers of
protections and remedies, it may give company A a competitive edge after the
patent on the drug expires. Wyeth, for example, took advantage of this type of
layered protection by obtaining an exclusive market on its blockbuster drug
during the pendency of its patent on the drug, and retaining its competitive
advantage after expiration of the patent by keeping the drug’s manufacturing
method a trade secret.87 When its competitor acquired the manufacturing
method from Wyeth illegally, Wyeth was able to successfully bring suit
against its competitor for trade secret misappropriation even though the patent
on the drug itself had expired.88
85. While somewhat of an oversimplification because of the very different nature of some
inventions, for example, pharmaceuticals on one end of the spectrum and electronics/computers
on the other end, it nonetheless is true. Additionally, innovations or improvements following the
filing of a patent application do not need to be disclosed and may be maintained as trade secrets.
86. Karl F. Jorda, Patent and Trade Secret Complementariness: An Unsuspected Synergy,
48 WASHBURN L.J. 1, 13 (2008).
87. Wyeth v. Natural Biologics, Inc., No. 98-2469, 2003 U.S. Dist. WL 22282371, at *19
(D. Minn. Oct. 2, 2003).
88. Id. at *26-*29.
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Best Mode

Company B could use patents and trade secrets to cover the same aspect
of the same invention at the same time. This could be achieved, under certain
circumstances, by protecting the best mode of carrying out a patented
invention as a trade secret.
The patent statute requires that the patent disclosure “set forth the best
mode contemplated by the inventor or joint inventor of carrying out the
invention.”89 Because of this requirement, many believe that the best mode of
carrying out an invention cannot be kept as a trade secret if the invention is
described in a patent. This is not always true. First, the “best mode”
requirement applies only to the best mode “contemplated by the inventor or
joint inventor.”90 Thus, if company B, as the assignee of a patent, knows a
better mode unknown to the inventor or joint inventor, company B is under no
obligation to reveal it.91
Also, the best mode requirement applies to only the best mode
contemplated at the time of filing the patent application. Thus, if the best
mode (or, more aptly here, a better mode) of the invention was discovered after
the application was filed, as is frequently the case, then it may be kept as a
trade secret.92 In practice, the “better” mode of an invention often arises after
the initial patent application is filed because applications are usually filed in the
earlier stages of the research and development, and better modes of carrying
out the invention are discovered or perfected afterwards.
Pre-AIA, failure to disclose the best mode was grounds to find a patent
invalid or unenforceable. Curiously, although the AIA retained the
requirement to disclose the best mode to the USPTO, it expressly eliminated
the consequences of failing to do so. Thus, while a patent applicant must still
disclose the best mode to obtain a patent, failure to do so will not render the
patent obtained invalid or unenforceable.93

89. 35 U.S.C. § 112 (2011).
90. Id.
91. See Glaxo, Inc. v. Novopharm Ltd., 830 F. Supp. 871, 881 n9, (E.D.N.C. 1993).
92. MGP Ingredients, Inc. v. Mars, Inc., 465 F. Supp. 2d 1109, 1115-16 (D. Kan. 2006).
93. Because the USPTO has no procedural mechanisms for investigating whether or not the
best mode was disclosed in a patent application, the best mode requirement at this point appears
to be at best a formality. It remains to be seen what impact, if any, the failure to disclose the best
mode may have during litigation, as there is no developed case law on point. For example, does
the mere formality of requiring the best mode to be disclosed during prosecution mandate legal
consequences during litigation for the failure to comply with that formality? And, if so, what are
those consequences?
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Conclusion

The intersection of patents and trade secrets can be described as a
delicate balance of disclosure and secrecy. The USPTO views trade secret
protection as “an alternative to patent protection.”94 But these authors
believe that trade secret protection is better viewed as a complement to
patent protection not as an alternative. Therefore, the proper inquiry for
any company is not patent or trade secret, but rather how can we use both
patents and trade secrets together? Understanding and using both forms of
protection can provide a company the best of both worlds, and give it a
competitive advantage.

94. Office of Policy and External Affairs: Patent Trade Secrets, USPTO, http://www.uspto
.gov/ip/ global/patents/ir_pat_tradesecret.jsp (last visited Mar. 23, 2015).
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Foreword
This note was written and submitted for publication in March of 2014.
The patent landscape has been dynamic (more like terrifying) since that
time. In particular, the Supreme Court has issued landmark opinions
changing the exceptional case standard under Section 285 (Octane Fitness)
and changing the scope of the test for patentable subject matter under
Section 101 (Alice). Consequently, this note has been selectively updated
to reflect those changes.
I. Introduction
Consider the following brief fact scenarios. First, a small-time
inventor has a brilliant idea and the good sense to patent it, but cannot
afford to start a business, so instead licenses the patent to a company who
then uses the technology with great success. Second, a university conducts
research that is ultimately patented, but licenses the technology to a
company in order to keep focused on research. Both of the aforementioned
scenarios seem to have positive outcomes, right? But what if it took a
lawsuit, by either the small-time inventor or the university, rather than a
bargain, to compel the license? “WHO CARES,” says the mob, they are
both patent trolls! Unfortunately, widespread concern with enforcing
patent rights without practicing those rights has resulted into a bewildering
range of “anti-troll” activism.
But first, what is a “patent troll?” Wikipedia defines a “patent troll” as
“a person or company who enforces patent rights against accused infringers in
an attempt to collect licensing fees, but does not manufacture products or supply
services based upon the patents in question, thus engaging in economic rentseeking.”1 Though patent trolls have certainly been labeled much worse
things,2 this “definition” is still bloated with tacit disapproval. For example,
“accused infringers” only slightly obfuscates the implication that the accused
infringers are not actual infringers. And the not-so-subtle condemnation for “not
manufactur[ing] products or supply[ing] services based upon the patents in
question” seems to imply that patents are meant only for those patentees that
intend to manufacture and supply—despite the fact that patents provide no
explicit or implicit right to actually do either.3 Finally, “rent-seeking”—
though somewhat out of context4—essentially implies that patent trolls create
1. Patent troll, WIKIPEDIA, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Patent_troll (last visited Apr. 2,
2014) (emphasis added).
2. See, e.g., Kevin O’Connor, How to Slaughter a Patent Troll in 5 Steps, PANDODAILY
(July. 26, 2013), http://pando.com/2013/07/26/how-to-slaughter-a-patent-troll-in-5-steps/ (labeling
patent trolls as the “scum of the earth”).
3. See General Information Concerning Patents, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK
OFFICE, http://www.uspto.gov/patents/resources/general_info_concerning_patents.jsp#heading-1 (last
updated Apr. 4, 2012).
4. See, e.g., David R. Henderson, Rent Seeking, LIBRARY OF ECONOMICS AND LIBERTY,
http://www.econlib.org/library/Enc/RentSeeking.html (last visited Apr. 2, 2014) (using the term
“rent seeking” in a political context).
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wealth for themselves without creating wealth for anyone else, but ignores the
fact that in all likelihood the troll had to buy the patent from someone else (or the
right to assert it), thereby creating wealth for someone else.
At times, “patent trolls” are referred to by more civilized acronyms.
For example, the term “non-practicing entity” or “NPE” has been said to
apply generally to entities that do not actually practice the patents they
own.5 As another example, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”) coined
the term “patent assertion entity” or “PAE” to identify a narrower class of
NPEs with a business model that “focuses on purchasing and asserting
patents against manufacturers already using the technology, rather than
developing and transferring technology.”6 According to the FTC, “the term
NPE encompasses patent owners that primarily seek to develop and
transfer technology, such as universities and semiconductor designs.
Patent assertion entities do not include this latter group.”7 Some believe
the term “patent monetization entities” (“PMEs”) better articulates the
distinction between “all such efforts to monetize patent rights” and the
“behavior involved in creating products and services based on the
innovation covered by the patent.”8 This camp, however, excludes
universities from the definition of PMEs under the premise that
universities’ core activities are education and academic research, not
monetization.9 In the following discussion, “patent troll” will be defined as
an entity that owns a patent (or at least the rights to assert it) and who does
not practice the patent or intend to practice the patent, but, instead intends
merely to monetize the patent through litigations or threats of the same.
One would be hard-pressed to find a branch of the government (state
or federal), journalist, reporter, pundit, critic, or other advocate that is not
voicing an opinion. For example, President Obama said that patent trolls
“hijack somebody else’s idea and see if they can extort some money out of
them.”10 Outspoken business owners have been similarly critical. For example,
Mark Cuban proclaimed that “[d]umbass patents are crushing small
businesses.”11 Even the judges adjudicating the “trolling” are weighing in
conspicuously, and not just through their normal mediums of written orders and
judgments. For example, a New York Times article co-written by Chief Judge

5. Sara Jeruss, Robin Feldman & Joshua Walker, The America Invents Act 500: Effects of
Patent Monetization Entities on US Litigation, 11 DUKE L. & TECH. REV. 357, 366 (2012).
6. FED. TRADE COMM’N, THE EVOLVING IP MARKETPLACE: ALIGNING PATENT NOTICE
AND REMEDIES WITH COMPETITION 8 (2011).
7. Id. at n.5 (emphasis added).
8. Jeruss, supra note 5, at 368.
9. Id. at 370.
10. President Barack Obama’s State of the Union Address, THE WHITE HOUSE (Jan. 28,
2014), http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/01/28/president-barack-obamas-stateunion-address.
11. Id.
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of the Federal Circuit, Randall Rader, stated that “[t]he onslaught of litigation
brought by ‘patent trolls’—who typically buy up a slew of patents, then sue
anyone and everyone who might be using or selling the claimed inventions—has
slowed the development of new products, increased costs for businesses and
consumers, and clogged our judicial system.”12 When otherwise circumspect
members of the judiciary start penning op-eds for major news outlets rather than
classical reporters, you know that the issue has hit a boiling point.
The level of attention garnered by patent trolls is not without objective
basis. For example, it has been reported that the median cost of defending
claims of patent infringement brought by an NPE ranges between
$600,000, where less than $1 million is at risk, to $4 million, where more
than $25 million is at risk.13 As one commentator has noted: “even the
weakest of claims” presents a “Hobson’s Choice,” where the defendant can
choose between “settl[ing] and giv[ing] the plaintiff remedies to which it is
not entitled, or spend[ing] a larger sum to prevail without any realistic
prospect of fee recoupment.”14
“Trolling” is increasing. According to a study that analyzed all
13,000 patent infringement cases for the years 2007, 2008, 2011, and 2012,
the percentage of suits brought by PMEs (excluding universities) increased
from 24.6 percent in 2007 to 58.7 percent in 2012.15 Meanwhile, the number of
overall defendants in patent infringement lawsuits increased by about 129
percent from 2007 to 2011, with 89 percent of the increase attributable to
software-related patents16—rumored favorites of the troll tribe.
The scope of patent troll “problem” is matched only by the scope of
the “solutions” being proposed. This note will seek to consider the scope
of the laws and all manner of other “solutions” being proposed, threatened
and implemented in an effort to cure the patent troll problem. Admittedly,
the consideration of each individual solution may, in some cases, be highlevel. Many of the proposed solutions warrant an entire note unto
themselves, and it is beyond the scope of this note to present every possible
point with regard to every single proposal.

12. See Randal R. Rader, Colleen V. Chien & David Hricik, Make Patent Trolls Pay in
Court, N.Y. TIMES (Jun. 4, 2013), http://www.nytimes.com/2013/06/05/opinion/make-patenttrolls-pay-in-court.html?_r=0.
13. AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ASSOCIATION, REPORT OF THE ECONOMIC
SURVEY 2013 35 (2013).
14. Brief for Petitioner at 3, Octane Fitness v. Icon Health and Fitness, 134 S.Ct. 1749
(2014) (No. 12-1184).
15. Robin Feldman, Tom Ewing & Sara Jeruss, The AIA 500 Expanded: The Effects of Patent
Monetization Entities, available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2247195.
16. U.S. GOV’T ACCOUNTABILITY OFFICE, GAO-13-465, Intellectual Property: Assessing
Factors That Affect Patent Infringement Litigation Could Help Improve Patent Quality 14 (2013).
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Nevertheless, in surveying the range of proposed solutions this note
will try to swing the conversation back into the neighborhood of
objectivity, and will consider each proposed “solution” against the
backdrop of the statutory framework in which “trolling” is conducted.
Additionally, this note will seek to identify the potential issues with various
“solutions,” including the impact of the solutions not only on patent trolls,
but also, arguably more importantly, on the patent system as a whole.
Ultimately, this note will endorse certain approaches and condemn others.
If this has piqued your interest, then read on. What follows is a very
brief background of the patent system and its purposes in Section II; a
discussion of Executive Branch activism relating to trolling in Section
III.A.; a discussion of Judicial Branch activism relating to trolling in
Section III.B.; a discussion of Legislative Branch (federal and state)
activism relating to trolling in Section III.C.; recommendations in Section
IV; and concluding thoughts in Section V.
Spoiler alert: based on our review of all of the activism related to
trolling, we recommend the following approaches, which balance the
purposes of the patent system, including maintaining the value of said
system, with the property rights of a patent owner: increasing the quality of
patents through (1) increased training of patent examiners and (2) increased
participation of the public through crowdsourcing of prior art discovery;
revising discovery rules to better balance the cost burden of requesting and
complying with discovery requests; implementing a two-way fee-shifting
scheme; increasing the pleading standards for patent cases (including direct
infringement); closing the procedural loophole in Section 299 regarding
joinder; and adopting local rules that provide early case dispositive checkvalves.
II.

Background

The Constitution provides the foundation for the patent system in
Article I, Section 8, Clause 8, which states, “[t]he Congress shall have
Power . . . [t]o promote the Progress of Science and useful Arts, by
securing for limited Times to . . . Inventors the exclusive Right to their
respective . . . Discoveries.”17 As an indication of the relative importance
of a patent system to our founders, the First Congress of the United States
enacted the first Patent Act in 1790. The current patent laws are based on
the Patent Act of 1952, as codified in Title 35 of the United States Code
(“Code”), and were most recently updated by the Leahy-Smith America
Invents Act18, which was signed into law on September 16, 2011.
17.
18.

U.S. CONST. art. I, § 8, cl. 8.
Leahy-Smith America Invents Act (2011) (125 Stat. 284-341).
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A patent issued by the United States confers a twenty-year “exclusive
right” in the form of a “grant to the patentee, his heirs or assigns, of the
right to exclude others from making, using, offering for sale, or selling the
invention throughout the United States, or importing into the United
States . . . .”19 Notably, a patent does not provide a positive right to make,
use, or sell the invention.20 Rather, as the Supreme Court has explained, a
patentee’s right to exclude others is the “very essence of the right conferred
by the patent, as it is the privilege of any owner of property to use or not
use it, without question of motive.”21
Like most types of property, patents and patent applications are
transferrable (i.e. they can be bought, sold, licensed, etc.). Specifically, Section
261 states that “patents shall have the attributes of personal property” and “shall
be assignable.”22 More importantly, not only is the entire patent transferable, but
the individual rights granted to a patent owner are also transferrable.23 And
beneficiaries of these rights (e.g. assignees and licensees) are entitled to exploit
their patent rights (or not) in the same ways as the original inventors, and
“without question of motive.”24
Infringement of a patent occurs when “whoever without authority
makes, uses, offers to sell, or sells any patented invention, within the
United States or imports into the United States any patented invention
during the term of the patent . . . .”25 And all patent owners—whether
original or successors-in-interest—are promised a “remedy by civil action”
when their patents are infringed.26
The Supreme Court has articulated several purposes of the patent system:
First, patent law seeks to foster and reward invention; second,
it promotes disclosure of inventions, to stimulate further
innovation and to permit the public to practice the invention
once the patent expires; third, the stringent requirements for
patent protection seek to assure that ideas in the public domain
remain there for the free use of the public.27
19. 35 U.S.C.A. § 154 (West 2014).
20. See General Information Concerning Patents, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK
OFFICE, http://www.uspto.gov/patents/resources/general_info_concerning_ patents.jsp#heading-1 (last
updated Apr. 4, 2012).
21. Continental Paper Bag Co. v. Eastern Paper Bag Co., 210 U.S. 405, 429 (1908)
(emphasis added) (There, the Supreme Court opined that “Congress ha[d] not overlooked the
subject of nonuser of patented inventions.”); see also Patlex Corp. v. Mossinghoff, 758 F.2d 594,
599 (Fed. Cir. 1985) (“The encouragement of investment-based risk is the fundamental purpose
of the patent grant, and is based directly on the right to exclude.”).
22. 35 U.S.C.A. § 261 (West 2014).
23. Id.
24. Continental Paper Bag, 210 U.S. at 429.
25. 35 U.S.C.A. § 271(a) (West 2014) (emphasis added).
26. 35 U.S.C.A. § 281 (West 2014).
27. Aronson v. Quick Point Pencil Co., 440 U.S. 257, 262 (1979); see also Craig A. Nard, THE
LAW OF PATENTS 3 (2d ed. 2011) (stating the patent system exists to “offer a potential financial reward
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Thus, the patent system exists as “a carefully crafted bargain that
encourages both the creation and the public disclosure of new and useful
advances in technology, in return for an exclusive monopoly for a limited
period of time.”28 And more specifically, the limited monopoly provided by a
patent is “intended to motivate the creative activity of . . . inventors by the
provision of a special reward . . .”29 where the “special reward” is “property in
[the inventor’s] inventions . . . of which the law intended to give him the
absolute enjoyment and possession.”30
As the Supreme Court has recognized, there are inherent costs associated
with the patent system:
On the one hand, the promise of exclusive rights provides
monetary incentives that lead to creation, invention, and
discovery. On the other hand, that very exclusivity can
impede the flow of information that might permit, indeed
spur, invention, by, for example, raising the price of using the
patented ideas once created, requiring potential users to
conduct costly and time-consuming searches of existing
patents and pending patent applications, and requiring the
negotiation of complex licensing arrangements.31
Thus, the patent system must seek to balance the competing interest of
motivating innovation through patent rights with avoiding monopolies that
unnecessarily stifle competition.”32
Critically, neither the Constitution nor the patent laws derived therefrom
make any distinction in patent rights based on the identity of the patent owner. Put
differently, the patent laws are generally agnostic to ownership. Consequently, the
patent laws are applied in the same way whether the patent owner is an individual
or a legal entity, whether or not the patent owner is original or a successor-ininterest, and whether or not the patent owner is exploiting the patented invention or
licensing others too—even if that license is compelled.
So, what we are left with is a patent system that, unfortunately, has few
mechanisms to filter harmful behavior (e.g., “trolling”) from beneficial behavior
(e.g., investment and innovation). And as alluded to above, the patent laws
provide little in the way of defensible positions that “trolling” is truly bad
behavior—at least as far as the law is concerned. Notwithstanding, next we will
consider many of the proposed solutions to the . . . problem?
as an inducement to invent, to disclose technical information, to invest capital in the innovation
process, and to facilitate efficient use and manufacturing of invention through licensing.”).
28. Pfaff v. Wells Electronics, Inc., 525 U.S. 55, 63 (1998); see also Bonito Boats, Inc. v. Thunder
Craft Boats, Inc., 489 U.S. 141, 150-51 (1989).
29. Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, Inc., 464 U.S. 417, 429 (1984) (emphasis
added).
30. Ex parte Wood, 22 U.S. 603, 608 (1824).
31. Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs., Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1289, 1305 (2012).
32. Pfaff, 525 U.S. at 63.
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Analysis

A.

Executive Branch Activism

1.

The President
i.

5/3/2015 5:03 PM

Executive Actions to Combat Patent Trolls

President Obama does not like patent trolls. In his most recent (2014) State
of the Union Address, President Obama called on Congress to “pass a patent
reform bill that allows our businesses to stay focused on innovation, not costly,
needless litigation”33—a thinly-veiled reference to the so-called patent troll
problem. And referring to the recently implemented America Invents Act
(AIA), which includes some provisions34 meant to curb trolling behavior, the
President admonished that “our efforts at patent reform only went about halfway
to where we need to go.”35
Given this backdrop, it is not surprising that the White House has
issued a variety of executive actions “designed to protect innovators from
frivolous litigation and ensure the highest-quality patents in our system.”36
Specifically, in June of 2013, the White House issued five executive
actions, including two that mentioned “patent trolls” by name37:
1. Making “Real Party-in-Interest” the New Default.
Patent trolls often set up shell companies to hide their
activities and enable their abusive litigation and extraction of
settlements. This tactic prevents those facing litigation from
knowing the full extent of the patents that their adversaries hold
when negotiating settlements, or even knowing connections
between multiple trolls. The PTO will begin a rulemaking process
to require patent applicants and owners to regularly update
ownership information when they are involved in proceedings
before the PTO, specifically designating the “ultimate parent
entity” in control of the patent or application. . .
3. Empowering Downstream Users. Patent trolls are
increasingly targeting Main Street retailers, consumers and
other end-users of products containing patented technology—
for instance, for using point-of-sale software or a particular
33. President Barack Obama’s State of the Union Address, THE WHITE HOUSE (Jan. 28, 2014),
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2014/01/28/president-barack-obamas-state-union-address.
34. See infra Part III.B.1.
35. President Barack Obama, Remarks at Google+ Hangout (Feb. 14, 2014) (video available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VQ4Zo0XyNsw) (last visited Apr. 1, 2014).
36. Fact Sheet: White House Task Force on High-Tech Patent Issues, THE WHITE HOUSE (Jun. 4,
2013),
http://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/06/04/fact-sheet-white-house-task-force-hightech-patent-issues [hereinafter Executive Actions].
37. Id. (emphasis added).
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business method. End-users should not be subject to lawsuits
for simply using a product as intended, and need an easier way
to know their rights before entering into costly litigation or
settlement. The PTO will publish new education and outreach
materials, including an accessible, plain-English web site
offering answers to common questions by those facing
demands from a possible troll.
Notably, “making real party-in-interest the new default” is unlikely to
do much to squelch trolling for at least a few reasons.38 First, the person
with the rights necessary to assert a patent against a defendant already has
to be a party to any lawsuit.39 Knowing whom that party is related to is, at
best, cold comfort to a defendant. Second, for years the United States Patent
and Trademark Office (“USPTO”) has provided a publically accessible system
for identifying patent owners of record.40 And the system is searchable
both by patent number and by assignee name so that, for example, a single
search could return many patents owned by a particular patent troll. To be
fair, assignments are not always recorded and knowing the relationship
between different entities could assist in an effort to ascertain the scope of
the collective’s patent holdings. But the reality is that this is a very large
hoop placed very close to the ground that any patent troll can easily jump
through.
“Empowering downstream users” by providing “education and
outreach materials” is a nice thought, but all the free advice in the world is
unlikely to scare off patent trolls that stand to make millions off their
portfolios. As frustrating as it is, settling with a patent troll for “nuisance
value”—despite the merits—is often as financially sensible from the
defendant’s side as it is lucrative from the plaintiff’s (i.e., troll’s) side. One
wonders what kind of free advice can possibly unravel the patent troll’s
otherwise very efficient business model.
And as a side note, contrary to the executive action, end-users of
“products containing [valid] patented technology” should be willing to pay
for that right, or otherwise be subject to a lawsuit and liable for damages.
Otherwise, what is the point of the patent system?
In February 2014, after a renewed call for “meaningful legislation to
combat patent trolls,” the White House issued a status report on the
previous executive actions and issued three additional executive actions,
38. However, real party-in-interest and privity considerations are proving to be dispositive
issues for post grant proceedings, such as inter partes reviews. See, e.g., Ryan Davis, PTAB Says
VMWare Too Late with Patent Review Petition (Mar. 9, 2015) available at http://www.law360.
com/ articles/629225/ptab-says-vmware-too-late-with-patent-review-petition.
39. See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 17(a)(1) (“An action must be prosecuted in the name of the
real party in interest.”).
40. See UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, http://assignments.uspto.gov/
assignments/q?db=pat (last visited Apr. 11, 2014).
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which related to (1) crowd-sourcing prior art; (2) increasing training at the
USPTO; and (3) expanding pro-bono and pro-se assistance programs for
inventors who lack legal representation.41 Crowd-sourcing prior art is
described in more detail below.42
Increasing training at the USPTO can possibly improve the patent troll
situation, albeit indirectly. One of the chief complaints of anti-troll
advocates is that trolls only sue on worthless patents that should have never
been issued. While that rhetoric is demonstrably false in the aggregate, it is
certainly true in certain cases. In any event, improving the quality of
examination at the USPTO should, over the long term, reduce the number
of low-quality patents that make their way into patent troll’s hands—or
anyone’s hands for that matter. Everyone wins (even patent trolls) when
patent applications undergo a higher quality examination.
ii.

Executive Recommendations for Legislation to Combat Patent
Trolls

In conjunction with the executive actions, the White House has issued
seven legislative recommendations, of which the following are most
relevant to patent trolls:
1. Require patentees and applicants to disclose the
“Real Party-in-Interest,” by requiring that any party sending
demand letters, filing an infringement suit or seeking PTO
review of a patent to file updated ownership information, and
enabling the PTO or district courts to impose sanctions for
non-compliance.
2. Permit more discretion in awarding fees to
prevailing parties in patent cases, providing district courts
with more discretion to award attorney’s fees under 35 USC
285 as a sanction for abusive court filings (similar to the legal
standard that applies in copyright infringement cases).
3. Expand the PTO’s transitional program for covered
business method patents to include a broader category of
computer-enabled patents and permit a wider range of
challengers to petition for review of issued patents before the
Patent Trial and Appeals Board (PTAB).

41. See Fact Sheet: Executive Actions: Answering the President’s Call to Strengthen Our Patent
System and Foster Innovation, THE WHITE HOUSE (Feb. 20, 2014), http://www.whitehouse.gov/thepress-office/2014/02/20/fact-sheet-executive-actions-answering-president-s-call-strengthen-our-p
[hereinafter Executive Actions II].
42. See infra Part III.A.2.
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4. Protect off-the-shelf use by consumers and
businesses by providing them with better legal protection
against liability for a product being used off-the-shelf and
solely for its intended use. Also, stay judicial proceedings
against such consumers when an infringement suit has also
been brought against a vendor, retailer, or manufacturer . . .
6. Use demand letter transparency to help curb abusive
suits, incentivizing public filing of demand letters in a way
that makes them accessible and searchable to the public.43
Starting at the top, requiring patentees and applicants to disclose the
“real party-in-interest,” is mostly a house-keeping measure. As mentioned
above, it is already necessary to name the real party-in-interest on any
formal complaint.44 Thus, it is unlikely that having to disclose this information
at other times will deter a patent troll from pursuing an alleged infringer.
Permitting more discretion in awarding fees to prevailing parties in patent
cases, on the other hand, has bite. As discussed, infra Section III(C)(3), less than
a year after the White House issued its legislative recommendations, the
Supreme Court preempted Congress and unanimously overruled the Federal
Circuit’s Brooks Furniture “exceptional” case standard, noting that existing
standard was “unduly rigid.”45
Ultimately, granting more discretion to district courts should deter all
plaintiffs (including patent trolls) from filing frivolous suits thereby
deterring abusive litigation behavior.
Expanding the PTO’s transitional Covered Business Method Review
(“CBM”) program “to include a broader category of computer-enabled
patents and permit a wider range of challengers” could prove problematic
in view of the performance of the current program. As it is currently
implemented, CMB review allows a party that has been sued for
infringement (or who otherwise has standing to bring a declaratory
judgment action) to challenge the validity of a financial business method
patent in a trial before the Patent Trial and Appeal Board (PTAB)46—on
any ground of patentability.47 This is in stark contrast to other post-grant
review procedures that limit the grounds to novelty and obviousness and

43. See Executive Actions, supra note 36.
44. See, e.g., FED. R. CIV. P. 17(a)(1) (“An action must be prosecuted in the name of the real
party in interest.”).
45. Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1749, 1755-56 (2014).
46. Transitional Program for Covered Business Method Patents, UNITED STATES PATENT
AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, http://www.uspto.gov/aia_implementation/faqs_ covered_business
_method.jsp (last visited Apr. 2, 2014).
47. See Id. (response to Question CBMR4040).
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severely restrict the evidence to prove the same.48 Congress established the
“transitional” (read: experimental) CBM program to provide alleged
infringers with an alternative method to challenge patent validity that is
quicker and cheaper than litigation.49 And by limiting the program to
“covered business methods”—a favorite of patent trolls—Congress has
conspicuously targeted trolling behavior.
However, the current CBM program has many glaring issues. First, it
defines a covered business method patent incredibly broadly as one “that
claims a method or corresponding apparatus for performing data processing
or other operations used in the practice, administration, or management of
financial product or service, except that the term does not include patents
for technology inventions.”50 Thus, “technology inventions” are the only
safe harbor. Unfortunately, the definition of a “technology invention” is far
from clear. Rather, the rules state that figuring whether an invention is a
“technology invention” requires “a case-by-case” determination of
“whether the claimed subject matter as a whole recites a technological
feature that is novel and unobvious over the prior art; and solves a technical
problem using a technical solution.”51 So . . . a technology invention is just
a claim with a technological feature that solved a technical problem using a
technical solution . . . technically, at least. In any event, the carve-out for
“technology inventions” provides no clear guideposts to a safe harbor for
those prosecuting patents now.
The results of the CBM program have been, perhaps not surprisingly,
controversial. A review of the PTAB’s final written decisions issued as of
early April 2014 reveals that the PTAB canceled 100% of all claims (249
of 249 claims in 10 CBMs) for which trial was instituted.52 Statistics like
these have led Chief Judge Rader to characterize the PTAB as “death
squads . . . killing property rights.”53 And one has to wonder whether the
USPTO sees the irony in invalidating patents it issued at such an alarming

48. See, e.g., Comparison of Post-Grant Procedures Before and After The America Invents Act,
RATNERPRESTIA, http://www.rppostgrant.com/ComparisonCharts/post-grant-review-comparison.html (last
visited Apr. 11, 2014) (comparison chart).
49. Kenneth N. Nigon, Post Grant Review, Inter Partes Review and Transitional Program for
Covered Business Method Patents, IPWATCHDOG (Aug. 29, 2012), http://www.ipwatchdog.com
/2012/08/29/post-grant-review-inter-partes-review-and-transitional-program-for-covered-business-methodpatents/id=27668/.
50. 37 C.F.R. § 42.301(a); see also Leahy-Smith America Invents Act § 18(d)(1), (2011).
51. 37 C.F.R. § 42.301(b); see also Leahy-Smith America Invents Act § 18(d)(2), (2011).
52. Michelle Carniaux & Julia Tanase, IPR and CBM Statistics, KENYON & KENYON (April
7, 2014), http://interpartesreviewblog.com (detailed statistics available at
http://interpartesreviewblog.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/04/FORMATTED-IPR-CBM-StatsHandout-4.pdf).
53. Brian Mahoney, Software Patent Ruling a Major Judicial Failure, Rader Says, LAW360
(Oct. 25, 2013 6:36 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/482264/software-patent-ruling-a-majorjudicial-failure-rader-says.
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rate. Either way, it is a frightening proposition to expand a program to
include a broader category of computer-enabled patents when the existing
death squad, err, program, is already killing patents at a “draconian”54 rate.
And as discussed further, below, it is even more frightening that Congress
is considering expanding the CBM program to all subject areas—and
making it permanent.
Protecting “off-the-shelf use by consumers and businesses” by providing
them with better legal protection against liability for a product being used offthe-shelf and solely for its intended use is flat out contrary to law. In the
context of a patented apparatus, the patent laws only ask whether an alleged
infringer is making, using, selling, offering for sale or importing an infringing
product; there is no consideration whatsoever of whether the product is being
used as it is supposed to be, i.e., for its intended use.55
Finally, requiring demand letter transparency by, for example,
incentivizing public filing of demand letters in a way that makes them
accessible and searchable to the public, has been rationalized because
sending demand letters is “[the] kind of activity that belongs in the same
family as other types of unfair and deceptive trade practices.”56 However, it
is possible that such requirements would have the unintended consequences
of (1) chilling legitimate efforts to put legitimate infringers on notice, which
may raise First Amendment concerns, as well as (2) impacting a patent
owners ability to market and license inventions, which undermines the patent
owner’s fundamental right to exclude. Moreover, such a regulation would
burden all patent owners alike, not just patent trolls. So at least insofar as
limiting trolling behavior goes, requiring demand letter transparency does not
appear to be an effective solution.
2.

The USPTO

The USPTO57 has responded to the executive actions with various rule
changes and initiatives. The most significant proposed rule change would
establish increased transparency of patent ownership during patent
prosecution and at designated times throughout the life of the patent.58

54. Robert G. Sterne & Gene Quinn, PTAB Death Squads: Are All Commercially Viable
Patents Invalid?, IPWatchdog (Mar. 24, 2014), http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2014/03/24/ptabdeath-squads-are-all-commercially-viable-patents-invalid/id=48642/.
55. See 35 U.S.C.A. § 271(a) (West 2014) (“[W]hoever without authority makes, uses,
offers to sell, or sells any patented invention, within the United States or imports into the United
States any patented invention during the term of the patent therefor, infringes the patent.”).
56. Jeff Sistrunk, Congress Urged to Act on Abusive Patent Troll Leaders, LAW360 (Apr. 9,
2014), http://www.law360.com/articles/526310/ congress-urged-to-act-on-abusive-patent-trollletters.
57. The United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) is an office of the executive
branch within the Department of Commerce.
58. Changes to Require Identification of Attributable Owner, 79 Fed. Reg. 4105 (proposed
Jan. 24, 2014) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R § 1).
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Specifically, the rule would require the “attributable owner” including the
“ultimate parent entity” to be identified when an application is filed, when
there is a change in ownership during prosecution of the application, at the
time the issue fee and maintenance fees are due, and any time the patent is
challenged in a USPTO proceeding (such as a reexamination proceeding).59
Professor Robin Feldman of the University of California Hastings College
of the Law, criticized the proposed rule by saying, “[t]he patent office is
asking for information at key moments, but those moments are too few and
far between,” leaving out “a lot of critical time in the life of a patent.” 60
But even if the information were required more often, would it really affect
trolling behavior? Probably not.
Most critics of trolling behavior would acknowledge that patent trolls are
rarely if ever the original inventor, owner, or assignee of a patent application or
issued patent. Rather, as Chief Judge Rader noted,61 patent trolls usually
acquire interest and ownership in that patent well after prosecution is complete.
So rules designed to make ownership more transparent during prosecution are
not likely to illuminate much with respect to trolls.
Moreover, increasing the transparency of patent ownership during any
stage of the patent’s life does not change much substantively with respect
to asserting that patent against a defendant, except maybe whose name
shows up in a pleading’s caption. And, identifying the “attributable owner”
would not affect the procedures that the USPTO follows when an issued
patent is challenged by a defendant through, for example, an ex parte
reexamination,62 an inter partes reexamination,63 or a CBM review.64
Thus, as with the similar executive action discussed above, this is more of a
house-keeping measure than an effective measure against patent trolls.
Another initiative being undertaken by the USPTO is the development
of a better mechanism to enable crowdsourcing of prior art. 65 The initiative
is meant to increase the ability of companies, subject matter experts, and
the public to “crowdsource” prior art and to submit it to the USPTO in an
effort to drive better patentability determinations.66 It is widely acknowledged
that patent examiners have too little time in most cases (and perhaps too
little incentive in others) to complete a comprehensive review of the art.
59. Id.
60. Ryan Davis, USPTO Patent Transparency Plan Won’t Stop Trolls, LAW360 (Jan. 27,
2014 7:57 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/504233/uspto-patent-transparency-plan-won-tstop-trolls.
61. See Rader, supra, note 12.
62. See generally 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.501-1.625.
63. See generally 37 C.F.R. §§ 1.902-1.997, 42.108-42.207.
64. See generally 37 C.F.R. § 42.300-42.304.
65. Executive Actions II, supra note 40.
66. Id.
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Crowdsourcing the search for relevant art—particularly by interested
parties like potential defendants—could lessen the burden on the USPTO
and increase the quality of examination. The White House believes that
increasing third-party submissions of prior art will “help ensure that U.S.
patents are of the highest quality.”67
It is worth noting, however, that the AIA has already instituted a form
of crowdsourcing through third-party pre-issuance submissions, and those
procedures have not been widely utilized.68 Additionally, the public has
been able to formally submit prior art to the USPTO through the provisions
of 35 U.S.C. § 301 since at least 1981.69 Notwithstanding, just like providing
additional training to USPTO examiners, this measure may help the trolling
problem indirectly by reducing the proliferation of low quality (but otherwise
perfectly exploitable) patents.
B.

Legislative Activism

1.

The America Invents Act (Enacted)

The America Invents Act (AIA), signed into law on September 26, 2011,
significantly updated the Patent Act of 1952. While the AIA made many
significant changes to the patent laws generally, the following is a discussion
of certain provisions that may affect patent trolls.
Joinder and Consolidation
Before passage of the AIA, courts performed joinder and consolidation of
parties for patent litigation in accordance with Rule 20 and Rule 42 of the
Federal Rules of Civil Procedure (FRCP).70 Under these rules, patent trolls
“commonly employ[ed] a litigation strategy of initiating infringement suits
against large numbers of unrelated, geographically diverse defendants in
venues friendly to patent plaintiffs . . . .”71 Joining multiple defendants in a single
complaint offered several advantages to patent trolls, including reduced litigation
67. Executive Actions II, supra note 40.
68. Gene Quinn, PTO Seeks Comments on Crowdsourcing Prior Art, IPWATCHDOG (Mar.
26, 2014), http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2014/03/26/pto-seeks-comments-on-crowdsourcing-prior
-art/id=48724/.
69. See 35 U.S.C.A. § 301 (West 2014).
70. See FED. R. CIV. P. 20(a)(2) (“Persons . . . may be joined in one action as defendants if:
(A) any right to relief is asserted against them jointly, severally, or in the alternative with respect
to or arising out of the same transaction, occurrence, or series of transactions or occurrences; and
(B) any question of law or fact common to all defendants will arise in the action.”); FED. R. CIV.
P. 42(a) (“If actions before the court involve a common question of law or fact, the court may: (1)
join for hearing or trial any or all matters at issue in the actions; (2) consolidate the actions . . . .”).
71. Tracie L. Bryant, Note, The America Invents Act: Slaying Trolls, Limiting Joinder, 25 HARV.
J.L. & TECH. 673, 674 (2012).
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costs, improved forum selection, reduced likelihood that defendants would be
able to transfer the case to an undesirable forum, and reduced risk of inconsistent
validity or claim construction determinations.72
On the other side of the ‘v,’ multiple defendant lawsuits tend to be
inherently more complex for the individual defendants because, for
example, there is an “exponential” increase in logistics and competing interests
among defendants.73 The complexity, in-turn, increases the perceived cost of
litigation, compels defendants to settle, and places additional pressure on
remaining defendants to do the same.74 Additionally, often the co-defendants
to these multi-defendant lawsuits are competitors, which increases tension
between the defendants and prevents any marginal benefits of sharing the
defense burden. Thus, suing numerous defendants in a single action has
been an effective strategy for patent trolls in districts that allowed plaintiffs
to join defendants based solely on the allegation they had infringed that
same patent.75
Section 19(d) of the AIA amended 35 U.S.C. § 299 to prevent courts
from joining unrelated defendants under certain circumstances.76 Under the
AIA, a court may join parties accused of infringement or consolidate their
actions for trial only if the parties are alleged to be jointly or severally
liable, or if the defendants’ alleged infringements arose out of the same
transaction or occurrence, and there are questions of fact common to all
defendants.77 Unlike before, a court cannot join accused infringers nor
consolidate their actions for trial “based solely on allegations that they each
have infringed the . . . patents in suit.”78 Commentators have speculated
that the purpose of the change is to increase litigation costs for patent trolls
and to prevent unfettered forum shopping.79

72. Id. at 674-75; Scott W. Burt, Barry F. Irwin & Jonathan B. Tropp, Intellectual Property
Owners Association Litigation Committee White Paper: Impact of the Misjoinder Provision of the
America Invents Act 8 (2012) available at http://www.ipo.org/ wp-content/uploads/2013/03/ whitepaper
_misjoinder1.pdf.
73. Brian M. Buroker & Maya M. Eckstein, Multiple Defendant Patent Infringement Cases:
Complexities, Complications and Advantages 1 (2007) available at http://www.hunton.com/files
/Publication/e7e49e13-2327-4d36-a04c1dcc301527c4/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/b2cc8f60eb07-41f7-8949787a644f1cff/Multiple_Defendant_Paper_ AIPLA.pdf).
74. Id.
75. Bryant, supra note 71, at 675.
76. Leahy-Smith America Invents Act § 19(d), 35 U.S.C. § 299 (2011); see also Burt, supra
note 74, at 7 (“[The] legislative history reveals, Section 299 was intended to resolve a split of
authority among the district courts relating to joinder under [Rule 20].”).
77. 35 U.S.C.A. § 299(a) (West 2014).
78. 35 U.S.C.A. § 299(b) (West 2014).
79. Alison Frankel, Patent Trolls and Multidistrict Litigation: It’s Complicated, REUTERS (May
10, 2013), http://blogs.reuters.com/alison-frankel/2013/05/10/patent-trolls-and-multidistrict-litigationits-complicated/.
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In practice, the new joinder rules have resulted in fewer multipledefendant patent infringement suits,80 but patent trolls have countered by
increasing the number of filings against individual defendants who would
have previously been named in a single complaint.81 And while AIA
Section 299 prevents joinder and consolidation of multiple unrelated parties
for trial, it does not explicitly “prevent the consolidation or coordination of
multiple cases for purposes of pre-trial activities,”82 such as discovery and
claim construction, which can be astronomically expensive activities for
the defendants especially. Discovery is particularly troubling in this context
because patent trolls usually have little in the way of discovery burdens
because many patent trolls do not do anything other than sue. On the other
hand, defendants (often high-tech companies) are faced with the unnerving
task of spilling their company secrets over and over again to patent trolls
and within earshot of their fiercest competitors within the same lawsuits.
Patent trolls are employing at least two strategies to circumvent the
spirit of Section 299. First, some patent trolls are employing multidistrict
litigation (MDL) procedures to bind cases for pre-trial activities.83
Specifically, patent trolls are relying on Section 1407 of Title 28 of the
U.S. Code, which states: “[w]hen civil actions involving one or more
common questions of fact are pending in different districts, such actions
may be transferred to any district for coordinated or consolidated pretrial
proceedings.”84 The Judicial Panel on Multidistrict Litigation (JPMDL)
administers MDL, and may transfer an action on its own initiative or in
response to a motion filed by a party to the action.85 Thus MDL procedures
have been used as an end-run around the new joinder rules. On a positive
note, more patent trolls might be exploiting the MDL procedures but for the
fact that employing MDL means losing control over the venue or judge for
MDL proceedings86—the JPMDL chooses both.87
Second, and perhaps more devious, patent trolls have purposefully
incorporated in Delaware to collocate with a large pool of defendants.88
This strategy effectively prevents defendants incorporated in Delaware

80. Burt, supra note 74, at 3.
81. Id.
82. Id. at 11 (emphasis added).
83. See, e.g., In re Bear Creek Technologies Inc., 2013 WL 3789471 (D. Del. 2013)
(transferring actions from Eastern District of Virginia to the District of Delaware as a MDL).
84. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1407(a) (West 2014).
85. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1407(c) (West 2014).
86. Id.
87. 28 U.S.C.A. § 1407 (West 2014).
88. Frankel, supra note 81.
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from seeking a transfer to a more convenient forum. And because Delaware is
a relatively small forum, patent cases are routinely assigned to the same
judge,89 which tends to result in consolidation. Thus, a patent troll can
exploit the likelihood that multiple defendants reside in a single forum in
order to circumvent the amended joinder rules and to combine separate
actions related merely by the same patents-in-suit for pre-trial activities.
In sum, while the new AIA joinder rules have the best intentions, they
fall short of really impacting a primary strategy of patent trolls: forcing
many defendants into disadvantageous defense groups in an effort promote
quick, often “nuisance value” settlements.
Post Grant Challenges
The AIA implemented three new post grant procedures: inter partes
review (IPR), post-grant review (PGR), and covered business method
patent review (CBMR). CBMR was previously discussed, above. IPR is
similar to the pre-existing inter partes reexamination procedure available
before the AIA. But PGR is all new and merits some discussion.
PGR became available on March 16, 2013. In order to instigate a
PGR, a petition must be filed within nine months after issuance of the
patent.90 What makes PGR significant relative to IPR is that a broader
range of challenges may be made in a PGR petition. Specifically, the PGR
petition can be based on Sections 101 (subject matter), 102 (novelty), 103
(obviousness) and 112 (written description, except for best mode),91
whereas IPR can only be based on Sections 102 and 103. Further, prior art
is not limited to patents or printed publications in PGR like it is in IPR.
Instead, evidence of public use, on-sale activity, or other public disclosures
is admissible.92
However, the additional avenues of attacking a patent’s validity in
PGR are not provided without risk. Perhaps most daunting, the estoppel
created by PGR applies to all USPTO proceedings, ITC proceedings, and
district court litigations.93 Additionally, the estoppel attaches immediately
upon a determination of the Patent Trial and Appeal Board, rather than

89. Id.
90. See Post Grant Review, UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE, http://www.
uspto.gov/aia_implementation/faqs_post_grant_review.jsp#heading-3 (last visited Apr. 17, 2014).
91. See Changes to Implement Inter Partes Review Proceedings, Post-Grant Review
Proceedings, and Transitional Program for Covered Business Method Patents, 77 Fed. Reg. 48,680,
48,684 (Aug. 14, 2012) (to be codified at 37 C.F.R. pt. 42).
92. Id.
93. Id.
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after all possible appeals like an IPR.94 So, in essence, if a petitioner’s
argument does not carry the day during PGR, then it will never carry the
day, and it will immediately eviscerate that party’s ability to challenge the
validity of the PGR’ed patent in a later district court or ITC case.
As discussed above, patent trolls typically are not the original owners
or assignees of a patent. Therefore, it is hard to characterize post-grant
review as an “anti-troll” provision. However, as discussed in the context of
other provisions, post-grant review may indirectly improve the issue of
patent trolling by eliminating bad patents well before they can be found,
acquired, and monetized by a patent troll.
Prior-User Defense
The AIA substantially expanded the scope and applicability of the
prior-user defense beyond the previous version codified in Section 273.95
Notably, the revised Section 273 expands the scope of the defense to cover
almost all patents. “One specific reason for this broadening amendment
was to specifically insulate businesses from having to disclose their internal
processes or manufacturing materials”96 by defensively patenting them and
thereby making them public record. Another notable change is that new
Section 273 expanded the scope of the entities that can assert the defense.
Specifically, Section 273(e)(1)(A) now expands the defense to “the person
who performed or directed the performance of the commercial use described in
subsection (a), or by an entity that controls, is controlled by, or is under common
control with such person.”97 According to the Congressional record, the new
provision is intended to expand the defense to include contractors, vendors,
or other third parties over whom the person asserting the defense had
control.98
As a result of the AIA, an accused infringer may now assert the prioruser defense under Section 273 against any claimed invention in any patent
that issues on or after September 16, 2011, provided that the accused
infringer commercially used the subject matter in the United States at least
one year prior to the effective filing date of the claimed invention.99

94. Id.
95. See Jeff Mikrut, How the America Invents Act Revived the Prior-User Defense, AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION (Feb. 20, 2012), http://apps.americanbar.org/litigation/committees/intellectual/articles/
winter2012-prior-user-defense-america-invents-act.html; see also generally 35 U.S.C. § 273 (2010).
96. Id.
97. 35 U.S.C.A. § 273(e)(1)(A) (West 2014).
98. See 157 CONG. REC. S5430–31 (daily ed. Sept. 8, 2011) (statement of Sen. Kyl).
99. See 35 U.S.C.A. § 273(a) (West 2014).
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Here again, this change to the law is not patent-troll-specific, but it
nevertheless addresses a tendency of patent trolls to shop for patents that
are already widely practiced by companies. The expanded prior-user defense
under Section 273 may significantly shorten a patent troll’s timeframe to locate,
acquire, and assert a patent against an already practicing entity. At the same
time, this change strikes a balance with the broader purposes of the patent
system by allowing a patent to issue despite prior uses that do not qualify as
prior art (e.g. trade secret use) such that the patent can be asserted against those
that do not qualify as prior users.
2.

Innovation Act

The Innovation Act (H.R. 3309) is a bill currently being considered by
Congress with the conspicuous purpose of curbing patent trolling. The
Innovation Act passed in the House of Representatives by an overwhelming
majority (325-91) on December 5, 2013. The Innovation Act includes many
provisions from other, concurrent bills that are being considered with varying
levels of support. As such, consideration of the following key anti-troll
provisions associated with this particular bill will act as a proxy for other bills
with similar provisions.
Revised Exceptional Case Standard
The Innovation Act proposed a hybrid loser-pays system. Under the
proposed Innovation Act, a revised Section 285 provided that “[t]he court
shall award, to a prevailing party, reasonable fees . . . unless the court finds
that the position and conduct of the nonprevailing party or parties were
reasonably justified in law and fact or that special circumstances (such as
severe economic hardship to a named inventor) makes an award unjust.”100
Proponents of the proposed fee shifting system believe it will “make it
harder for trolls to use the extraordinary expense of patent litigation to
force a settlement.”101 Ultimately, one of patent trolls’ biggest advantages
to date has been the disparity of financial risk in undertaking a troll suit.
Exacerbating this issue is the fact that many troll suits are run on
contingency, which means that the patent trolls do not even have to pay

100. Innovation Act, H.R. 3309, 113th Cong. (as passed by the House, Dec. 9, 2013)
(emphasis added).
101. Zachary Graves, New Proposal to Slay Patent Trolls Would be a Boon to the Digital
Economy, HUFF POST TECH (Oct. 7, 2013 12:26 PM), http://www.huffingtonpost.com/zacharygraves/new-proposal-to-slay-pate_b_4024831.html; see also Colleen V. Chien, Reforming Software
Patents, 50 HOUS. L. REV 325, 369 (2012) (“Fee-shifting changes the economics by requiring an
unsuccessful plaintiff to foot the defendant’s legal fees, punishing and deterring low-probability
claims.”).
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most of the attorney’s fees to litigate the case. Contingency fee cases shift
much of the financial burden to eager plaintiff’s attorneys looking for a big
score. Notably, though, a successful patent troll will also benefit from this
change by having its fees paid by a losing defendant.102
Opponents, on the other hand, believe that while fee shifting may
deter frivolous claims, it will almost certainly deter meritorious claims as
well.103 This is, of course, due to the increased financial risk to bring a case
in such a system—even if the intentions and merits are solid. It is certainly
not a goal of the patent laws to prevent rightful owners from exercising their
property rights. Otherwise, the value of patents could be negatively impacted.
Critics also point out that patent trolls may be able to circumvent loser-pays
rules by suing under shell companies meant to insulate their investors from
liability—a well-established practice among sophisticated patent trolls.104
Though, Congress could mitigate this strategy by requiring plaintiffs to post a
bond.105
The Innovation Act was unable to gain traction in the Senate, and was
withdrawn from consideration by the Senate Judiciary Committee in May
2014.106 But as discussed, infra Section III(C)(3), in April 2014, the Supreme
Court’s Octane Fitness and Highmark decisions granted district courts
increased discretion to determine whether a case is “exceptional” under
Section 285 and warrants an award of attorneys’ fees to the prevailing
party.107 While a step in the same direction as proposed by the Innovation
Act, the Court’s decisions did not implement a loser-pays system, where
fee shifting is the default rather than the exception.
Heightened Pleading Standards
The Innovation Act also proposed heightened pleading requirements
compared to those required by FRCP Form 18. Currently, the plaintiff only
needs to identify the patent number; provide a brief description of the
invention covered by the patent; allege that the defendant has infringed and
is still infringing the patent by making, selling, or using a product that
embodies the patented invention; and affirm that the plaintiff has given

102. Chien, supra note 103, at 370.
103. Id. at 373 (“[T]he real losers are those with credible but uncertain cases who cannot
bear the risk of paying the opposing party’s costs if, despite the strength of the case, they
nonetheless lose in Court.”).
104. Id. at 382-83.
105. Id. at 383.
106. Patrick Leahy, Comment of Senator Patrick Leahy (D-Vt.), Chairman, Senate Judiciary
Committee, On Patent Legislation (May 21, 2014), available at http://www.leahy.senate.gov/press/commentof-senator-patrick-leahy-d-vt_chairman-senate-judiciary-committee-on-patent-legislation.
107. Octane Fitness, 134 S. Ct. at 1755-56.
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proper notice of infringement—either actual or constructive notice.108 The
Innovation Act would have increased the requirements for the plaintiff such that
the complaint would have to identify each alleged infringed patent and claim;
and identify each accused instrumentality (process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter), including a specific product name or model number (if
known). Additionally, it would have required the plaintiff to state where each
element of each claim is found within the accused instrumentality and how
each limitation of each claim is met by the accused instrumentality109—a
step that is presently performed much later in discovery.
The proposed heightened patent pleading standards closely matched
the local rules for the Eastern District of Texas, which require a party
claiming patent infringement to serve on all parties a “Disclosure of Asserted
Claims and Infringement Contentions” no later than 10 days before the Initial
Case Management Conference pursuant to FRCP 26(f).110
Heightened pleading standards may reduce the burden on a defendant to
defend a suit with little or no information about the substance of the actual
lawsuit. Patent trolls have been known to cast wide nets and to rely on the
pleading standards and broad discovery rules to essentially harass defendants
into settling. Thus, increasing the pleading standards could beneficially shift
the burden back to the plaintiff to do more diligence before filing a suit, which,
incidentally, could also increase the chances of an exceptional case finding
where a patent troll really is acting frivolously. Notably, pleading standards
have already effectively been increased for claims of indirect infringement.111
However, the desire to increase pleading standards has to be balanced
by the reality that sometimes even the most well-intentioned and deserving
plaintiff can only derive so much detail from publicly accessible information.
For example, a patent holder may surmise that a piece of software is infringing a
patent based on functional capabilities of that software, but may nonetheless be
unable to prove anything without review of the source code, which could only
happen through discovery in a lawsuit.
Overall, heightening the direct infringement pleading standards seems
like an obvious and effective choice for reducing frivolous litigation,
whether or not it is brought by a patent troll. Importantly, heightened
pleading standards affect the possibility of a case ever being filed, and
108. FED. R. CIV. P. 84 (Form 18).
109. Innovation Act, H.R. 3309, 113th Cong. (as passed by the House, Dec. 9, 2013).
110. See E.D. Tex. Civ. R. App. B (Local Civil Patent Rules), R. 3-1; see also N.D. Cal.
Patent R. 3-1 (requiring a “Disclosure of Asserted Claims and Infringement Contentions” within
14 days of the Initial Case Management Conference).
111. See, e.g., In re Bill of Lading Transmission & Processing Sys. Patent Litig., 681 F.3d
1323, 1337 (Fed. Cir. 2012) (discussing heightened pleading standards for contributory and
induced infringement).
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provide immediate grounds for attack of a frivolous-looking suit. Also,
heightened pleading standards for direct infringement would bring the
standards more in-line with the already heightened standards for indirect
infringement. Finally, as discussed more below, the Supreme Court’s
recent precedent supports heightened pleading standards for patent cases.
Discovery Modifications
The Innovation Act also addresses one of the most abused procedures
during litigation—discovery. Patent trolls are particularly apt to abuse the broad
discovery rules because they typically have nothing that is discoverable and are
therefore not bound by any desire to balance discovery. Put differently, patent
trolls always want it all, and they want it right now.
To address these abuses, the Innovation Act includes a variety of
provisions, including:
(1) direct[ing] the Judicial Conference of the United States to
develop discovery rules and procedures that address whether and
to what extent each party to the action is: (a) entitled to receive
specified categories of core documentary evidence and is to be
responsible for the costs of producing such evidence within its
possession or control; and (b) permitted to seek any additional
document discovery if the requesting party bears the reasonable
costs, including reasonable attorney’s fees, of the additional
discovery;
(2) provid[ing] for discovery of electronic communications
(including emails, text messages, or instant messages) only if the
parties determine that it is appropriate under procedures that
address whether such discovery is to occur after the parties
have exchanged initial disclosures and core documentary
evidence;
(3) direct[ing] the Judicial Conference to consider a prohibition
that would bar additional document discovery unless: (a) the
parties mutually agree otherwise; or (b) the requesting party posts a
bond, or provides security, in an amount sufficient to cover the
expected costs or shows that it has the financial capacity to pay
such costs;
(4) requires the Judicial Conference to consider whether courts, in
response to a motion, may: (a) determine that a request for
additional document discovery is excessive, irrelevant, or abusive;
(b) modify discovery rules; or
(c) include computer code in the discovery of core documentary
evidence.112
112.

See Innovation Act, H.R. 3309, 113th Cong. § 6 (as passed by the House, Dec. 9, 2013).
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Taken together, these provisions primarily seek to formalize certain
types of “core” discovery to avoid disputes, and more importantly, to shift
the cost burden of discovery onto the requesting party in many circumstances.
Shifting the cost burden to the requester could be a real game changer given that
complex discovery in patent cases—much of which is completely useless
gamesmanship—can cost millions of dollars. And while these provisions are
certainly not patent-troll specific, they may seriously undermine a common tactic
of patent trolls, which is to push higher “nuisance values” of settlement based on
the perceived cost of discovery.
3.

Other Federal Bills

The Innovation Act, discussed above, is one of the primary pieces of
proposed anti-troll legislation being debated currently, and it draws many
of its provisions from other bills that are being considered. It is beyond the
scope of this note to examine each and every proposed “anti-troll” bill if for
no other reason than a new one seems to pop up every day. But for the
sake of completeness, in addition to the laws and bills already discussed
herein, one might also consider the following proposed bills to get an idea
of the range of direct and indirect anti-troll provisions:
Patent Quality Improvement Act (S. 866), which would make the
Covered Business Method review program available to all industries, and
make the program permanent.113
Patent Abuse Reduction Act (S. 1013), which contains a number of
provisions to deal with patent troll litigation, including: (1) raising the
pleading requirements; (2) fee shifting discovery costs for any requests
beyond core documentary evidence; and (3) a two-way cost and fee-shifting
provision (but no bond).114
Patent Litigation Integrity Act (S. 1612), which would require the
patent owner to post a bond against fees, with exceptions for companies
that actually practice the patent or license to a company that practices the
patent (this requirement is similar to the Patent Abuse Reduction Act).115
Patent Transparency and Improvements Act (S. 1720), which focuses
on end-user protection (similar to the Innovations Act), demand letters, and
transparency of patent ownership (similar to the Innovations Act).116
Transparency in Assertion of Patents Act (S. 2049), which sets
minimum requirements for a notice of patent infringement and authorizes
the Federal Trade Commission to enforce those requirements.117
113.
114.
115.
116.

See Patent Quality Improvement Act of 2013, S. 866, 113th Cong. (2013).
See Patent Abuse Reduction Act of 2013, S. 1013, 113th Cong. (2013).
See Patent Litigation Integrity Act of 2013, S. 1612, 113th Cong. (2013).
See Patent Transparency and Improvements Act of 2013, S. 1720, 113th Cong. (2013).
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Saving High-Tech Innovators from Egregious Legal Disputes
(SHIELD) Act (H.R. 845), which would force patent trolls to post a bond
to cover a defendant’s legal fees and costs.118
End Anonymous Patents Act (H.R. 2024), which would force patent
owners, as well as other real parties in interest, to be transparent.119
Patent Litigation and Innovation Act (H.R. 2639), which includes pleading,
joinder, discovery provisions, sanctions, and end-user protection provisions.120
Stopping the Offensive Use of Patents Act (STOP) (H.R. 2766),
which would make the Covered Business Method review program applicable to
all industries and make the program permanent.121
Demand Letter Transparency Act (H.R. 3540), which would create
a national database of demand letters that patent trolls must submit their
letters to as well as minimum content for those demand letters.122
Notably, though there are many bills pending in Congress, most of them
share a core set of ideas, including: (1) transparency; (2) pleading requirements;
(3) discovery modifications; and (4) expanded patent review provisions.
4.

State Legislative Activism

Despite patent law being federal law, states have recently jumped on the
anti-troll bandwagon. Specifically, states have recently proposed legislation
designed to combat the use of deceptive “demand letters,” which patent trolls
use to target small businesses and non-profit organizations (among others).
Typically these demand letters make vague claims regarding fairly common
end-user technology, and the demand letters threaten patent infringement
litigation unless the recipient agrees to take a license.
Vermont was the first to respond legislatively by amending its consumer
protection laws in 2013, making it a state crime to “make a bad faith assertion of
patent infringement.”123 Vermont’s new law124 “established an open-ended
subjective test to determine bad faith assertion, including eight factors tending to
demonstrate bad faith and six factors indicating absence of bad faith.”125 The
law also establishes a requirement for the patentee to post a bond of up to
$250,000 to continue litigation where the court has established a “reasonable
117. See Transparency in Assertion of Patents Act, S. 2049, 113th Cong. (2014).
118. See Saving High-Tech Innovators From Egregious Legal Disputes Act of 2013, H.R.
845, 113th Cong. (2013).
119. See End Anonymous Patents Act, H.R. 2024, 113th Cong. (2013).
120. See Patent Litigation and Innovation Act of 2013, H.R. 2639, 113th Cong. (2013).
121. See STOP Act, H.R. 2766, 113th Cong. (2013).
122. See Demand Letter Transparency Act of 2013, H.R. 3540, 113th Cong. (2013).
123. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, § 4197(a) (West 2014) (emphasis added).
124. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, §§ 4195-99 (West 2014).
125. Michael Sherby, Vermont’s Move to Target Patent Trolls, BAKER BOTTS (Jul. 2013),
http://www.bakerbotts.com/file_upload/IPReport201307-VermontsMovetoTargetPatentTrolls.htm; see
also VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, § 4197 (West 2014).
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likelihood” that the patentee “has made a bad faith assertion.”126 Oregon enacted
a similar law to Vermont in 2014, including a multifactor balancing test to
determine bad faith assertion.127 Additionally, Kentucky, Maine, Nebraska,
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, and South Carolina have also introduced bad faith
patent assertion bills.128
A key question regarding the states treading into patent (federal) law
territory is whether the federal patent laws will preempt the state laws under
the Supremacy Clause of the U.S. Constitution.129 Federal precedent appears
to bar liability for a patentee communicating its rights to an alleged infringer
because “[p]atents would be of little value if infringers of them could not be
notified of the consequences of infringement or proceeded against in the
courts. Such action considered by itself cannot be said to be illegal.”130
Additionally, the Federal Circuit has stated, “[s]tate tort claims against a patent
holder . . . based on enforcing a patent in the market place, are preempted by
federal patent laws, unless the claimant can show that the patent holder acted in
bad faith in the publication or enforcement of its patent.”131 Vermont and the
states that have followed its lead recognize the possibility of federal
preemption and have crafted their bills to take advantage of the “bad faith”
exception articulated by the Federal Circuit.132 Furthermore, attorneys general
from forty-two states sent a letter to the Senate asking for an explicit provision
supporting states’ rights to enforce state bad faith patent assertion laws.133
The Supreme Court addressed the issue of federal preemption of state
patent-related laws in the seminal Bonito Boats v. Thunder Craft Boats case.134
In Bonito Boats, the Court considered a Florida statute that prohibited the use of

126. VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, § 4198 (West 2014).
127. See S. 1540, 77th Leg. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Or. 2014) (enacted).
128. See S. 116, 2014 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Ky. 2014); S. 654, 126th Leg., Reg. Sess.
(Me. 2013); Leg. 677, 103d Leg. Reg. Sess. (Neb. 2014); Assemb. 2462, 216th Leg., Reg. Sess.
(N.J. 2014); S. 1222, 2014 Gen. Assemb., Reg. Sess. (Pa. 2014); H. 4629, 120th Gen. Assemb.,
Reg. Sess. (S.C. 2014).
129. U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2 (“The Constitution, and the laws of the United States . . . shall
be the supreme law of the land . . . .”).
130. Mikohn Gaming Corp. v. Acres Gaming, Inc., 165 F.3d 891, 897 (Fed. Cir. 1998)
(quoting Virtue v. Creamery Package Mfg., 227 U.S. 8, 37-38 (1913)); see also Sherby, supra
note 125.
131. 800 Adept, Inc. v. Murex Sec., Ltd., 539 F.3d 1354, 1369 (Fed. Cir. 2008) (emphasis
added).
132. See VT. STAT. ANN. tit. 9, § 4195(a)(3) (West 2014) (“The General Assembly also
recognizes that Vermont is preempted from passing any law that conflicts with federal patent
law.”).
133. Daniel Wilson, AGs Urge Federal Support for State Patent Troll Battles, LAW360 (Feb.
25, 2014, 7:03 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/513117/ags-urge-federal-support-for-statepatent-troll-battles.
134. See Bonito Boats, Inc. v. Thunder Craft Boats, Inc., 489 U.S. 141, 143 (1989).
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a direct molding process used to duplicate unpatented boat hulls.135 The law
would have prevented competitors from reverse engineering an unpatented
commercially available product using a specific process, thereby granting the
original manufacturer a partial monopoly outside the patent system.136
To decide the case, the Court performed a conflict preemption analysis.137
Conflict preemption applies “where compliance with both state and federal
regulations is either a physical impossibility, or . . . stands as an obstacle to the
accomplishment and execution of the full purpose and objectives of
Congress.”138 The Court found that the Florida law, by offering “patent-like
protection,” prevented the “ultimate goal of public disclosure and use which is
the centerpiece of federal patent policy.”139 Perhaps more importantly, the
Court found the federal government had preempted the entire field of patent
law.140 The Court stated, “[t]he patent statute’s careful balance between public
right and private monopoly to promote certain creative activity is a scheme of
federal regulation . . . so pervasive as to make reasonable the inference that
Congress left no room for the States to supplement it.”141 The Court held that
federal law preempted the statute because it offered “patent-like protection” for
unpatented ideas.142
While the statute considered in Bonito Boats is certainly different
from the statutes enacted by Vermont and Oregon, Bonito Boats is still
instructive for how the Supreme Court is likely to analyze preemption in
the context of state bad faith patent assertion laws. In view of Bonito Boats,
it seems unlikely that the states will be given any “room” to supplement the
Federal patent laws, even in the context of simple patent infringement demand
letters. Moreover, state-by-state enforcement of different laws regarding demand
letters could create extreme uncertainty for patent owners who wish to assert
their patent rights against infringers. Even if every state adopted a similar
subjective multifactor “bad faith” test, there would be significant variation
in its application from state to state. Such “[d]isuniformity in patent law”
and “disparate circuit court treatment of patents” are disfavored and routinely
cited as reasons for creation of the Federal Circuit.143

135. Bonito Boats, 489 U.S. at 167.
136. Id. at 160.
137. Id. at 156-57.
138. Pharm. Research & Mfrs. of America v. Dist. of Columbia, 406 F. Supp. 2d 56, 65
(D.D.C. 2005) (internal quotations omitted).
139. Bonito Boats, 489 U.S. at 156-57.
140. Id. at 167.
141. Id. (quoting Rice v. Santa Fe Elevator Corp., 331 U.S. 218, 230 (1947)) (emphasis
added and internal quotations omitted).
142. Bonito Boats, 489 U.S. at 168.
143. Nard, supra note 27, at 25.
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Accordingly, the various state efforts to supplement the patent laws with
state-specific provisions seem unlikely to survive a preemption analysis. And
as such, they are unlikely to impact patent trolls in any meaningful way.
C.

Judicial Activism

1.

Patentable Subject Matter

Another possible avenue of limiting patent trolling is to limit their favorite
patentable subject matter—business methods and other computer-implemented
processes.
Under Section 101 “any new and useful process, machine, manufacture, or
composition of matter, or any new and useful improvement thereof,” is patent
eligible.”144 However, the Supreme Court has identified “three specific
exceptions to § 101’s broad patent-eligibility principles: laws of nature, physical
phenomena, and abstract ideas.”145
Seminal cases in this area include: (1) Gottschalk v. Benson,146 where the
Supreme Court held that “the discovery of a novel and useful mathematical
formula may not be patented;”147 (2) Parker v. Flook,148 where the Supreme
Court similarly stated that “if a claim is directed essentially to a method of
calculating, using a mathematical formula, even if the solution is for a specific
purpose, the claimed method” is not patentable;149 and (3) Diamond v. Diehr,150
where the Supreme Court reaffirmed that a mathematical formula in isolation is
not patentable,151 but offered that “when a claim containing a mathematical
formula implements or applies that formula in a structure or process which,
when considered as a whole, is performing a function which the patent laws
were designed to protect (e.g., transforming or reducing an article to a different
state or thing), then the claims satisfies the requirements of § 101.”152
Based on these decisions, the Federal Circuit developed the “machine-ortransformation test” for subject matter eligibility under Section 101.153 Under
this test, a claim is eligible subject matter if it is “tied to a particular machine” or
if it “transforms an article.”154 Additionally, the claimed machine or
transformation “must impose meaningful limits on the claim’s scope” and “the
involvement of the machine or transformation in the claimed process must not

144.
145.
146.
147.
148.
149.
150.
151.
152.
153.
154.

35 U.S.C.A. § 101 (West 2014).
Id. (internal quotations omitted).
Gottschalk v. Benson, 409 U.S. 63, 65 (1972).
Parker v. Flook, 437 U.S. 584, 585 (1978) (citing Gottschalk, 409 U.S. 63).
Flook, 437 U.S. at 585.
Id. at 595.
Diamond v. Diehr, 450 U.S. 175, 192-93 (1981).
Id. at 188.
Id. at 192.
See In re Bilski, 545 F.3d 943, 959 (2008).
In re Bilski, 545 F.3d at 961.
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merely be insignificant extra-solution activity.”155 However, in Bilski v
Kappos,156 the Supreme Court held that the “machine-or-transformation test is
not the sole test for deciding whether an invention is a patent-eligible ‘process,’”
rather it is a “useful and important clue” or “investigative tool.”157 Additionally,
the Court held that business method patents are not categorically excluded
subject matter.158
After Bilski, the Federal Circuit (sitting en banc) further confused the
issue in CLS Bank International v. Alice Corporation.159 The Supreme Court
granted certiorari to answer the question of “[w]hether claims to computerimplemented inventions, including claims to systems and machines, processes,
and items of manufacture are directed to patent-eligible subject matter within
the meaning of 35 U.S.C. § 101 as interpreted by this Court?”160
In Alice Corporation v. CLS Bank International, the Supreme Court
affirmed the two-step framework it set forth in Mayo Collaborative Services v.
Prometheus Laboratories, Inc., 132 S.Ct. 1289 (2012) “for distinguishing
patents that claim laws of nature, natural phenomena, and abstract ideas from
those that claim patent-eligible applications of those concepts.”161 The first step
is to “determine whether the claims at issue are directed to one of those patentineligible concepts.”162 And the second step is to “consider the elements of each
claim” to determine whether it contains an “inventive concept” sufficient to
“transform the nature of the claim into a patent-eligible application.”163
In this case, the Court considered claims to a “computer-implemented
scheme for mitigating settlement risk by using a third-party intermediary.”164
Applying the Mayo framework, the Court found the “claims at issue [were]
directed to the abstract idea of intermediated settlement,” and “fail[ed] to
transform that abstract idea into a patent-eligible invention” by “merely
require[ing] generic computer implementation.”165 The Court explained, “the
relevant question [was] whether the claims here [did] more than simply instruct
the practitioner to implement the abstract idea of intermediated settlement on a
generic computer.”166
155. Id. at 961-62.
156. Bilski v. Kappos, 130 S. Ct. 3218, 3223 (2010).
157. Id. at 3227.
158. Id. at 3228; Cf. Mayo Collaborative Servs. v. Prometheus Labs. Inc., 132 S. Ct. 1289
(2012); Assoc. for Molecular Pathology v. Myriad Genetics, Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2107 (2013) (The
Supreme Court addressed patent-eligible subject matter again in Mayo (laws of nature) and Myriad (natural
phenomenon) but neither of these decisions provided clarification on patentability of software or business
method patents).
159. CLS Bank Int’l v. Alice Corp. PTY. LTD., 717 F.3d 1269, 1274 (Fed. Cir. 2013) (en banc).
160. Question Presented: 13-298 Alice Corp. PTY. LTD. v. CLS Bank Int’l, SUPREME COURT OF THE
UNITED STATES, http://www.supremecourt.gov/qp/13-00298qp.pdf (last visited Apr. 9, 2014).
161. Alice Corp. Pty. v. CLS Bank Int’l, 134 S. Ct. 2347, 2355 (2014).
162. Id.
163. Id.
164. Id. at 2351-52.
165. Id. at 2357.
166. Alice Corp. Pty., 134 S.Ct.. at 2359.
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On the surface, the Court merely affirmed Mayo. But as one informed
commentator stated: “Based on this decision it is hard to see how any
software patent claims written in method form can survive challenge.”167
In fact, Alice has left a huge wake of turmoil regarding patent-eligible
subject matter, with the courts invalidating software patents at an “alarming
rate.”168 The Federal Circuit appears divided on its application of the Mayo
Framework, with decisions highly dependent on the mix of panel members.
For example, the Circuit’s decisions in Ultramercial, Inc. v. Hulu, LLC,
772 F.3d 709 (Fed. Cir. 2014) and DDR Holdings, LLC v. Hotels.com, L.P.,
773 F.3d 1245 (Fed. Cir. 2014) are difficult to reconcile.169
In Ultramercial, the court considered the patent-eligibility of claims
directed to a method for “distributing copyrighted media products over the
internet where the consumer receives a copyrighted media product at no
cost in exchange for viewing an advertisement, and the advertiser pays for the
copyrighted content.”170 Applying step one, the court found the claims at issue
were directed to the abstract idea that “one can use an advertisement as an
exchange or currency.”171 The court also found that the claims failed step two
and were not patent-eligible, because they “simply instruct[ed] the practitioner to
implement the abstract idea with routine, conventional activity.”172 The court
emphasized that the claims were “not tied to any particular novel machine or
apparatus, only a general purpose computer.”173
On the heels of Ultramercial, the court in DDR considered the patenteligibility of claims directed to “systems and methods of generating a
composite web page that combines certain visual elements of a host
website with content of a third-party merchant.”174 The court punted on
step one, stating that under any characterization of the abstract idea, the claims at
issue satisfied step two and were thus patent-eligible. Specifically, “the claims
recite an invention that is not merely the routine or conventional use of the
Internet,”175 instead, “the claimed solution is necessarily rooted in computer
technology in order to overcome a problem specifically arising in the realm of
computer networks.”176 The DDR court distinguished the claims in

167. Gene Quinn, A Software Patent Setback: Alice v. CLS Bank, IPWATCHDOG (Jan. 9, 2015),
http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2015/01/09/a-software-patent-setback-alice-v-cls-bank/id=53460/.
168. Gene Quinn, Federal Circuit Finds Software Patent Claim Patent Eligible, IPWATCHDOG
(Dec. 5, 2014), http://www.ipwatchdog.com/2014/12/05/federal-circuit-finds-software-patent-claimpatent-eligible/id=52510/.
169. Ultramercial was decided by Judges Lourie, Mayer, and O’Malley. DDR was decided
by Judges Wallach, Mayer, and Chen.
170. Ultramercial, 772 F.3d at 712.
171. Id. at 714.
172. Id. at 715.
173. Id.
174. DDR, 773 F.3d at 1248.
175. Id. at 1259.
176. Id. at 1257.
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Ultramercial as merely applying a known business process—use of an
advertisement as an exchange or currency—to the particular technological
environment of the Internet.177
Thus, the metes and bounds of Section 101, particularly as they relate
to business methods and computer-implemented methods, has always been and
remains intractably murky. And yet, these are exactly the types of patentable
subject matter that have been applied for in huge numbers in the recent past,
and are favorites of patent trolls to boot.
More importantly, even if altering the current understanding of patentable
subject matter under Section 101 could completely alleviate patent trolling, it is
still unadvisable. As demonstrated by Alice, even a small shift in the
interpretation of eligible subject matter under Section 101 stands to
dramatically affect a huge number of existing patents and patent owners—both
those patent owners who are trolling, and those who are not by rendering
thousands of patents invalid after the fact. That is, after the USPTO had
examined those patents under a different understanding of what is patentable
subject matter.
Practitioners and patent owners alike are united in the hope that either the
Supreme Court will further refine Alice in order to protect subject matter that
has always seemed patentable under Section 101, or Congress will step in and
further refine the actual statute. Congress’s decision not to amend Section 101
with the America Invents Act, however, suggests that the Supreme Court may
be the only realistic option.
2.

Judge Created Early Case Dispositive Procedures

It’s not only the Supreme Court and Federal Circuit that have considered
changes to patent law to address patent trolling. Some districts courts have
implemented rules designed to short-circuit a patent case where a casedispositive issue may be identified early in the case. For example, the Northern
District of California has implemented a rule that requires parties to identify the
most significant terms for claim construction.178 Specifically, the rule states
“[t]he parties shall also jointly identify the 10 terms likely to be most significant
to resolving the parties’ dispute, including those terms for which construction
may be case or claim dispositive.”179 Such rules are being developed in
response to the ever increasing length, complexity, and cost of patent cases. And
while these rules are certainly not patent-troll specific, they recognize the value
of pre-empting cases that lack merit—the types of cases that patent trolls are
consistently accused of bringing.

177. Id. at 1259.
178. See Douglas A. Cawley, District Court Patent Case Management Post-AIA, 14 SEDONA
CONF. J. 77, 84 (2012).
179. N.D. Cal. R. 4-1(b) (emphasis added).
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Likewise, in response to “nuisance value” or “cost-of-defense” litigation
tactics in cases involving a large number of defendants, the Eastern District of
Texas has employed “an early and limited Markman and summary judgment
hearing to eliminate claims against defendants who do not belong in the
litigation.”180 In such cases, the court has ordered defendants to “submit three
potentially case-dispositive claim terms for an early Markman hearing, and set a
summary judgment hearing regarding those terms.”181 The court has also stayed
most if not all discovery until after these claim construction rulings.182 In doing
so, “the Eastern District of Texas has provided defendants a new and potentially
very effective mechanism to quickly and efficiently dispose of questionable
patent infringement lawsuits before incurring large discovery cost.”183
More recently, Federal Circuit Judge Mayer argued (in a concurrence) that
subject matter challenges under Section 101—which are suddenly relevant again
post-Alice—should be considered at the outset of a case (even before claim
construction) in order to conserve scarce judicial resources.184 In particular,
Judge Mayer opined that “failure to recite statutory subject matter is the sort of
‘basic deficiency,’ that can, and should, ‘be exposed at the point of minimum
expenditure of time and money by the parties and the court,’” and that resolving
subject matter eligibility at the outset provides a “bulwark against vexatious
infringement suits.”185 Judge Mayer further decried that “[t]he scourge of
meritless infringement claims has continued unabated for decades due, in no
small measure, to the ease of asserting such claims and the enormous sums
required to defend against them.”186
3.

New Exceptional Case Standard

Section 285 provides, “The court in exceptional cases may award
reasonable attorney fees to the prevailing party.”187 Beginning with Brooks
Furniture Mfg., Inc. v. Dutailier Int’l, Inc., 393 F.3d 1378 (Fed. Cir. 2005), the
Federal Circuit established a two-step inquiry to determine whether to award
attorneys’ fees under Section 285.188 First, a district court had to “determine
whether the prevailing party ha[d] proved by clear and convincing evidence

180. Fred Berretta & Nick Transier, New Eastern District of Texas Procedures Aim to Curb
“Nuisance Value” Lawsuits, SIDEBAR (Summer 2011) at 14, available at http://knobbe.com/pdf/2011August-New-Eastern-District-of-Texas-Procedures-Aim-to-Curb-Nuisance-Value-Lawsuits.pdf.
181. Id. at 14-15.
182. Id. at 15.
183. Id.
184. Ultramercial, 772 F.3d at 718 (J. Mayer concurring).
185. Id. at 718-19 (quoting Bell Atlantic Corp. v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544, 558 (2007)).
186. Id.
187. 35 U.S.C.A. § 285 (West 2015).
188. Eon-Net LP v. Flagstar Bancorp, 653 F.3d 1314, 1323 (Fed. Cir. 2011).
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that the case [was] exceptional.”189 Second, if the court found the case to be
exceptional, it then had to decide whether attorneys’ fees were warranted.190
The Federal Circuit held that “[a] case may be deemed exceptional” under
Section 285 only “when there has been some material inappropriate conduct,”
or when it is both “brought in subjective bad faith” and “objectively
baseless.”191 Further, the Federal Circuit reviewed the objective prong de
novo—extending no deference to the trial courts—and the subjective prong for
clear error.192 Some argued that this framework “so severely limit[ed] district
court discretion to award fees” that such awards were “essentially nonexistent.”193
In two recent cases, the Supreme Court turned the exceptional case
standard on its head: Octane Fitness, LLC v. ICON Health & Fitness, Inc., 134
S. Ct. 1749 (2014) and Highmark Inc. v. Allcare Health Mgmt. Sys., Inc., 134 S.
Ct. 1744 (2014). Calling the Federal Circuit’s exceptional case framework
“unduly rigid” and an “encumb[rance] [on] the statutory grant of discretion to
district courts,” the Supreme Court overruled Brooks Furniture.194 In its place,
the Court in Octane Fitness held that, “an exceptional case is simply one that
stands out from others with respect to the substantive strength of a party’s
litigating position . . . or the unreasonable manner in which the case was
litigated.”195 And whether a case is exceptional is a matter of “discretion” for the
district courts.196 The Court also rejected the requirement that litigants must
prove by clear and convincing evidence that a case is exceptional.197 Finally, in
Highmark, the Court held that “an appellate court should apply an abuse-ofdiscretion standard in reviewing all aspects of a district court’s § 285
determination.”198
Octane Fitness and Highmark appear to have had an immediate impact
on the prevalence of fee shifting. As explained in a recent article, the new
standard under Octane Fitness could provide a much more substantial shield to
defendants:
While the strength of a plaintiff’s litigation position has been the
dominant factor in recent decisions awarding fees, the district
189. Id.
190. Id.; see Brooks Furniture Mfg., Inc. v. Dutailier Int’l, Inc., 393 F.3d 1378, 1382 (Fed.
Cir. 2005) (“Even for an exceptional case, the decision to award attorney fees and the amount
thereof are within the district court’s sound discretion.”).
191. Brooks Furniture, 393 F.3d at. 1381.
192. Highmark Inc. v. Allcare Health Mgmt. Sys. Inc., 687 F.3d 1300, 1309-10 (Fed. Cir.
2012).
193. Brief for Petitioner at 2, Octane Fitness v. Icon Health and Fitness, 134 S. Ct. 1749
(2014) (No. 12-1184).
194. Octane Fitness, 134 S. Ct. at 1755.
195. Id. at 1756.
196. Id.
197. Id. at 1759.
198. Highmark, 134 S. Ct. at 1749.
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court’s ability to consider the totality of circumstances in a case
provides defendants with more flexibility in establishing that a
case is “exceptional.”199
Practitioners have reported anecdotal evidence of an increase in the number
of motions filed seeking exceptional case treatment and an increase in the overall
recovery of attorneys’ fees.200 Consistent with this, statistical analysis of
exceptional case rulings suggests that success rate of exceptional case motions
has returned to and even exceeded the rate before Brooks Furniture.201
In addition, some have speculated that these two decisions, among other
factors, have contributed to the recent and sharp decrease in new patent
litigation.202
Further, district courts are now considering NPE-specific behavior within
the “totality of the circumstances” under Octane Fitness in order to award fees
under Section 285. For example, in Lumen View Technology LLC v.
Findthebest.com Inc., the district court specifically characterized the plaintiff as
“a patent holding ‘Non-Practicing Entity’ that acquires patents and instigates
patent infringement lawsuits,” and admonished that the plaintiff’s “motivation in
this litigation was to extract a nuisance settlement,” which “counsels . . . in favor of
a finding of an exceptional case” under the Octane Fitness test.203 NPEs beware.
4.

Reconsidering the Patent Infringement Pleading Standard

Pleading standards for patent cases have turned into something of a
duel between the Supreme Court and the Federal Circuit. Specifically, in a
recent case, the Federal Circuit held that, although the Supreme Court had
tightened the pleading requirements in the Iqbal204 and Twombly205 cases,
those decisions did not formally amend the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, which contain model forms for pleading, including Form 18 for
pleading patent infringement.206 Therefore, for direct infringement at least,
199. See “3 Takeaways From Post-Octane Fitness Cases”, LAW 360,
available at
http://www.law360.com/articles/598264/3-takeaways-from-post-octane-fitness-cases (last accessed
Mar. 26, 2015).
200. Andrew v. Devkar, Examining the Present and Future Impact of Recent Patent Law
Cases, ASPATORE, Oct. 2014, at 1.
201. See Randy Lipsitz, Aaron Frankel and Hanna Seifert, Recent Supreme Court Decision Takes Us
Back to the Future: Attorney Fees Award Rate Increases in Patent Cases, BLOOMBERG LAW, available at
http://www.bna.com/recent-supreme-court-n17179921906/ (last accessed Mar. 26, 2015) (noting that
before Brooks Furniture, the success rate of exceptional case motions was around 42 percent, after
Brooks Furniture it dropped to around 32 percent, and after Octane Fitness, it has risen to at least
45 percent).
202. Dennis Crouch, A Major Drop in Patent Infringement Litigation?, PATENTLYO (Oct. 9,
2014), http://patentlyo.com/patent/2014/10/patent-infringement-litigation.html.
203. No. 13-cv-3599, 2014 WL 2440867 (S.D.N.Y. May 30, 2014).
204. See generally Ashcroft v. Iqbal, 556 U.S. 662 (2009).
205. See generally Bell Atlantic v. Twombly, 550 U.S. 544 (2007).
206. In re Bill of Lading Transmission & Processing Sys. Patent Litig., 681 F.3d 1323, 133334 (Fed. Cir. 2012).
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the bare requirements of Form 18207 suffice because “Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 84 states that ‘the forms in the Appendix suffice under these
rules . . . .’”208
Defendants have criticized the form’s simplicity as inadequate,
because in many cases they must incur the cost of discovery simply to
determine exactly what the plaintiff is alleging.209 Additionally, the limited
nature of Form 18 appears to be in conflict with the heightened pleading
standard announced by the Supreme Court in Twombly and Iqbal.210 The
Federal Circuit, however, held that patent cases are an exception to
Twombly and Iqbal because Rule 84 “makes clear that a proper use of a
form contained in the Appendix of Forms effectively immunizes a claimant
from attack regarding the sufficiency of the pleading.”211
In response, the Judicial Conference of the United States—established
to make policy with regard to the administration of federal courts212—has
released a preliminary draft of their proposed amendments to the FRCP,
which, among other things, advises abrogating all Rule 84 forms, including
Form 18. In particular, the report states, “[s]ome of the forms have come to
seem inadequate, particularly the Form 18 complaint for patent infringement.”213
As discussed above, increasing and harmonizing the pleading standards for
direct and indirect claims of patent infringement makes sense on many levels.

207. Id. at 1334 (“Form 18 requires: (1) an allegation of jurisdiction; (2) a statement that the
plaintiff owns the patent; (3) a statement that defendant has been infringing the patent ‘by
making, selling, and using [the device] embodying the patent’; (4) a statement that the plaintiff
has given the defendant notice of its infringement; and (5) a demand for an injunction and
damages.”).
208. Id. at 1334.
209. Ryan Davis, Judges’ Plan to Raise Pleading Bar May Curb Trolls, LAW360 (Feb. 14,
2014, 7:52 PM), http://www.law360.com/articles/509906/judges-plan-to-raise-patent-pleadingbar-may-curb-trolls.
210. See Twombly, 550 U.S. at 555 (holding that to survive a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss in
an antitrust case, “[f]actual allegations must be enough to raise a right to relief above the
speculative level, on the assumption that all the allegations in the complaint are true (even if
doubtful in fact) . . . .”); Iqbal, 556 U.S. at 678 (extending Twombly to all areas of law; holding
that to survive a 12(b)(6) motion to dismiss, “a complaint must contain sufficient factual matter,
accepted as true, to state a claim to relief that is plausible on its face,” that “allows the court to
draw the reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.”).
211. K-Tech Telecomm. v. Time Warner Cable, Inc., 714 F.3d 1277, 1283 (Fed. Cir. 2013).
212. Judicial Conference of the United States, UNITED STATES COURTS, http://www.uscourts.gov/
FederalCourts/JudicialConference.aspx (last visited Mar. 26, 2014).
213. COMMITTEE ON RULES OF PRACTICE AND PROCEDURE OF THE JUDICIAL CONFERENCE
OF THE UNITED STATES, Preliminary Draft of Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of
Bankruptcy and Civil Procedure 276 (2013).
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Recommendations

In an address to the Eastern District of Texas Bar Association, Federal
Circuit Chief Justice Randall Rader admonished that “litigation abuse” has
contributed most to the “crisis of confidence in patent law” and that “judicial
correction” is the proper remedy.214 And Judge Rader cautioned against
legislative actions that would attempt to solve the problem by “definition and
characteristic”—that is, new laws that would specifically target trolls—because
litigation abuse is largely a case-by-case factual issue.215 Justice Rader opined
that:
American law and ethics does not enforce or condition
enforcement of basic laws and policy on the characteristics of a
party. American law treats big company and small company,
foreign entity and domestic entity, different genders, races, and
ethnicities alike. Our law does not make distinctions based on the
characteristics of parties but on their actions proven in a court of
law. The definition of a “troll” will always be over-inclusive or
under-inclusive to the detriment of justice. Instead of fingerpointing and name-calling, the law needs to focus on blameworthy
conduct.216
Justice Rader’s suggested judicial remedies include: (1) increased use
of summary judgment to “weed out the cases lacking true merit;” (2) more
discretion to shift fees under Section 285; and (3) expansion of the use of
model orders to create efficiency and reduce litigation costs—which in turn
reduces the leverage that spawns litigation abuse.217
We agree with Justice Rader’s suggestions for the most part. In particular,
we agree that attempting to devise laws that single out specific categories or
definitions of entities (e.g., patent trolls, NPEs, PAEs, PMEs, etc.) are
ultimately unworkable. This note led with two specific factual examples of
parties (recall: a small-inventor and a university), that would be categorized
as patent trolls under most prevailing definitions. And most reasonable
minds would agree that those are just the type of entities that the patent system is
trying to incentivize to buy into the patent system.
Furthermore, we believe that proposed solutions that target specific patent
types, such as business method patents, are worrisome for a variety of reasons.
First of all, changing the rules with regard to subject matter eligibility may
214. Randall R. Rader, Chief Justice, United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit,
Keynote Address at the 2013 Eastern District of Texas Bar Association Conference: Patent Law
and Litigation Abuse 6 (Nov. 1, 2013) available at http://www.edtexbar.com/2013_conference/.
215. Id. at 7.
216. Id. at 6-7.
217. Id. at 8.
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seriously undermine the expectations of those who have invested in patents
regarding particular subject matters under the existing subject matter laws. And
there is no guarantee in any event that patent trolls will not just pick up and move
on to another subject matter area if a particular area is fouled by anti-troll
provisions. Ultimately, breeding uncertainty with respect to subject matter
eligibility will inexorably lead to devaluation of patents generally, which may inturn drive inventors away from the system altogether, thereby undermining a
fundamental purpose of the patent system.
It is also worth considering that the current Patent Laws have been, more or
less, around for over 60 years, and only recently needed updating. This time of
relative consistency in the statutory framework of patent law suggests at least
two things: (1) the laws are reasonably effective; and (2) the laws should be
updated only when they absolutely have to be, and even then, the updates should
be the result of a calm, analytical approach (not the scatter-shot approach that the
various stakeholders seem to be utilizing at present).
Putting it all together, we endorse and recommend provisions that primarily
improve the quality of patents and deter abusive litigation tactics. Such
provisions are in keeping with the purposes of the patent system articulated
above, i.e., (1) “seek[ing] to foster and reward invention”; (2) “promot[ing]
disclosure of inventions, to stimulate further innovation and to permit the public
to practice the invention once the patent expires”; and (3) “assur[ing] that ideas
in the public domain remain there for the free use of the public.”218 Under these
guiding principles, we endorse the following ideas as discussed herein:
(Executive/Legislative) Increase the quality of patents through (1)
increased training of patent examiners and (2) increased participation of the
public through crowdsourcing of prior art discovery. These measures should
increase the quality of patents going forward without affecting current patent
owner property rights. Further, these measures are not specific to a type of
patent applicant or owner, but rather seek to increase the quality of the system
as a whole. Finally, these measures may be effective in an indirect way against
patent trolls that seek to assert low quality patents against unsophisticated
clients by preventing those patents from ever issuing.
(Legislative/Judicial) Revise discovery rules to better balance the cost
burden of requesting and complying with discovery requests. Such a provision
should reduce one of the primary drivers of expense during a patent case, and
decrease the perceived “nuisance value” of a case, which in-turn may lower the
expected value of trolling. Critically, such a provision is agnostic to patent
ownership, and does not affect any fundamental rights of a patent owner.
Rather, they are meant to deter litigation misconduct.
(Legislative) As described above, the judiciary has already taken steps
to put the bite back into Section 285. But we still believe that amending
Section 285 to provide a two-way fee-shifting scheme for patent cases is
worth further consideration. An appropriate fee-shifting scheme rebalances

218.

Aronson, 440 U.S. at 262.
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the cost/benefit analysis of all parties alike—including trolls—in deciding
whether or not to pursue a questionable case. In particular, it may cause a
law firm willing to take a case on contingency on a wing and a prayer to
reconsider. But the two-way nature mitigates the troublesome aspects of
most fee-shifting provisions and allows latitude for a patent owner to bring
a case in good faith, even if they ultimately lose. In other words, the
scheme recognizes that it is typically not possible to predict the outcome of
a case without at least some discovery.
(Judicial/Legislative) Increase the pleading standards for patent cases
(including direct infringement). This idea further enforces the idea of
increasing the due diligence done before a case is filed, which should (in
theory at least) decrease the number of completely frivolous cases filed.
Increased pleading standards also plays well with changes to the exceptional
case standard, since under an increased pleading standard scheme, a frivolous
plaintiff would have even less justification for a frivolous case. This idea also
affects all patent owners alike.
(Judicial) Adopt local rules that provide early case dispositive checkvalves (e.g., early and limited Markman procedures) designed to flush out
cases lacking merit. This idea could significantly reduce the average time and
cost of dealing with a frivolous lawsuit, whether or not it is brought by a patent
troll. It also would serve to save judicial resources for meritorious cases.
(Legislative) Enact legislation to close the loophole in Section 299 that
allows courts to consolidate and coordinate multiples cases, based solely on
allegations they have infringed the same patents in suit, for purposes of pre-trial
activities. This idea is meant to finish what was started with the AIA. While it is
acknowledged that judges need to have authority to manage their caseload, the
current consolidation practices may heavily favor plaintiffs in patent lawsuits.
A common characteristic of our recommended approaches is that they
have the long-term, and not the nightly news cycle, in mind. As such, we
believe that these approaches are likely to engender the most benefits to the
patent system with the least negative consequences.
IV.

Conclusion

Among others, we started with a question of: what is a “patent troll?”
Unfortunately, we cannot provide any clear answer because the term tends to
take on the definition of whatever behavior a particular stakeholder wants to
prevent. And no matter how the line is drawn, the definition of “patent troll”
will appear hopelessly under or over-inclusive depending on perspective.
As a result, it became clear that rather than refining the definition of the
term “patent troll,” we needed to instead consider whether the patent law
framework can be improved regardless of the “existence” of patent trolls. We
reached this conclusion because, generally speaking, patent trolls—however
they should be defined—are just acting to their advantage within an existing
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legal framework that explicitly allows such activity. Now, that is not to say
that there are not patent trolls out there misusing and abusing the system. There
are. But, changes to the patent system should be made with a scalpel and not a
sledgehammer.
Looking at the issue objectively, the disdain for patent trolls really boils
down to a lot of subjective criticism and very little reasoned analysis. But
before such critics can truly add value to the discussion, they must come to
terms with the fact that any patent owner asserting a valid patent is well within
their rights to pursue potential infringers broadly and vigorously. That is the
foundational quid pro quo upon which the patent system is built.

